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Kurzzusammenfassung
Der Ursprung ultra-hochenergetischer kosmischer Strahlung (UHECRs) ist noch immer eine der
wichtigsten offenen Fragen der Astrophysik. Gammastrahlenblitze (GRBs) galten als potentielle
Quellen, da sie zu den energetischsten Ereignissen im Universum zählen. Konventionelle Szenar-
ien sind jedoch durch die Abwesenheit koproduzierter Neutrinos stark eingeschränkt. Außerdem
weisen Messungen der chemischen Zusammensetzung kosmischer Strahlen auf schwere Kerne hin,
welche in zu dichten Strahlungsfeldern disintegrieren würden. Um dieses Dilemma zu umgehen
deuten neue Studien auf versteckte Beschleuniger wie Sternzerissereignisse (TDEs) oder GRBs
niedriger Luminosität (LLGRBs) hin, welche schwer zu detektieren sind.
In dieser Dissertation präsentieren wir neue Ansätze um nukleare Prozesse in astrophysikalis-
chen Quellen effizient und selbstkonsistent zu berechnen. Wir quantifizieren diese Wechsel-
wirkungen anhand der nuklearen Kaskade, welche die Disintegration schwerer Kerne in leichtere
Fragmente beschreibt. Wir zeigen wie die Produktion von Nukleonen und Neutrinos in kompak-
ten Objekten durch die nukleare Kaskade gekoppelt ist und dass sich die Kaskade zumindest teil-
weise entwickeln muss, um die gemessene kosmische Strahlung (und Neutrinos) zu beschreiben.
Daher können, im Gegensatz zu den gängigen Annahmen in der Literatur, nukleare Prozesse im
Inneren potentieller Quellen nicht vernachlässigt werden.
Auch in umfassenden Quelle-Propagation-Modellen, wie sie in dieser Arbeit entwickelt wer-
den, sind GRBs durch Neutrinodaten unter Druck. Dennoch zeigen wir, dass eine Population
von LLGRBs konsistent mit derzeitigen Messungen ist und zugleich auch das Spektrum und
die Zusammensetzung kosmischer Strahlung über den Knöchel hinweg sowie Neutrinodaten
beschreiben kann. Aus unserer Prozedur können wir zusätzlich weitere Quelleneigenschaften
wie die baryonische Ladung oder die Ereignisrate bestimmen.
Weiterhin zeigen wir, dass auch TDEs mögliche Kandidaten eines gemeinsamen Ursprungs
der gemessenen kosmischen Strahlung und PeV-Neutrinos sind. Sie können jedoch durch kosmo-
genische Neutrinos von LLGRBs abgegrenzt werden. Wir präsentieren ein mit experimentellen
Daten konsistentes Modell, das sich durch Neutrino-Multiplets testen lässt. Schließlich wenden
wir unser Modell auf SGRB 170817A, verbunden mit Gravitationswellenereignis GW170817,
an. Wir zeigen für verschiedene Jet-Szenarien, dass der erwartete Neutrinofluss weit unter der
Sensitivität derzeitiger Instrumente liegt. Dennoch könnten verschmelzende Neutronensterne
die kosmische Strahlung unterhalb des Knöchels erklären.

Abstract
The origin of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) is still one of the most important open
questions in astrophysics. Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) were considered as potential sources as
they are among the most energetic events known in the Universe. However, conventional GRB
scenarios are strongly constrained by the non-observed but expected co-production of astrophys-
ical neutrinos. In addition, composition measurements by the Pierre Auger Observatory indicate
the presence of heavy nuclei, which would disintegrate if the radiation fields in the source were
too dense. In order to circumvent this dilemma, recent studies point towards hidden acceler-
ators such as tidal disruption events (TDEs) or low-luminosity GRBs (LLGRBs), which are
intrinsically hard to detect and ameliorate the constraints.
In this dissertation, we present novel approaches to efficiently and self-consistently calculate
the nuclear processes in astrophysical sources. We quantify these interactions by means of the
nuclear cascade, which describes the subsequent disintegration of heavy nuclei into lighter frag-
ments. We will explicitly show how the nuclear cascade links nucleon and neutrino production
in compact objects and demonstrate that in order to describe cosmic ray (and neutrino) obser-
vations, the nuclear cascade has to at least partially develop. Hence, nuclear processes inside
potential sources cannot be neglected, contrary to what is frequently assumed in the literature.
Even in sophisticated source-propagation models, as the ones developed in this thesis, con-
ventional GRBs are in tension with neutrino stacking limits. However, we demonstrate that a
population of LLGRBs is not only consistent with current constraints, but can even describe
the UHECR spectrum and composition across the ankle as well as neutrino data simultane-
ously. From our fitting procedure we can further constrain certain source properties, such as the
baryonic loading and the event rate.
Furthermore, we show that TDEs are viable candidates for a simultaneous description of
cosmic ray and PeV neutrino data too. However, they can be discriminated from LLGRBs by
cosmogenic neutrinos. We present a realistic model which is consistent with current constraints,
but testable by neutrino multiplets. Finally, we apply our model to SGRB 170817A associated
with gravitational wave event GW170817. We show for different jet scenarios that the expected
neutrino flux is orders of magnitude below the sensitivity of current instruments. Nevertheless,
binary neutron star mergers could in principle support cosmic rays below the ankle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The origin of cosmic rays at ultra-high energies, which are detected at Earth, is one of the
major unsolved questions in physics and astronomy. Their energy – tens of million times higher
than achievable by terrestrial accelerators – is too high for them to originate from within the
Milky Way, as the corresponding gyroradius exceeds the size of our galaxy. Due to their charge,
they are significantly deflected by magnetic fields, which leads to time delays of hundreds of
thousands of years just by galactic fields alone, making it hard to identify their sources even if
they are enormous and powerful objects [1]. The detection rate is extremely low at the highest
energies, as just 1 particle is expected per square kilometer and century [2]. Fortunately, modern
instruments cover thousands of square kilometers and are therefore able to measure the diffuse
flux of ultra-high energy cosmic rays with relatively good statistics [3]. The most important
features of the spectrum are a sudden change of slope around 1018.5 eV, dubbed the ankle,
and the cut-off at about 1019.5 eV [4]. Cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere trigger air
showers of secondary particles of which measurements indicate that the chemical composition
gets increasingly heavy at ultra-high energies [5]. This rules out proton only scenarios, which
were broadly discussed in the literature until then.
In this dissertation, we contribute to answering the question of the mysterious origin of ultra-
high energy cosmic rays by studying how these features of the spectrum and the chemical
composition can be addressed. We demonstrate which requirements potential sources need to
fulfil in order to be eligible candidates to power the observed diffuse flux while being consistent
with experimental constraints. We develop testable scenarios and give quantitative predictions
for experimental searches within a fully self-consistent, numerical approach beyond the status
quo. By drawing a more complete picture from the results of our studies presented in this thesis,
we contribute to improving our knowledge about the Universe outside of our galaxy.
Multi-messenger astronomy provides important concepts to do so by combining knowledge and
information from disparate messengers. Spatial and temporal correlation of cosmic rays with
electromagnetic radiation may not be possible, yet neutrinos, which are co-produced in nuclear
interactions, could serve as a smoking gun signature for cosmic ray acceleration in astrophysical
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environments [6]. Neutrinos have extremely small interaction cross-sections, such that they
point directly back to their origin. In addition, they travel at almost the speed of light, meaning
that correlations with electromagnetic signals should be possible. Depending on the production
mechanism, neutrinos come in three different flavors, which they can change during propagation
due to flavor mixing . Nevertheless, even the flux at Earth carries the imprint of the way they are
produced in cosmic ray interactions, such that neutrino telescopes, which are partially sensitive
to the flavor, can constrain the production scenario [7]. Their unique properties and their tight
connection to cosmic rays make them the ideal messenger to uncover the sources of ultra-high
energy cosmic rays. The detection of the astrophysical neutrino flux in 2013 with the IceCube
neutrino detector was a huge step in this direction [8]. Unfortunately, no significant spatial and
temporal clustering or correlations with electromagnetic signals have been detected so far, i.e.,
no high energy neutrino sources have been definitely identified [9]. This is also a consequence of
neutrinos reaching Earth from high redshifts, where the Universe is only transparent to neutrinos
(and gravitational waves). The reason for this is their extremely large mean free path, while
cosmic rays and photons are attenuated much more easily [10].
In the past, conventional source types as for example gamma-ray bursts [11] and active galac-
tic nuclei [12] have been widely considered. Gamma-ray bursts are one of the most energetic
electromagnetic outburst class and expected to produce a significant flux of high energy neutri-
nos if they are baryonically dominated due to cosmic ray interactions with the photons of the
prompt emission [13]. However, the absence of correlations in stacking searches of the IceCube
neutrino telescope using gamma-ray counterparts puts stringent limits on their contribution
to the diffuse astrophysical flux [14]. Thus, neutrinos can efficiently test the paradigm that
gamma-ray bursts are the sources of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. Although earlier predictions
for the prompt neutrino flux [15] have been updated [16, 17], current neutrino data continues
exerting pressure on the allowed parameter space for conventional neutrino emission models [18].
Parameters leading to efficient neutrino production are already excluded [19]. Nevertheless, if
the radiation density is low enough, cosmic rays are more likely to escape from the source rather
than interacting with ambient photons, such that gamma-ray bursts are still viable.
Not only neutrino production, but also the cosmic ray composition is linked to the radiation
density in the source, as interacting nuclei can break up into lighter fragments. Therefore,
the behaviour of cosmic ray nuclei in gamma-ray burst jets has been studied mostly in order
to determine the necessary conditions for nuclear survival [20, 21, 22]. On the other hand, for
compact radiation zones, a cascade of disintegrated isotopes lighter than the primary composition
emerges through photo-nuclear interactions in the source [23, 24]. We call this phenomenon the
nuclear cascade and develop new methods to efficiently and self-consistently compute it at a
level of sophistication comparable to state-of-the-art cosmic ray propagation [25], which is a
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key novelty of our work. The nuclear cascade as the subsequent feed-down to lower masses is
therefore a measure for interactions in the source and, with that, cosmic ray composition and
neutrino production.
For the purpose of testing cosmic ray paradigms, a comprehensive source-propagation model is
required. In such models, accelerated nuclei are injected into a radiation zone, where secondaries
are produced which escape from the source and are propagated through extragalactic space to
Earth [26, 23, 27]. In this thesis, we develop combined source-propagation models, which en-
able us to study the dependence of the resulting diffuse flux of cosmic rays on the injected
composition to learn more about the sources. On the contrary, only the ejected composition
at the interface between source and propagation has been determined before [4]. Furthermore,
an important open question is the determination of the transition energy between lower energy
(possibly galactic) cosmic rays and the ultra-high energy component. In the dip model, the
ankle is generated by pair-production losses, assuming a pure proton composition. This sce-
nario, in which the transition occurs below the ankle [28], is already constrained by cosmogenic
neutrinos [29] and extragalactic diffuse gamma-ray data [30, 31]. Thus, it was considered that
the transition occurs at the ankle [23, 32, 33], and generic models can effectively describe the
transition to lighter cosmic ray compositions below it due to disintegrated nucleons [27]. We
test both of these hypothesis for gamma-ray bursts and demonstrate that the parameter space
is largely excluded by neutrino data. Our study naturally points towards low luminosity objects
for accommodating the cosmic ray paradigm.
These concepts are in principle applicable to any source class, with dim but abundant sources
becoming more popular in the recent years due to the stacking limits strongly constraining
conventional source candidates as gamma-ray bursts and active galactic nuclei. One alternative
is for example to consider low-luminosity gamma-ray bursts as a distinct population from their
high-luminosity counterpart [34, 35, 36, 37]. The stacking bounds do not apply due to their
intrinsically low luminosity (limiting the detection of resolved sources) and their much longer
duration (such that background suppression is less efficient). They have been postulated as
sources of cosmic rays and neutrinos [38, 22, 39, 40, 41], recently also for ultra-high energies
including possible injection compositions [42]. As a further consequence of their low luminosity,
nuclei would stay mostly intact, addressing the required chemical composition of cosmic rays and
implying low neutrino production efficiencies. We go one step further and show by extensive
parameter space scans that a simultaneous description of ultra-high energy cosmic ray and
neutrino data is possible while being consistent with experimental constraints. We demonstrate
the correlation between neutrinos produced in the source and sub-ankle component of the cosmic
ray fit and we are able to describe data across the ankle almost perfectly only with a residual
power law component. In addition, we give an outlook on a combined source-propagation model
3
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for a dynamically evolving gamma-ray burst. These models, in which the radiation is emitted
from multiple zones, provide a high level of complexity and count to the most sophisticated
models in the literature. Even in this case, conventional gamma-ray bursts are almost excluded,
such that the question of low-luminosity bursts in the dynamical picture naturally arises.
Tidal disruption events, which describe stars torn apart by the gravitational force of a black
hole, are another viable alternative. Some of them can launch a relativistic jet [43, 44, 45]
where cosmic rays can be accelerated [46, 47] with neutrinos expected as a by-product [48, 49].
Although the sample size is small with only three observed jet-hosting events [50, 51, 52], they
are consistent with supermassive black holes disrupting main sequence stars [53] or intermediate
mass black holes disrupting white dwarfs [54, 55], for example. They have been discussed as
sources of astrophysical neutrinos [56, 57, 58, 59] and ultra-high energy cosmic rays [60, 61],
especially because the white dwarf scenario naturally provides mid-to-heavy compositions. So
far, a comprehensive study of multi-messenger production in tidal disruption jets has not been
performed. By applying our methods to this source class, we are able to give the first consistent
calculation of neutrino and cosmic ray production from tidal disruption events. We will show that
the population is a viable candidate for a common origin of these particles. We demonstrate
that they can potentially be discriminated from other candidates by the non-observation of
cosmogenic neutrinos.
Not a single source of ultra-high energy cosmic rays has been identified so far. However, recent
breakthroughs as the detection of binary neutron star merger in gravitational waves (GW170817)
[62] and electromagnetic radiation (SGRB 170817A) [63] or the potential neutrino event IceCube-
170922A coincident with electromagnetic emission from TXS 0506+056 [64] show enormous
advances in multi-messenger astronomy. The former has been awarded the Breakthrough of the
Year in 2017, and we apply our methods in order to get a better understanding of the source
both in the prompt phase as well as for the remnant. We contribute to understanding why
no neutrinos are expected from this particular event, as we show that the radiation densities
are too low to efficiently produce them. We show that, depending on the evolution of the
spectral energy density, a population of binary neutron star mergers can in principle support
the cosmic ray flux up to the ankle. As major observatories are either planning or performing
upgrades [65, 66, 67, 68, 69], such important detections are expected to happen more frequently
in the future. The interplay between experiments and theory will therefore eventually draw
a consistent, comprehensive picture of multi-messenger astronomy. By testing conventional
scenarios with sophisticated, novel technology as well as providing alternative perspectives and
new predictions, this dissertation contibutes to this theoretical picture.
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Cosmic messengers from astrophysical objects
Professional astronomy is nowadays, despite some differences, often used synonymous with astro-
physics, and it can be subdivided into observational and theoretical branches that complement
each other. The observational branch focuses on obtaining data from analyzing astronomical
objects with the means of physics. On the other hand, in theory, analytical and numerical mod-
els are developed and computer simulations are performed, seeking to explain the observational
results. Such simulations cover, e.g., stellar dynamics, structure formation in the Universe, mag-
netohydrodynamics (MHD), general relativity, cosmology and astroparticle physics. Although
astronomy itself would already qualify as astroparticle physics, as it deals with observing pho-
tons from space, usually the term is used when multiple types of particles are involved. Thus, it
is tightly connected with multi-messenger astronomy, which provides the framework to interpret
observations beyond the electromagnetic spectrum.
In this thesis, theoretical models are developed, applied and interpreted in the context of
multi-messenger astronomy. For that purpose, the scientific context including a brief historical
overview is presented in this chapter. In the first section, Sec. 2.1, the most important milestones
in astronomy combining different types of messenger particles are summarized. The methods
developed in this work contribute to exploring potential source scenarios and constraining their
respective properties. Then, in Sec. 2.2, an introduction to the state-of-the-art of cosmic ray
physics is given, especially focusing on the current status of spectrum and composition at the
highest energies. After that, in Sec. 2.3, neutrino astronomy is introduced in the historical
context including a review of the status quo, as neutrinos are powerful messengers co-created
with ultra-high energy cosmic rays, helping us to understand and identify their sources.
2.1 Milestones in multi-messenger astronomy so far
Electromagnetic radiation from celestial bodies is still the main source of information to date.
It can be categorized by the wavelength band of the electromagnetic spectrum in which the
measurements are taken. As the instruments are sensitive only to a narrow energy band for
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Figure 2.1: Distance after which the Universe becomes opaque to electromagnetic radiation of
a certain energy. At the highest energies, E > 1010 eV, photons are absorbed after
traveling short distances, such that the most energetic cosmic events are obscured, as
indicated by the black region. This region is, in turn, accessible by other messengers
such as neutrinos and gravitational waves. The top panel depicts how the Universe
looks in different wave lengths and messengers. Taken from [10].
which they are optimized, the requirements for different telescopes are diverse. Special attention
has to be paid to the construction site for ground based telescopes. Popular examples are the
Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope in New Mexico or the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA) for observations in the infrared in Chile. X-ray observations, for example, must be
performed from balloons, rockets or satellites, as the radiation is absorbed in the atmosphere.
For shortest wavelengths, particularly of interest for this work as they are connected with other
ultra-high energy messenger particles, measurements are taken with gamma-ray telescopes. A
special class of gamma-ray telescopes are the so-called Cherenkov telescopes, such as the High
Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) or the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), which do not
detect the gamma-rays directly, but indirectly via flashes of Cherenkov light produced by gamma-
rays interacting in the atmosphere. The combination of observations in different wavelength
bands to obtain a more complete picture is called multi-wavelength astronomy.
However, the Universe becomes opaque for highest energy photons because their energy is high
enough to interact with low energy photons of the cosmic background. As shown in Fig. 2.1,
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lower energy photons with E . 1010 eV can reach us even from large distances. In contrast,
high energy photons are attenuated as they travel through space, such that our view of their
origin and, with that, the most powerful events in the universe is obscured. To access the
information about far away and very energetic sources, other messengers are needed. Cosmic
rays are deflected by magnetic fields and, similar to gamma-rays, interact with the extragalactic
background light. Neutrinos have a very low cross section such that they travel through the
Universe mostly unattenuated, pointing back straight to their sources. Gravitational waves are
ripples in space-time which have to be detected with kilometer-sized interferometers at Earth,
which makes the spatial reconstruction harder. Indeed, this region of the parameter space is
accessible for neutrinos and gravitational waves [10].
Multi-messenger astronomy is a relatively new field of research, which requires sophisticated
instruments to detect disparate messengers. By combining these independent measurements, a
more complete picture of their production can be drawn, as they are likely correlated with each
other already from the creation in the sources. An example is the so-called ∆(1232)-resonance
p+ γ → ∆+ →
⎧⎨⎩n+ π
+ 1/3 of all cases
p+ π0 2/3 of all cases
, (2.1)
which describes an energetic cosmic ray (here: proton) interacting with a photon, for instance in
the environment of the source. A ∆-meson is produced which subsequently decays into a baryon
plus a charged or neutral pion. The branching ratio is roughly 1/3 for the charged pion channel
and 2/3 for producing a neutral pion. These pions decay too, i.e., π+ → µ+ + νµ or π0 → 2γ,
respectively. This shows that as soon as there is acceleration of cosmic rays to high energies and
sufficiently dense photon fields to interact with, multi-messenger production is possible.
For low energies, multi-messenger observations happened as early as the 1940s, when cosmic
rays were measured coinciding with solar flares, which were also observed electromagnetically
[70]. In 1987, supernova SN1987A was detected, first with optical telescopes. A few hours
later, neutrinos were detected in Kamiokande-II [71], the Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB)
experiment [72] and Baksan [73]. Often cited as the beginning of the multi-messenger era, a
binary neutron star merger was observed in August 2017, first in gravitational waves and shortly
after by electromagnetic radiation. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO) collaboration reported a gravitational wave signal originating from the galaxy NGC
4993, which was later called GW170817 [62]. A short gamma-ray burst dubbed SGRB170817A
was detected by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope and the INTErnational Gamma-Ray
Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) 1.7 seconds later [63]. The optical counterpart named
AT 2017gfo (originially SSS17a) was detected 11 hours later by the Swope Supernova Survey
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(SSS) [74]. In the following, ultraviolet [75], X-ray [76] and radio signals [77] were detected,
revealing a brightening of X-ray emissions for about half a year [78]. Strong evidence for a
kilonova, in which heavy r-process (rapid neutron capture) nuclei are produced, was reported
[79]. Neutrino and cosmic ray production in this event will be reviewed in chapter 6. Only one
month later, a very high energy neutrino event with an energy of about 290 TeV named IceCube-
170922A was detected by the IceCube collaboration [64]. A few days after, the Fermi-Large Area
Telescope (LAT) and the Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes (MAGIC)
collaboration reported the detection of gamma-rays from the blazar TXS0506+056, positionally
consistent with the neutrino signal [80]. However, it is still controversial if the gamma-rays are
correlated to the neutrino event [81]. Note that in multi-messenger astronomy, detection of a
messenger and non-detection of another one can constrain production scenarios too.
In order to strengthen the conection between different observatories, networks were created
to send out alerts in case of a potential detection, i.e., the observatories share preliminary
information on the position of the event, for example. Similarly, archival data is re-investigated
to correlate events in different messengers spatially and temporally. The first such network
was established in 1999 at Brookhaven National Laboratory and combined multiple neutrino
detectors to generate supernova alerts as an early warning system [82]. In 2013, the Astrophysical
Multimessenger Observatory Network (AMON) was created, which is a more ambitious project
to facilitate multi-messenger observations [83]. Also sub-threshold events can be potentially
interesting when looked at with several different instruments. Another automated program to
search for astronomical transients is the All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-SN).
2.2 Ultra-high energy cosmic rays
After radioactivity was discovered in 1896 by Henri Becquerel, it was widely believed that
any ionization of the air was caused by radioactive gases or elements in the Earth’s crust and
atmosphere [84]. However, in 1909, Theodor Wulf measured higher levels of ionizing radiation
on top of the Eiffel Tower than at its base with an electrometer he developed [85]. Domenico
Pacini observed similar effects with varying altitude in 1911, concluding that, contrary to the
popular belief, there must be a component of ionizing radiation not originating from radioactive
isotopes in the Earth’s crust and atmosphere [86].
In 1912, high-altitude balloon flights were performed by Victor Hess, where he repeated mea-
suring the ionization rate. He found that the rate increased significantly compared to ground
level. To rule out that the Sun is the source of this radiation, Hess made a balloon ascent during
a near-total solar eclipse. Finding the same increase of the ionization rate, he concluded that
the observations can be best explained by radiation from beyond the atmosphere [87]. Later
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balloon flights to higher altitudes in 1913–1914 by Werner Kolhörster confirmed Hess’ results.
Despite the fact that they were still unidentified, this led to the definitive discovery of cosmic
rays, for which Hess was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1936.
It was Robert Millikan who established the name "cosmic rays" for this radiation, since he
believed that they were mainly gamma-rays. This theory was disfavored by Jacob Clay in 1927,
who found a variation of cosmic ray intensity also with latitude, indicating that cosmic rays are
deflected by the geomagnetic field, i.e., must be charged particles [88]. In 1930, Bruno Rossi
predicted a difference between cosmic ray intensities arriving from the east and from the west,
depending on the charge of the particles. Indeed, this difference was found in three independent
experiments, since most particles have a positive charge [89].
Rossi also observed that Geiger counters at ground level simultaneously detect particles (well
above the expected background) even if they are widely separated from each other. He realized
that this could be an effect of an extensive air shower of particles, generated by the interaction of
cosmic rays in the atmosphere [90]. In order to measure the cosmic rays indirectly by detecting
these showers, an array of detectors extending over a large area had to be built to deduce
the energy of the cosmic ray primary. In 1937, Pierre Auger arrived at the same conclusion,
independent from Rossi’s earlier findings. He stated that cosmic rays of particularly high energy
interact with nuclei in the air, which initiates a cascade of secondary interactions, leading to a
shower of photons and electrons at ground level. Auger already concluded that the energy of
cosmic ray primaries initiating an extensive air shower is at least 1015 eV [91].
Further experiments until 1945 confirmed that primary cosmic rays consist mainly of pro-
tons, and that there is secondary radiation produced by interactions in the atmosphere. These
secondaries were found to mainly consist of electrons, photons and muons. Homi J. Bhabha
and Walter Heitler developed the corresponding theory for secondary production in cosmic ray
showers and how they can be measured at ground level, serving as the basis for the modern
understanding of air showers [92].
The first cosmic ray particle with an energy exceeding 1020 eV was detected at the Volcano
Ranch experiment by John Linsley and Livio Scarsi in 1962 in New Mexico [93]. The array
covered an area of 9 km2 and used plastic scintillator surface detectors, a technology which was
later used by a number of other extensive air shower detectors, such as Yakutsk in Russia [94],
the Haverah Park experiment in England [95] or the Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA)
in Japan [96], the latter with an area of about 100 km2.
Cosmic rays can also be detected indirectly by observing the Cherenkov light generated by
secondary particles from the air shower. Similar to scintillator detectors, arrays of water tanks
equipped with photomultipliers are distributed over large areas. When a high energy secondary
particle enters the tank, it will emit Cherenkov light since it travels faster than the speed of
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light in water. This light is then measured to reconstruct the energy of the particle. Another
way to perform a detection is by measuring the fluorescence light which is generated during the
longitudinal development of the air shower in the atmosphere. High energy photons produced in
the air shower can excite nitrogen molecules in the air, which in turn emit a lower energy, ultra-
violet photon upon de-excitation. On Moonless nights, this fluorescence light can be observed.
The High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) experiment, operated in Utah, utilizes the atmospheric
fluorescence technique.
These detection methods are widely used, for example in the Tunka Advanced Instrument for
cosmic ray physics and Gamma Astronomy (TAIGA) [97] or IceTop [98]. The KArlsruhe Shower
Core and Array DEtector (KASCADE) operated from 1996 with its extension KASCADE-
Grande taking data from 2003 to 2009. They extended measurements of the spectrum up to
200 PeV and studied heavy components of cosmic rays [99, 100]. Currently, the largest cosmic
ray detector is the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) in Malargue, Argentina. It consists of 1660
water Cherenkov detectors distributed over 3000 km2 and 24 fluorescence detectors, making it
also the first hybrid detector combining both, ground and fluorescence detectors [101]. Another
hybrid detector is the Telescope Array (TA) using an array of 507 scintillation surface detectors
and 3 fluorescence stations. With a covered area of 762 km2, TA is smaller than PAO [102].
Since TA and PAO are two of the biggest experiments today, their results will be referred to
throughout this thesis. Their findings are discussed in greater detail in Sec. 2.2.1. For both
observatories, upgrades (AugerPrime, TAx4) are planned or under development.
Lower energy cosmic rays are measured directly due to the larger flux. There are several
satellite based experiments, e.g., the Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-
nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA) [103] or the Voyager probes [104]. Some are mounted on the
International Space Station (ISS), e.g., the Cosmic Ray Energetics and Mass (CREAM, originally
a balloon-borne experiment) [105] or the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) [106].
2.2.1 The cosmic ray spectrum and its features
In the recent past, the cosmic ray spectrum has been measured by various experiments, which
is shown in Fig. 2.2. The flux spans over 32 orders of magnitude, with the low energy cosmic
rays being the most abundant. For energies of about 1012 eV, roughly 1 particle can be detected
per square meter and second, so direct detection is feasible. However, this rate drops rapidly
with increasing energy, such that indirect observation becomes the main detection method. The
cosmic ray spectrum follows a power law which changes its slope at several points. The first
break happens at the so-called knee at about ∼ 1015.5 eV, where it changes from E−2.7 to E−3.1.
The detection rate at the knee is already only 1 particle per square meter and year, emphasizing
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Cosmic Ray Spectra of Various Experiments
Figure 2.2: All-particle cosmic ray flux as a function of the particle energy as measured by
various experiments. Spectral breaks of the spectrum, in particular the knee and
ankle, are indicated with arrows together with approximate detection rates. The
maximum energy of terrestrial accelerators is depicted for comparison (red: FNAL
Tevatron, blue: CERN LHC). Taken from [2].
the need for huge detector areas. At the second break, called the second knee (at ∼ E17.7 eV not
shown in the figure), the power law changes mildly to E−3.2. The third feature of the spectrum
is the so-called ankle at ∼ E18.5 eV, where the spectrum hardens again to E−2.7. At this energy,
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it can be expected to detect one particle every year for a detector with a surface area of 1 km2.
At the highest energies around 1020 eV, this number further decreases to one particle per square
kilometer and century. The highest ever measured cosmic ray energies exceed the maximum
energies of terrestrial accelerators, as indicated in the figure for CERN’s LHC (blue arrow) or
the Tevatron (red arrow) by a factor of several tens to hundreds of millions.
The different breaks in the spectrum have different origins. At the knee, Galactic cosmic rays
might reach energies high enough such that their Larmor radius exceeds the size of the galaxy,
leading to a depletion in the spectrum [107]. The second knee might indicate the energy above
which also Galactic cosmic ray nuclei are depleted [108]. The most important feature of the
spectrum for this work is the ankle, whose origin is still debated. Two scenarios which have
been considered are energy losses from electron-positron pair production [109] or a transition
from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays. The idea of a suppression by pair production, the
so-called dip model, was disfavored by cosmogenic neutrinos in the case of protons interacting
with the cosmic microwave background (CMB) p + γCMB → p + e+ + e−, which would exceed
neutrino limits [29]. Also the composition be too light in such a scenario (see Sec. 2.2.2).
At the highest energies, a suppression of the spectrum is measured. It is still debated if at
energies around ∼ 1021 eV the accelerators of cosmic rays run out of power or if the cut-off is
caused by the interaction of cosmic rays with the cosmic microwave background, as postulated
by Greisen, Zatsepin and Kuzmin in 1966 [110, 111]. The so-called GZK cut-off is determined
by the energy threshold of photo-hadronic interactions as in Eq. (2.1). With the photon energy
of the CMB, it can be calculated that this process sets in at energies around ∼ 5 · 1019 eV, with
a mean free path of about 50 Mpc for this interaction. Thus, it is unlikely that protons with
higher energies reach the Earth from distances larger than this. This distance is therefore also
known as the GZK horizon.
While cosmic rays with energies below the ankle could originate from objects in the Milky
Way, cosmic rays with higher energies than ∼ 1018 eV are presumably of extragalactic origin as
their Larmor radii exceeds the size of our galaxy [113]. Cosmic rays with energies E > 1018 eV
are called ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs). A zoom-in on this part of the spectrum, as
measured by PAO, is shown in Fig. 2.3, emphasizing the ankle at ∼ 5 EeV and the cut-off at
∼ 40 EeV [112]. Note that in this representation, the spectrum is multiplied by E3.
2.2.2 Chemical composition of UHECRs at Earth
The composition of cosmic rays can be deduced from observing the longitudinal profile of air
showers with fluorescence detectors. If the incoming cosmic ray primary is a proton, fewer
secondary particles are expected compared to an air shower initiated by a heavier nucleus with
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Figure 2.3: Ultra-high energy cosmic ray spectrum as measured by PAO as a function of the
energy. The spectral indices of the empirically fitted power laws, γ1 and γ2, below
and above the ankle at Eankle ∼ 5 EeV are added. The energy of the suppression is
given by ES and E1/2 represents the energy at which the integrated flux drops by a
factor of two below the expectation without suppression. Taken from [112].
the same energy. In addition, the number of secondary particles peaks at a different depth of
the shower in the atmosphere. For nuclei primaries, the average depth of the shower maximum
is reached earlier, i.e., for higher altitudes than for protons [114].
The corresponding measurement by PAO is shown in Fig. 2.4. Plotted are the first and
second moment of the distribution of the shower maximum, ⟨Xmax⟩ (left panel) and σ(Xmax)
(right panel), as a function of the energy. The data points are to be compared to the air shower
simulations for protons (red lines) and iron (blue lines), computed with hadronic interaction
models EPOS-LHC [115], Sibyll2.3 [116] and QGSJetII-04 [117], as indicated by the legend.
The data shows a clear trend towards higher masses for cosmic ray energies beyond the ankle,
i.e., E > 1018.5 eV. Hence, ultra-high energy cosmic rays do not consist solely of protons, which
will become important for the simulations performed in this work.
In contrast to PAO, the composition measurement obtained by TA is compatible with protons
for all energies [118]. This triggered a controversy in the community and there is a dedicated
joint working group to sort out the differences. Taking into account the different methods in
both analyses, the measurements are consistent with each other within their uncertainties [119].
Note that the two observatories are monitoring different parts of the sky, as TA is seeing the
northern hemisphere and PAO the southern hemisphere.
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Figure 2.4: Mean atmospheric depth of the shower maximum Xmax (left) and standard deviation
of Xmax (right) as a function of the energy. For comparison, predictions of differ-
ent hadronic interaction models (solid: EPOS-LHC, dashed: Sibyll2.3, dot-dashed:
QGSJetII-04) for pure proton (red) and iron (blue) composition are also shown.
Taken from [114].
Results on the arrival direction of ultra-high energy cosmic rays were also published by PAO.
The large-scale anisotropy of cosmic rays with energies above 4 EeV was studied in two energy
bins, E ∈ [4, 8] EeV and E ≥ 8 EeV. A significant dipolar modulation in right ascension was
found in the second bin with an amplitude increasing with energy. The direction of the dipole
is reported to be consistent with an extragalactic origin at all considered energies. There were
no statistically significant quadrupolar components found in the anisotropy [120]. These results
can be discussed in the context of model predictions, but arrival directions are not included as
a part of the models reported in this thesis.
2.3 Astrophysical neutrinos
Neutrinos are electrically neutral elementary particles which were first postulated by Wolfgang
Pauli in 1930 as a way to ensure energy conservation in beta decay, i.e., n → p + e + ν̄e [121].
As neutrinos were not detectable with conventional instruments in that time, it took until 1956
to confirm the existence of neutrinos via inverse beta decay ν̄e + p → e+ + n by Clyde Cowan,
Frederick Reines and collaborators. They used scintillators to detect coincident photons of
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about 0.5 MeV, each of which are produced in the annihilation of the resulting positron with a
neighbouring electron, giving a unique signature [122].
In 1968, the Homestake experiment to collect and count neutrinos emitted by nuclear fusion
in the sun was carried out by Raymond Davis Jr. and John Bahcall. It was a chlorine detector
where an incoming neutrino would convert chlorine-37 to argon-37. The argon is separated from
the chlorine by purging it with helium gas and the argon atoms can be counted by electron
capture radioactive decays. The experiment successfully detected and counted solar neutrinos,
however the detected rate turned out to be only about one third of the theoretical prediction
[123]. This created the solar neutrino problem. Later it was found that neutrinos, as the
leptons in the Standard Model, appear in three generations, which are called flavors. The
Homestake experiment was only sensitive to the electron flavor, thus recording only one third
of the flux. Later, the two other flavors were discovered, namely the muon-neutrino in 1962 by
Jack Steinberger, Melvin Schwartz and Leon Lederman [124], and the tau-neutrino in 2000 by
the DONUT ("Direct Observation of the NU Tau") collaboration at Fermilab [125].
The solar neutrino problem was solved when the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) in
Ontario, Canada, detected neutrino oscillations [126]. Neutrino oscillations are a consequence
of them being produced in so-called flavor eigenstates, together with the corresponding lepton.
These flavor eigenstates are superpositions of propagation eigenstates (mass eigenstates), such
that a neutrino traveling through space will change its flavor depending on the distance, energy
and the medium through which it propagates. Different from the predictions of the Standard
Model, the neutrino masses are not zero, which has been proven by neutrino oscillations, as they
depend on the differences of the mass squares [127]. The neutrino mass is yet undetermined, but
can be constrained to very small values. An upper limit obtained by the direct measurement of
the beta spectrum ending point in tritium decay is 2 eV/c2 [128, 129]. It is expected that this
limit will be improved by the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN) by one order
of magnitude to 0.2 eV/c2 [130]. The cosmological approach to constrain the neutrino mass
predicts a similar limit of 0.2 eV/c2 for the sum of all three neutrino masses. This estimate is
based on the anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation and the parameters of the ΛCDM
model. Neutrinos have an impact on structure formation and primordial nucleosynthesis in the
Universe, which is where this constraint comes from [131]. Also, the mass hierarchy, i.e., the
order of the mass eigenstates, is unknown [132].
Hypothetically, neutrinoless double beta decay can be another option to infer on their mass. If
two neutrons of a nucleus decay simultaneously, the two neutrinos can annihilate instead of being
emitted. In this case, all the energy is taken by the electrons, such that the electron spectrum
has a maximum close to the decay energy. This is, however, only possible, if neutrinos are
Majorana particles (in contrast to the Standard Model), i.e., they are their own anti-particles,
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otherwise lepton number conservation would be violated. Currently, neutrinoless double beta
decays have not been observed [133].
For these light fermions, no right-handed equivalent was observed so far. One possibility to
explain this is by the existence of right-handed sterile neutrinos, which interact only via gravita-
tion and are therefore also a candidate for Dark Matter. Sterile neutrinos can, however, mix with
active neutrinos of the Standard Model which could be the responsible process to generate their
mass. The results of the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) experiment, which was
running from 1993 to 1998 in Los Alamos, were interpreted as a hint on the existence of sterile
neutrinos, but the results are still disputed. Further investigations are currently performed with
MiniBooNE since 2007 at Fermilab. See [134] for a recent review.
2.3.1 Neutrino telescopes and the cosmic spectrum
Neutrinos can interact only weakly, mediated by W or Z bosons, with a typical weak cross section
of ∼ 10−42 cm2, which leads to extremely long mean free paths. Detectors must therefore be very
large, such that first ideas of underwater neutrino telescopes were proposed already in 1960 by
Moisey Markov. This kind of detectors takes advantage of the Cherenkov radiation produced by
a fast, charged particle produced in a neutrino interaction traveling through the medium. This
method is one of the most popular nowadays and it can be used to infer on the energy, direction
and sometimes flavor of the incident neutrino, as described below. For background suppression
of cosmic rays, which are mistakenly identified as neutrinos, lower energy experiments are placed
underground such that the instrument is shielded by the earth above. Higher energy experiments
often use a "veto" layer surrounding the primary detector, revealing cosmic rays entering the
detector and giving a wrong signature.
Popular examples of detectors using this technique are for example the Super-Kamioka Neu-
trino Detection Experiment (Super-Kamiokande, Super-K) in Japan [135], the Astronomy with
a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmental RESearch (ANTARES) telescope in the Mediter-
ranean Sea [136] or, with ice as a medium, the Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array
(AMANDA) [137]. AMANDA has been upgraded to the IceCube observatory, which is currently
the biggest of its kind with a volume of about 1 km3 [138]. The next generation deep sea neutrino
telescope will be KM3Net with a total instrumented volume of about 5 km3, for which the first
implementation phase started already in 2013 [139]. The Probe Of Extreme Multi-Messenger
Astrophysics (POEMMA) is a planned experiment for observing UHECRs via fluorescent nitro-
gen in extensive air showers and neutrinos through Cherenkov radiation of up-going tau lepton
decays [140]. An upgrade for IceCube called IceCube-Gen2 is currently being planned [141].
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Figure 2.5: Cosmic neutrino spectrum detected at Earth as a function of the energy. The
contribution of different components is indicated by the labels: Big Bang (CνB),
the Sun (solar), supernovae (SN), atmospheric neutrinos, active galactic nuclei
(AGN), gamma-ray bursts (GRB) and cosmogenic neutrinos (GZK). Data points
of AMANDA (blue) and the Frejus underground laboratory (red) are shown. Taken
from [142].
Radio detection of neutrinos is also possible by using antennas to detect Cherenkov emission
from particle showers produced by neutrinos at the highest energies. Because of the high energy,
it is especially suited for searches of cosmogenic neutrinos, i.e., neutrinos that are produced by
cosmic ray interactions off the CMB during their propagation (also called GZK neutrinos). Next
generation detectors considered for construction are, e.g., the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA),
which is designed to detect cosmogenic neutrinos with a rate of a few per year [143]. Two of the
biggest radio detectors currently planned are the Antarctic Ross Ice-Shelf ANtenna Neutrino
Array (ARIANNA), which is planned to cover about 900 km2 [144], and Giant Radio Array for
Neutrino Detection (GRAND), which will have ∼ 200,000 antennas in total, if approved [145].
The cosmic neutrino spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.5 for a wide range of energies [142]. At the
lowest energies, around 10−4 to 10−6 eV, there is a contribution from relic neutrinos from the
Big Bang. This component is also called cosmic neutrino background (CνB). Since even high
energy neutrinos are notoriously difficult to detect, it was not possible to observe these neutrinos
so far, but there is strong indirect evidence that this component exists [146]. Next, there are
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solar neutrinos with energies of about 0.1 to 18 MeV. Neutrinos from supernovae (see, e.g.,
[147, 148]), as the ones detected for SN1987A, have similar energies (. 60 MeV). Atmospheric
neutrinos from cosmic ray interactions set in around GeV energies. The highest energy cosmic
neutrinos originate from cosmic accelerators or cosmic ray interactions with the CMB on their
way to Earth. Their energy can in principle reach up to ∼ 1019 eV, yet such high energies have
not been observed until now [149]. The decay of radioactive elements in the Earth can be an
additional component (. 4 MeV). Other sources of neutrinos are manmade, such as reactor
neutrinos (. 10 MeV) and neutrinos from accelerators (. 10 GeV).
2.3.2 Astrophysical spectrum and absence of correlations
In 2013, the IceCube neutrino telescope discovered ultra-high energy neutrinos between 30 TeV
and 2 PeV, likely of extragalactic origin, with a significance of more than 5σ [8]. As mentioned
above, IceCube is currently the largest operating neutrino telescope with an instrumented vol-
ume of 1 km3. It is a Cherenkov detector which uses Antarctic ice as a medium for neutrino
interactions, detecting them with photomultipliers buried deep in the ice. These photomultipli-
ers are contained in digital optical modules (DOMs), which are in turn mounted onto a string
with a spacing of 17 meters. A total of 86 strings with 60 DOMs each are deployed in ∼ 2.5
km deep holes drilled with hot water. In the center of the array, a section of the ice dubbed
DeepCore has been more densely instrumented to lower the neutrino energy detection threshold,
extending the observable energies below 100 GeV [150].
IceCube can observe different event topologies, of which the main ones are tracks and cascades.
The latter can be observed due to neutral-current (NC) interaction of neutrinos of arbitrary
flavor, e.g., νx + N → νx + N ′, generating hadronic cascade. Cascades can also be created
by charged-current (CC) interactions of electron-neutrinos, e.g., νe + N → e + N ′, resulting
in an electromagnetic cascade, i.e., a cascade with a higher electron and photon content. In
either case, the signature is localised, approximately spherical and likely to be fully contained
within the detector. Thus, the uncertainty in the energy reconstruction is low (∼ 15% above 10
TeV), but the reconstruction of the arrival direction is poor (10◦ to 40◦). For muon tracks it is
the opposite: they are observed following a charged-current interaction of a muon-neutrino, i.e.,
νµ+N → µ+N ′, where the resulting muon produces a track of photons along its trajectory. Due
to the large mean free path of the muon, the track has a much better angular resolution (. 1◦)
than cascade events. On the other hand, it is likely that a part of the track is not contained
in the detector, which leads to a poorer energy resolution. Tau-neutrinos at PeV energies can
be identified via their expected "double bang" topology, i.e., ντ + N → τ + N ′, which shows
a hadronic cascade at the interaction vertex and a second cascade where the τ -lepton decays
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Figure 2.6: Diffuse astrophysical neutrino spectrum (single flavor, combined neutrino and anti-
neutrino) as a function of the energy. The black data points with the 1σ uncertainties
attached are from the High Energy Starting Events (HESE) data set, with the blue
band showing the 1σ uncertainties of a single power-law best-fit to HESE data.
The pink band represents the best fit of the through-going muon (TGM) data set.
Atmospheric fluxes are also shown (blue: best-fit conventional, green: best-fit upper
limit prompt). Taken from [151].
into a tau-neutrino. If only one of the two vertices is contained in the detector, it is called a
"lollipop" signature. See [152] for an overview of the event topologies.
Furthermore, incoming electron-antineutrinos can interact resonantly with electrons to create
a W boson, i.e., ν̄e + e → W , if their energy is about 6.3 PeV. The obtained signal can be
a hadronic cascade or a leptonic cascade or track, depending on the decay channel of the W
boson [153]. This so-called Glashow resonance will become important in Sec. 3.2.3 since for
different production mechanisms in astrophysical objects different flavor ratios are obtained for
the neutrinos. This results in different event rates for the Glashow resonance, providing a tool
for neutrino production diagnosis.
In 6 years of IceCube data, 82 high energy cosmic neutrinos with energies between 100 TeV
and 10 PeV have been detected. The flux of astrophysical neutrinos (per flavor, combined
neutrino and antineutrino), as it is known today, is shown in Fig. 2.6 as a function of the energy.
There are two main data sets, namely High Energy Starting Events (HESE) and Through-Going
Muons (TGM). Fitting the data sets with a single power law yields E−2.9 (blue band, including
1σ uncertainties) for HESE and E−2.1 (pink band, including 1σ uncertainties) for TGM as a
best fit spectral index. Also shown in the figure are the best fit for the conventional atmospheric
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Figure 2.7: Skymap of the arrival direction of detected neutrino events in Galactic coordinates.
Shower-like events are indicated by + while track-like events are marked with ×.
At each location, the color scale represents the test statistics (TS) for point-source
clustering. No significant clustering was found. Taken from [151].
neutrino flux (dashed, blue curve) and the best fit for the prompt atmospheric contribution
(dashed, green curve) by cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere [151]. It has been suggested
that the TGM are more representative of the astrophysical flux, possibly because the HESE
samples are contaminated with atmospheric events [154].
With the current statistics, it appears that the signal is isotropic, as it shows no significant
clustering in the search for point sources, as shown in Fig. 2.7. A maximum-likelihood clustering
method with the test statistic (TS) defined as the logarithm of the ratio between maximum
likelihood to include a component of a point source and the likelihood for the isotropic null
hypothesis was performed. The analysis by IceCube did not find any clustering, i.e., no point
sources or hot spots in the sky [151]. Furthermore, the signals are neither coincident with
the occurence of gamma-ray bursts [14] nor active galactic nuclei [155] and there is no definite
detection of multiple neutrinos from an individual source [156]. This translates into a number
of constraints, e.g., the point source limits, stacking bounds or multiplet constraints, which will
be discussed in place when they are relevant for the source classes investigated in this thesis.
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Nuclear cascades in combined source-propagation models
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a wide variety of tools including analytical models as well as nu-
merical simulations are used in theoretical astrophysics to tackle a great variety of astrophysical
problems. While, in general, the analytical approach enhances the understanding of the physical
processes which are involved, it does not always lead to precise results for complex systems. In
this case, numerical simulations are needed to perform these calculations with high accuracy
in order to obtain meaningful predictions and to study the observational consequences. If the
observation is inconsistent with the prediction, the model is adjusted by minimal modifications
to fit the data. However, if the inconsistencies are too large, a model representing a certain
physical scenario can be disfavored or even ruled out. Following this approach, a numerical
simulation will be set up to test source scenarios. By comparing with the data presented in
Chapter 2, it is possible to study the properties of potential sources and determine whether they
can address the observations.
Neutrinos are, for example, produced in cosmic ray interactions with ambient photons. These
processes can be described by providing the corresponding particle densities and cross-sections.
While cross-sections are input, the particle densities are determined mainly by the source envi-
ronment, i.e., how much energy is available and how the source geometry is defined. The idea
in this thesis is to set up a fully flexible, deterministic simulation to calculate nuclear processes,
which is then applied to certain types of sources. The key novelty of this work is the nuclear
cascade, which represents the interactions of heavy isotopes and how they break up ("cascade
down") due to different radiation processes, leading to neutrino production and altering the
cosmic ray composition.
In this chapter, the nuclear cascade is introduced in great detail, along with other ingredients
needed to set up a generic model. An overview of the different components is given in Fig. 3.1. In
the first step, the progenitor scenario determines the main parameters, i.e., the available energy
and volume, and with that the energy densities. Further input obtained from the progenitor
is, e.g., the duration of the emission or what the spectral shape of accelerated cosmic rays and
target photons looks like. Another important input is the composition of cosmic rays which are
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the key components of a generic model. The first in-
gredient is the progenitor, which determines the source geometry. The densities of
accelerated particles and target photons serve then as an input to calculate the nu-
clear cascade in the radiation zone. Particles escape from the source and propagate
through the Universe in the next step, before they are eventually detected at Earth.
The colors indicate which components are modeled in this thesis (green) and for
which generic assumptions are used (red).
accelerated. Based on this information, the nuclear cascade is calculated in the next step. This
yields the particle densities after interactions and energy losses. In this process, neutrinos and
gamma-rays are produced and the composition can change because of the gradual disruption
of heavy nuclei into lighter fragments. This is the heart of the simulations presented in this
thesis, as it is the first fully self-consistent and efficient computation of time-dependent nuclear
cascades. A certain fraction of the cosmic rays can escape from the source and undergoes
further interactions during propagation through the Universe. These processes can further alter
the composition of cosmic rays and produce cosmogenic neutrinos, i.e., neutrinos produced
by cosmic ray interactions during propagation. In the last step, the predicted cosmic rays and
neutrinos that eventually arrive at Earth are compared to the UHECR spectrum and composition
data as well as high energy neutrino data. This will ultimately test the model and with that
the source candidates to constrain the origin of UHECRs.
The color of the circles in Fig. 3.1 indicates which components are part of the modeling (green)
and for which part certain input assumptions are used (red). In this thesis, the progenitor and
acceleration scenarios are not explicitly modeled. Instead, the remaining three components are
assembled first and then applied to several source classes which are discussed in the following
chapters. Most numerical models in the literature are propagation-only models in contrast
to the models developed here, i.e., including only the last two components (see for example
[157, 60, 42, 158]). Thus, there are predictions about the composition of cosmic rays at the
ejection from the source, after the nuclear cascade developed. However, with including the
nuclear cascade as a part of the simulation, the fit to the data can be studied as a function of
the injection composition of the source. This is required to uncover the properties of potential
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UHECR sources. In addition, different from existing models which take into account the nuclear
processes in the source (see for example [23]), the simulations presented in this thesis are efficient,
such that parameter scans can be performed.
Now that the signals which are measured at Earth were introduced in the previous chapter,
the parts of the model will be presented in this chapter, following the first part in our paper
[159]. In Sec. 3.1, it will be described how cosmic rays are accelerated in the source. The second
component, namely the nuclear cascade and the radiation modeling will be reviewed in detail.
Lastly, it will be discussed how particles can escape from the sources. After that, in Sec. 3.2,
the interface to cosmic ray propagation is discussed together with energy budget considerations
and cosmological evolution scenarios. Neutrinos do not interact on their way to Earth, but they
do oscillate. Flavor mixing and its consequences will be reviewed in detail in the last section of
this chapter. The flavor composition can be used to infer on source properties via the Glashow
resonance, which will be discusses at the end, based on our paper [160].
3.1 Radiation modeling in collisionless internal shocks
There are two different regimes for which radiation of astrophysical transients is observed: the
prompt emission and the afterglow. The principle is depicted in Fig. 3.2 in the case of a black
hole engine [161]. In general, it is assumed that the prompt emission is related to the actual
event, e.g., a star collapsing to a black hole. The stellar material is ejected with high but
different velocities depending on the dynamics of the source. This can happen in the form of
a collimated jet, but that is not necessarily the case, as the jet could also be choked or the
emission could originate from a cocoon [162, 163]. In a simple picture, spatial over- and under-
fluctuations of the matter density with different speeds are represented by shells. These shells
collide eventually due to the non-vanishing relative Lorentz factor and so-called internal shocks
can form. Particles can be further accelerated by scattering off the shock front (see Sec. 3.1.1
for details) and nuclear interactions are triggered if the shock is dense enough.
On the other hand, the afterglow emission happens when the ejected material eventually
collides with the ambient medium. External shock waves in the forward (forward shock) and
backward (reverse shock) direction are formed which can lead to acceleration and nuclear inter-
actions as well. The afterglow emits radiation over much longer time scales than the prompt
phase. In practice, it is therefore more challenging to observe the prompt emission of an as-
trophysical source, if this part of the sky is not monitored by chance. It is believed that the
highest energies are reached during the prompt emission phase, since much more energy is re-
leased therein [164, 165]. For that reason, this thesis focuses on modeling the prompt emission
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Figure 3.2: Schematic scenario for prompt emission and afterglow of an astrophysical transient.
An engine (here: black hole) emits material (not necessarily in a collimated jet)
with high velocities. Spatial fluctuations of the matter density, here represented as
shells, may collide and internal shocks are formed, leading to particle acceleration,
gamma-ray emission and nuclear interactions. Later, further particle acceleration
and interactions can happen in external shocks in the afterglow. Taken from [161].
phase in the internal shock model. The main relation of the internal shock model,
R = 2Γ2c tv1 + z , (3.1)
connects the radius at which the shells of plasma collide with the observed variability tv of the
light curve. The variability time scale is also indicative for the shell width ∆d′ = Γctv/(1 + z),
with the shock Lorentz factor Γ and redshift z.
Besides the already mentioned internal shock model, there are two more types of models for
the prompt emission phase. One of them are photospheric models, in which the radiation is
assumed to originate from thermal electrons inside the plasma. The thermal photons emitted
by the electrons can interact again via inverse Compton scattering, pushing them to very high
energies. Once the plasma density decreased sufficiently such that the optical depth to Thomson
scattering falls below unity, the photons can escape from the plasma. This decoupling can depend
on the wavelength of the corresponding photons. Indeed, multi-wavelength observations indicate
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a delayed emission of the high energy radiation. In this model, neutrino production is believed to
take place near the photosphere, i.e., the transition of the plasma being opaque to transparent.
The photospheric radius is typically smaller than the radius at which internal shocks occur,
which leads to higher radiation densities. See for example [166, 167] for a review.
The second alternative are jets powered by magnetic reconnection, as for example the Internal
Collision Induced Magnetic Reconnection and Turbulence (ICMART) model [168, 169]. In this
model, particles are accelerated due to turbulent reconnection of magnetic fields inside the
plasma. In contrast to photospheric models, the radius at which photo-hadronic interactions
happen, i.e., interactions between photons and nuclei, are expected to be larger than in the
internal shock scenario. The advantage of this model is that it describes pulses and the fast time
variability of the light curve at the same time by introducing two instead of one characteristic
time scale. However, this also means that the interaction rate is suppressed by the ratio of
these time scales. Because of this and due to the different model geometry in all three cases the
predicted neutrino fluxes can be different.
3.1.1 Fermi acceleration in compact source environments
The primary mechanism by which particles are accelerated in astrophysical sources is the Fermi
acceleration, sometimes also called diffusive shock acceleration. It plays an important role in
many astrophysical models as particles gain non-thermal energies by being repeatedly reflected
at astrophysical shock fronts. There are two different types of Fermi acceleration, namely the
first-order Fermi mechanism, which is the acceleration in shocks, and the second order Fermi
mechanism, which refers to energy gain in the environment of moving, magnetized gas clouds.
Either way, the medium has to be collisionless, i.e., mediated by plasma instabilities, as otherwise
frequent collisions with surrounding particles will cause significant energy loss. Thus, it only
applies to particles exceeding thermal energies.
Charged particles traversing the shock wave can encounter turbulences in the magnetic field,
which can reflect it back through the shock at increased velocity. This process can happen
repeatedly, leading to great increases in energy. Assuming that the fractional change in kinetic
energy after each crossing of the shock is β, a particle with an initial energy of E0 will have
the energy E = E0βn after n crossings. Not all particles will return to the shock front as the
momentum of the shock itself may carry them away. For P being the probability that the particle
remains within the accelerator after each cycle, after n crossings, there will be N = N0Pn of
the former N0 particles left in the shock-crossing region. From these expressions, it follows that
N/N0 = (E/E0)k, with k = logP/ log β. In the differential form, a power law N(E)dE ∝ E−kdE
is recovered. Typically it is expected that k & 2, but the exact shape depends on the structure
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of the shock. Note that this power law shape is already desirable to explain the observed cosmic
ray spectrum. For a full theoretical description, see e.g. [170, 171].
The acceleration rate assumed in the following is t−1acc = ηc/RL, where RL = E/ZeB is the
Larmor radius of a particle with energy E and charge number Z in a magnetic field B [172].
The parameter η ≤ 1 is the acceleration efficiency, which is assumed to be 1 in this work, unless
noted otherwise. This time scale will be compared to energy loss time scales to determine the
maximum energy Emax of the accelerated particles. The injected spectrum of particles is then
∝ E−2 exp(E/Emax), normalized to the total energy density in baryons (see also Sec. 4.1). It
is assumed that the acceleration and radiation zone, i.e., the region where the particles are
accelerated and where they interact, are separated from each other. However, this so-called two-
zone model is an approximation as acceleration and interactions could happen simultaneously.
3.1.2 Radiation processes in the nuclear cascade
The calculation of the radiation processes in the nuclear cascade is the main component of the
simulations performed in this work. It is based on the NeuCosmA code [16, 173], which was
implemented to study a pure proton scenario in gamma-ray bursts in [172, 26]. Here, this work is
extended by adding heavy nuclei up to iron, motivated by the recent findings of the intermediate
mixed composition of UHECRs by PAO. Due to the interaction processes, a subsequent break
up of these heavy nuclei into lighter fragments is initiated, which is called the nuclear cascade.
See also the complementary description in [24] and our paper [159].
Computing the nuclear cascade is based on a fully deterministic approach to solve the gov-
erning system of coupled partial differential equations (PDEs)
∂N ′i
∂t
= ∂
∂E′
(−b′(E′)N ′i(E′))−
N ′i(E′)
t′esc
+ Q̃′ji(E′) , (3.2)
for every particle species i such as nuclear isotopes. The term b′(E′) = E′t′−1loss describes energy
losses (with loss rate t′−1loss) and t′−1esc represents the escape term, i.e., processes which change
the particle species or physical escape from the radiation zone. Primed quantities refer to the
frame where the shock is at rest, also called shock rest frame (SRF), whereas later the escaping
particle fluxes are boosted in the observer’s frame. This system of PDEs has to be solved for the
differential particle densities N ′i [GeV−1 cm−3], with the coupling arising due to the injection
term
Q̃′ji(E′) = Q′i(E′) +Q′j→i(E′) . (3.3)
In Eq. (3.3), the first term Q′i(E′) describes the possible injection from an acceleration zone
(typically a power law, see Sec. 3.1.1). The second term Q′j→i(E′) represents the injection from
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the terms in the partial differential equation (PDE) leading
to the nuclear cascade. On the left hand side (A), the system consists of protons and
neutrons which are coupled through photo-hadronic interactions. In the right panel
(B), an isotope of the nuclear cascade with mass number A and charge number Z is
shown. In both cases, the dashed boxes represent one species (equivalent to one term
in the PDE), to which cooling and interaction processes are "attached". Note that
there can be an additional injection term from a possible acceleration zone. Taken
from [159].
other species, e.g., due to β decays or photo-disintegration, which will be explained below.
In Fig. 3.3, a schematic illustration of every term of the PDE in Eq. (3.2) is shown, where each
dashed gray box corresponds to one PDE. In the simulation, cooling and escape (and injection
from the acceleration zone Q′i) act only on a species i itself and are therefore "attached" to it.
On the other hand, the injection term Q′j→i(E′) acts on species i (which it is also attached to),
but involves another species j. This is represented by the arrows from different dashed boxes
corresponding to different species, introducing, for example, decay or disintegration channels.
Example (A) shows computations which have been performed similarly already in [172]. How-
ever, this is now extended to optically thick sources by coupling the proton and neutron densities
due to pγ and nγ interactions. In this case, the PDE system consists of only two equations for
the nuclear species. Protons are injected from an acceleration zone (e.g., the shock) and are
converted efficiently into neutrons by interactions with ambient photons. In contrast to this, in
the optically thin regime, interactions hardly occur such that the neutron density would not be
populated. Typical cooling processes, which are attached in this case, are synchrotron cooling
and adiabatic energy losses. Note that, for pγ interactions, not always a neutron is produced
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(cf. Eq. (2.1)), such that they can also act as a cooling term. Photo-hadronic interactions are
escape terms for both species, but only neutrons have an additional, free-streaming escape term,
as they are not magnetically confined.
In example (B), the PDE for a nucleus with mass number A and charge number Z, which
is potentially coupled to other species, is illustrated. Similar to case (A), cooling processes are
attached to it. If not stated otherwise, synchrotron and adiabatic cooling, photo-hadronic energy
losses and pair production cooling is included in this work. Escape processes are photo-hadronic
interactions and, depending on the actual isotope, decay. Further injection terms can be photo-
hadronic Aγ processes, β decays or spontaneous decays of other isotopes. Note again that escape
is to be interpreted as escape from (the density of) the species, such that it corresponds not only
to escape from the interaction region, but also conversion into different species.
For setting up the nuclear cascade in the simulation, this procedure has to be repeated for
several hundred isotopes entering the PDE system, depending on the injected isotope (or isotopes
in the case of a mixed composition). In Fig. 3.4, the full nuclear system including all potentially
relevant, known isotopes with A ≤ 56 is shown up to the heaviest possible injection isotope
56Fe. Each square representing one isotope as a function of the neutron number N and protons
number Z refers to one equation in the PDE system, in analogy to Fig. 3.3. The most abundant,
stable elements, which are typically considered as injection elements, are shown in dark blue,
while less abundant stable elements (with rest frame life times longer than one month) are
shown in light blue. Unstable isotopes undergo various decay processes, such as β decays (red)
potentially followed by spontaneous emission of nucleons and α particles (white), which can be
delayed (light red, delayed by at least 10−14 s). This representation is already simplified in the
sense that branchings with a probability < 5% are eliminated. Furthermore, only the leading
branches are shown here, because many isotopes have several channels which are taken into
account in the computation. By considering up to 481 isotopes in total, around 50,000 channels
are initialised. See App. A for the explicit calculation of interaction rates.
The life time of β emitters can range from hours to fractions of seconds. In order to compare
it to the characteristic time scale of the system, the dynamical time scale t′dyn of the prompt
emission in the SRF, they have to be Lorentz-boosted. If the rest frame life time is short enough,
β emitters can play a role for neutrino production (marked by a × in the figure), although neu-
trinos from beta decays typically have energies which are roughly 1000 times lower. However,
from the figure it is evident that most of these quickly decaying isotopes are relatively far off the
main diagonal, meaning that they will be hardly populated. Thus, neutrinos from beta decays
are sub-dominant within the sources which are being discussed in the following. Nevertheless,
they are included in the calculation.
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Figure 3.4: All 481 isotopes considered in this work represented in an isotope chart with neutron
number N and proton number Z. The heaviest stable isotope is 56Fe. The color
coding indicates most abundant stable isotopes (dark blue), stable isotopes (blue),
β emitters (red), followed by spontaneous emission of nucleons (light red) and spon-
taneous emitters of nucleons or α particles (white). Isotope rest frame life times are
marked by × for τ0 ≤ 10−5 s and by ◦ for τ0 ≤ 10−10 s, which is small enough to be
integrated out even at the highest energies. Taken from [159].
A second class of emitters are proton- or neutron-rich elements, which decay very quickly by
the spontaneous emission of nucleons (marked as white boxes with dots in the figure). These
processes can be integrated out, i.e., replaced by their daughters, if the life time is short enough,
namely shorter than all other radiation processes at the highest energy. Isotopes with unknown
life time are also assumed to be of this class. This process mainly affects the light unstable
isotopes with A . 6, as isotopes far off the main diagonal are hardly populated. In this process,
no accompanying neutrinos are produced.
The disintegration of nuclei by interactions with target photons can be divided into two
separate energy scales ϵr (photon energy in the nucleus’ rest frame). The giant dipole resonance
(GDR) [174] and other processes can lead to electromagnetic excitation of the nucleus with
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the subsequent emission of one or more nucleons or light nuclei for energies between 8 MeV
. ϵr . 150 MeV. This regime, below the pion production threshold, is referred to as photo-
disintegration in the following. At higher energies, ϵr & 150 MeV, baryonic resonances and
higher energy processes dominate the disintegration. These are typically accompanied by meson
(and with that neutrino) production and it will be referred to as photo-meson production regime.
Since power-law type spectra for the projectile as well as for non-thermal photons are expected,
the nuclear cascade will mainly be determined by photo-disintegration above the GDR thresh-
old, requiring that target photons with suitable energies are available as interaction partners.
However, this does not hold when low energy cut-offs occur due to synchrotron self-absorption
[20, 22]. Following [24], where the photo-disintegration has been discussed from the perspective
of nuclear interactions models, the photo-disintegration model in this work is based on cross-
section information from CRPropa2 [25] for light nuclei with A < 12 and on TALYS 1.8 [175]
for heavier nuclei. On the other hand, only few cross-sections are measured and current cross-
section models are not always reliable, as the photon absorption is not always well reproduced
[24]. Thus, the nuclear cascade and the corresponding uncertainties ultimately depends on our
understanding of the interactions. Currently, the lack of cross-section data leads to less reliable
predictions for the neutrino production off nuclei [159].
In the energy regime of photo-meson production, a superposition model based on the SOPHIA
Monte Carlo generator [176] is used throughout this thesis. The nuclei are treated as a super-
positiong of independent nucleons, each with a fraction of the energy of the nucleus Ep/n =
EA/A. In a photo-hadronic interaction, a photon interacts with only one nucleon which is then
ejected from the nucleus. For the residual nucleus, the energy per nucleon is conserved, i.e.,
EA′ = (A− 1)EA/A, whereas the energy distributions of the interaction nucleon and secondary
pions are computed with SOPHIA. The cross-section σAγ = Aσpγ scales with the mass, with
the probability of a neutron interacting given by N/A and Z/A if a proton interacts. Although
this superposition model is widely used in astrophysics [21, 22, 25], it has deficits. First of all,
the scaling of the cross-section is disputed, as [171] for instance proposes the "Glauber scal-
ing" for the cross-section, ∝ A2/3. However, a universal cross-section behaviour, i.e., a scaling
with A, is suggested by data, but the resonances may smear out [177]. This could happen due
to re-absorption processes of nearby neutrons and protons of the nucleus. At higher energies,
E & 1 GeV, the internal structure of the nucleus becomes important, suggesting that the scaling
∝ A2/3 is more appropriate. Secondly, in the superposition model the probability of ejecting a
proton or a neutron is close to 50-50. This may drive the residual nucleus further away from
the main diagonal towards less stable elements [178].
Note that in general, photo-disintegration is dominating at the highest energies, but there are
cases where photo-meson production becomes more important, for example in tidal disruption
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events (see chapter 5) or in gamma-ray bursts with a minimum photon energy cut-off (see
chapter 4). We tested the impact of more realistic models for photo-meson production in the
sources presented in this thesis. We introduced a universal scaling of the cross-section with
A and a transition to the Glauber regime where it scales as A2/3. We also allow for multi-
nucleon emission instead of only one nucleon per interaction. The overall flux of neutrinos and
cosmic rays changes within a factor of 2 and the isotopes populated in the nuclear cascade,
which determines the ejection composition of cosmic rays, changes slightly, as more energy is
dumped in specific channels along the main diagonal. This is mostly because heavy nuclei can
disintegrate faster by skipping intermediate steps. Especially the density of nucleons and 4He
increases significantly, while isotopes further off the main diagonal are not populated anymore.
See our preliminary results in [177] for details. More refined results, for which I provided the
source models to test the impact of the nuclear interaction models, are about to be submitted.
Other than photo-meson production, photo-disintegration and decays, a number of energy loss
processes (implemented as continuous energy losses) are taken into account in the simulation
as well. At low target photon energies ϵr . 8 MeV, quantum electrodynamics determines Aγ
interactions. Hence, charged particles will produce electron-positron pairs via the Bethe-Heitler
process, which is implemented as in [179]. However, this contribution is small for the sources
considered in the following, so we do not explicitly show this cooling rate in our plots. Charged
particles will also cool via synchrotron radiation, with a corresponding rate
t′syn(E′) =
9m4
4e4cB′2E′ , (3.4)
which is typically also sub-dominant in the sense that it is not the leading process limiting the
maximum energy. Still, the energy loss has to be taken into account and in principle it is also
possible to encounter scenarios in which synchrotron losses become dominant. Lastly, all species
cool adiabatically due to the expansion of the shell, where we assume that the dynamical time
scale of the system is also representative for the adiabatic energy losses, i.e., t′ad ≈ t′dyn ∝ Γtv
[180, 6, 173]. In this expression, tv is the variability time scale of the observed light curve of an
astrophysical transient event.
In addition to nuclei, we also add π+, π− and K+ mesons injected from photo-meson pro-
duction to the system of PDEs. They lose energy due to synchrotron radiation and adiabatic
cooling too, whereas the only escape term is decay. As products of the decay, four muon species
are introduced for left- and right-handed µ+ and µ−, which means that the helicity dependence
is taken into account [181]. Since no tau neutrinos are produced in the source, as the τ± has
a much larger mass than the pion, we further add four neutrino species (νe, ν̄e, νµ, ν̄µ), which
only cool adiabatically.
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3.1.3 Cosmic ray escape from dense radiation fields
After acceleration and possibly undergoing interactions in the source (which means setting up
the PDE system, computing interaction rates and evolving it in time), particles will eventually
leave the source environment and enter the extragalactic medium. While this is not a problem
for electrically neutral particles such as neutrons and neutrinos, which simply escape over the
dynamical time scale of the system, charged particles as cosmic rays are coupled to the plasma
which keeps them confined. Different escape mechanisms have been proposed which all lead to
a different shape of the escaping cosmic ray spectra.
Assuming that the particles are distributed isotropically in the radiation zone, i.e., the ex-
panding shell, a fraction of charged particles should be able to escape from the region if the
boundary is within reach of their Larmor radius [172]. The fraction of directly escaping parti-
cles fesc is therefore defined as the ratio of the escape volume, which is given by a thin shell of
thickness λ′mfp, and the available volume in the source, given by the thickness of the shell ∆d′
in the internal shock model. The fluence of directly escaping cosmic rays can be written as
Q′ = N
′
t′dyn
· fesc = N
′
t′dyn
· λ
′
mfp
∆d′ =
N ′
t′eff,dir
(3.5)
with the effective direct escape time t′eff,dir = t′dyn∆d′/λ′mfp. The mean free path can be defined
as λ′mfp = min[∆d′, R′L(E′), ctpγ(E′)], where the first term ensures that fesc ≤ 1. This means
that the ejection is suppressed relative to the in-source density unless the Larmor radius is at
least as big as the size of the region. The suppression is either due to low energy particles
not being energetic enough to reach the boundary of the radiation zone, or because they will
interact before they can reach it. In the latter case, the ejection will be suppressed by the optical
thickness, which is defined as the ratio of the photo-hadronic interaction rate and the inverse of
the dynamical time scale
τn =
t′−1pγ
t′−1dyn
. (3.6)
As a consequence of this so-called direct escape mechanism, cosmic rays escape with a rate
∝ RL ∝ E′ and therefore correspondingly hard spectra. This means that they can escape freely
if the Larmor radius reaches the shell width ∆d′. It can be shown that the condition for the
free-streaming limit is met when the maximum primary energy is determined by the dynamical
time scale. Furthermore, it can be shown that even if the shell expands, fesc is invariant [172].
A second scenario, called escape-limited acceleration, was proposed in [182] and has been
used in [42]. The shape of the dispersed cosmic ray spectrum is determined by a stationary
test-particle approximation. The basic idea is that only cosmic rays close to the maximum
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acceleration energy can escape, as they have to pass a threshold or otherwise they remain
confined. This threshold is defined by the distance l from the shock beyond which the amplitude
of the upstream turbulence becomes negligible. If the diffusion coefficient D(p) as a function
of the momentum divided by the shock velocity ush is smaller than l, the particles are further
accelerated, while for D(p)/ush & l the acceleration ceases and the particles diffuse into the far
upstream medium. At the end, the spectrum of escaping particles can be approximated by a
Delta function. For simplicity, it is often parameterized as
Q′ = N
′
t′dyn
exp
[︃
− ln2
(︃
E′
E′max
)︃]︃
. (3.7)
The obtained shape is also comparable to the escaping spectra obtained by [23]. Due to the
very hard spectral shape, the overlap over different mass groups ejected from the source will
be minimized with this scheme. This facilitates the fit to cosmic ray data, as the individual
components of the chemical composition can be adjusted more independently from each other
(see also Sec. 4.3). Note that at the maximum energy, there is no suppression according to
Eq. (3.7), even if photo-hadronic interactions dominate. However, a corresponding term could
be added.
The most aggressive assumption which can be made is that the magnetic fields decay quickly
enough, such that also charged particles exhibit free-streaming escape over the dynamical time
scale. This leads to relatively soft escaping spectra, as also low energy particles can leave from
the radiation zone. Also in this case, there is no suppression of the spectrum compared to the
direct escape mechanism. This will lead to lower normalization factors and with that, as we will
see, lower baryonic loading, which can relax neutrino constraints. This issue will be raised again
when the baryonic loading is discussed, see Sec. 4.3.1.
3.2 Combined source-propagation models
Once the particles left the source environment, according to Fig. 3.1, the next step is the
propagation through the extragalactic space. On their way, they encounter photon fields such as
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the extragalactic background light (EBL, ranging
from infrared to ultraviolet). In principle, particles can interact with these target photons similar
to what happened already in the source, with the energy scale of the process given by the photon
energy in the nucleus rest frame. For nuclei, the dominant processes are photo-disintegration on
the CMB and EBL, for the highest and intermediate energies, respectively. The threshold for
photo-meson production is shifted by a factor A times the threshold of protons. At low energies,
nuclei cool adiabatically due to the expansion of the Universe. The dominating energy loss
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process for protons at intermediate energies is electron-positron pair production on the CMB.
The EBL is not as relevant for interactions of protons as for nuclei, however it is included in our
calculations as it provides the majority of low energy cosmogenic neutrinos [183].
Practically, the propagation of ejected cosmic rays is computed by using the SimProp prop-
agation code [184]. The photo-disintegration model used in SimProp is the Puget-Stecker-
Bredekamp (PSB) model [185, 186], which contains one representative isotope for each nuclear
mass. The interface to SimProp works by grouping the ejected nuclei by mass and summing the
corresponding fluxes, choosing a representative mass for each group. For the results presented
in this thesis, we use the Gilmore EBL model [187], which is one of the available models in
SimProp. Note that all results in the following, as for the radiation processes in the source as
well, also depend on the choices of these models. See for example [183] for a review of the impact
of different models. Our choice of models is motivated by the best fit of PAO data given in [4],
which was obtained in the same way.
For the propagation, we assume a certain distribution of sources with redshift, which are all
alike in the cosmologically co-moving frame. An order-four tensor is computed for propagating
vectors containing the cosmic ray energy spectra of the representative mass ejected from the
source to Earth. Neutrinos from the source are already computed by NeuCosmA and are prop-
agated by applying a bi-dimensional propagation matrix, weighting the flux according to the
chosen source evolution. Cosmogenic neutrinos are computed by SimProp, of which the flux at
Earth is computed by using equal weights as for the cosmic ray spectra. In the end, the all-
particle UHECR spectrum is normalized to the PAO measurements. Out of the normalization,
the baryonic loading can be calculated, which is described in the following Sec. 3.2.1.
3.2.1 Cosmic energy budget to power UHECRs
From the measurements of the UHECR energy spectrum and composition, the cosmic energy
budget required to power this flux can be deduced, as it was done in [26]. For that purpose, the
gamma-ray energy output is characterized mainly by the isotropic equivalent energy Eγ,iso per
source, the number of observable sources per year Ṅ and the redshift distribution of the sources.
The redshift distribution is typically parameterized as the star formation rate (SFR) given by
HSFR(z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(1 + z)3.4 , z < 1
N1(1 + z)−0.3 , 1 ≤ z < 4
N1N4(1 + z)−3.5 , z ≥ 4
(3.8)
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with N1 = 23.7 and N4 = 53.2 [188, 189, 190], times an additional evolution factor (1+ z)m, such
that H(z) = (1 + z)m · HSFR(z). The parameter m indicates if there are, relative to SFR, more
close by (m < 0) or far away (m > 0) sources, depending on the source type. 1
Since also weak gamma-ray sources could in principle produce neutrinos and cosmic rays, a
threshold correction has to be taken into account for sources whose gamma-ray emission is too
faint to be detected. This threshold correction factor
fthresh =
Ṅ
Ṅtot
≤ 1 (3.9)
is defined as the ratio between observable events per year Ṅ and the total number of sources
in the observable Universe per year Ṅtot. The actual value depends on detector characteristics,
but in general fthresh ∼ 0.3− 0.5 holds [26].
The number of observed sources Ṅ can be connected to the local event rate ̇̃n(z = 0) via
a cosmic evolution factor fz, which describes how representative the local event rate is for the
whole population of sources. This means, the stronger the source evolution (larger m), the larger
the values of this correction. Note also that the local event rate
̇̃n(z = 0) ≈ 1
Gpc3yr
· Ṅ [yr
−1]
968 · f
−1
thresh · f−1z (3.10)
is already corrected by the beaming factor ̇̃n(z = 0) = ṅ/ < fbeam >. The number 968 is related
to the volume term 4πD3H ≈ 968 Gpc3. See [26] for a detailed description.
With the help of these observables, the required energy output per source which is needed
to power the UHECR energy spectrum can be estimated. To do so, the local energy injection
rate ε̇[10
10,1012]
CR is derived in the range between 1010 GeV and 1012 GeV. This has been done
before and it was shown that ε̇[10
10,1012]
CR = a few × 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1, with little sensitivity
to variations of the spectral index of ejected cosmic rays [191, 192, 193]. Hence, the required
energy per source is
E
[1010,1012]
CR = 10
53erg · ε̇
[1010,1012]
CR
1044erg Mpc−3yr−1
· 968yr
−1
Ṅ
· fthresh · fz . (3.11)
Strong source evolution thus requires larger injected energy per source to compensate for the
few local sources.
1Diffuse fluxes are typically calculated by folding in a luminosity distribution as well. However, for the sake of
technical feasibility, luminosity functions are not considered in this work. In turn, we compute representative
cases at the peak of the corresponding luminosity distributions, i.e., the results have to be interpreted in terms
of such an averaged luminosity. We checked that the impact on the results is small.
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From this quantity, we eventually extract the baryonic loading ξA of the sources, which is
defined as the fraction of energy in baryons (integrated over the entire energy range) compared
to the energy in gamma-rays (or a certain other wavelength band). However, for UHECR
observations, only the energy range ∼ 1010−1012 GeV is relevant, which is why this relation has
to be modified by a bolometric correction factor fbol < 1. This correction is defined as the ratio
of energy in UHECRs to the energy in cosmic rays over the whole energy range. In general,
the softer the ejected cosmic ray spectrum, the smaller this correction, e.g. fbol = 0.2 for a
spectral index of 2.0 while fbol = 1.6 ·10−4 for a spectral index of 2.5. Lastly, we need to correct
by the fraction of baryonic energy which is going into cosmic ray production fCR, as another
part of the energy goes into secondary meson production parameterized by fπ (pion production
efficiency). The required energy per source in Eq. (3.11) is then related to the total isotropic
energy in gamma-rays as
E
[1010,1012]
CR = fCRfbolξAEγ,iso . (3.12)
These correction factors are implicitly taken into account in our fitting method, yet there is
still a certain degeneracy in the interpretation of the baryonic loading due to remaining, poorly
constrained parameters. For example, if the population is not well known, low baryonic load-
ings can be compensated by high event rates and vice versa. For this purpose, we fit with a
normalization parameter G defined as
G = ξA ×
̇̃n(z = 0)
Gpc−3yr−1
(3.13)
to address this degeneracy. As the interaction rates scale linearly with the density of baryons in
the source, the neutrino flux scales in the same way as the cosmic rays with the baryonic loading
obtained from the fit.
3.2.2 Neutrino flavor composition and mixing
Neutrinos do not interact while they propagate through extragalactic space, but they exhibit
oscillations between their flavor eigenstates. Due to the high energies and extremely long base-
lines of astrophysical neutrinos, oscillations decohere such that the flavor conversion can be
described by the mean of the oscillation probability, i.e., the oscillatory term averages out such
that the conversion probability depends only on the elements of the mixing matrix [194]. We use
tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM) [195] as a good approximation for flavor mixing over astrophysical
distances. The conversion νi → νj , with i and j being any of the three possible lepton flavors,
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Table 3.1: Neutrino flavor composition at the source and at Earth, including the fraction of
electron anti-neutrinos at Earth for different production scenarios. Neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos are combined if the ratios are the same. The TBM model is used for
propagation and the kinematics of pion and muon decays are not included. Taken
from [160].
Source flavor comp. Earthly flavor comp. Earthly ν̄e fraction ξfν̄e
(ϕe : ϕµ : ϕτ ) (ϕfe : ϕfµ : ϕfτ ) in cosmic neutrino flux
pp→ π± pairs (1:2:0) (1:1:1) 9/54 = 17%
w/ damped µ± (0:1:0) (4:7:7) 6/54 = 11%
ν ν̄ ν ν̄
pγ → π+ only (1:1:0) (0:1:0) (14:11:11) (4:7:7) 4/54 = 7.4%
w/ damped µ+ (0:1:0) (0:0:0) (4:7:7) (0:0:0) 0
is then described by the symmetric propagation matrix P which is given by
P(i→ j) =
∑︂
k
|Uik|2|Ukj |2 , (3.14)
with Unm being the matrix elemenents of the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS)
matrix [196, 197]. Adopting the mixing parameters of the TBM model, the propagation matrix
can be written as
PTBM(i→ j) = 118
⎛⎜⎜⎝
10 4 4
4 7 7
4 7 7
⎞⎟⎟⎠ . (3.15)
By multiplication with this matrix, a vector containing the flavor composition of neutrinos at
the source (ϕe, ϕµ, ϕτ ) will yield the flavor composition at Earth after propagation (ϕfe , ϕfµ, ϕfτ ).
This can be of interest if the event rates for a certain neutrino flavor are relevant.
One such example is the Glashow resonance ν̄e + e− → W− → anything for Eν ≈ 6.3 PeV
[153], which was introduced in Sec. 2.3.2. It is sensitive only to the electron anti-neutrino flavor,
such that different fractions of electron anti-neutrinos in the Earthly neutrino flux result in
different event rates for the Glashow resonance. We showed in our paper [160] that we can still
measure a difference in the fraction of electron anti-neutrinos at Earth after propagation. The
production mechanism of astrophysical neutrinos is imprinted in their flavor composition, which
is accessible with the Glashow event rate. For that purpose, we define the fraction of electron
anti-neutrinos at the detector
ξfν̄e =
ϕfē
ϕfe + ϕfµ + ϕfτ + ϕfē + ϕ
f
µ̄ + ϕ
f
τ̄
, (3.16)
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on which the event rate will directly depend as shown below. An overview of different production
mechanisms along with their flavor composition at the source and on Earth as well as the fraction
of electron anti-neutrinos is given in Tab. 3.1. The production scenarios shown therein are pγ
interactions as described in Eq. (2.1) and pp interactions, which yield
p+ p→
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
π+ + anything 1/3 of all cases
π− + anything 1/3 of all cases
π0 + anything 1/3 of all cases
. (3.17)
The pions will decay again according to π+ → µ+ + νµ, possibly followed by muon decay
µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ. In the case of π−, the corresponding anti-particles are produced, while
the neutral pion decays into photons. If the muons lose energy very quickly, e.g., in the case of
strong magnetic fields and therefore significant synchrotron losses, their decay can be inhibited,
which is referred to as muon damping. Note that ν̄e from neutron decay are not included in
these scenarios, as they receive kinematically only a small fraction of the energy, typically much
lower than the required Glashow energy [180]. If we now apply the TBM matrix to obtain the
flavor composition at Earth, we find that the fraction of electron anti-neutrinos is still different
in each scenario by a few percent. In general, more anti-neutrino production is expected for the
pp scenario, as π− are produced in the same amount as π+. In the pγ case, no π− are expected
in the Delta-resonance approximation, leading to only very few anti-neutrinos which can convert
into ν̄e during propagation. In the case of muon damped sources, the amount of anti-neutrinos
is still reduced in both pp and pγ production mechanisms, where for the latter one the Earthly
fraction of ν̄e is even zero. This leads to differences in the expected Glashow event rate and
makes these scenarios distinguishable with neutrino telescopes after a certain exposure [160].
3.2.3 Glashow resonance production diagnostics
Following this idea, we now calculate the Glashow event rate and give predictions after how
many years of exposure in IceCube certain scenarios can be disfavored, following our paper
[160]. My contribution to this work was the numerical computation of neutrino fluxes and
flavor ratios for different source properties. The event topology obtained from the W−-decay
can either be a cascade (hadronic or leptonic) or a muon track (leptonic). The leptonic case
cannot be distinguished from a non-resonant event since it necessarily includes an energy loss
by the neutrino produced together with the lepton, such that in the following we focus on the
hadronic cascade. If we assume a power law for the astrophysical neutrino spectrum, defined
by a normalization ϕ0 and a spectral index α, the number of resonant Glashow events can be
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Figure 3.5: Expected number of Glashow events as a function of the exposure for the ideal pp and
pγ scenario for α = 2.0. The bands show the 90% C.L. interval from the uncertainties
on the oscillation parameters and the statistical (Poissonian) uncertainty, attached
to the assumed "true" scenario (pγ: left, pp: right). The dashed vertical lines indicate
the exposure after which the other scenario can be excluded. The 10 year IceCube-
Gen2 equivalent exposure is marked by the horizontal arrow. Taken from [160].
approximated as
NG ≈ ξfν̄e × ϕ0 × Texp × 1.071× exp
(︃
−α− 20.244
)︃
(3.18)
as a function of the exposure Texp in units of years using the effective area of IceCube-86 (IC86).2
Thus, one year of operation corresponds to Texp = 1, and we refer to Texp as IC86 equivalent
exposure. Next-generation detectors such as IceCube-Gen2 will have an exposure from 5 to 12
times the exposure of IC86, which we will indicate in our results. The event rate in Eq. (3.18)
also depends on the data set we use, as they have different spectral indices and normalization
(see Sec. 2.3.2). In our paper, we used α = 2.0 and ϕ0 = 2 for the through-going muon
analysis (extracted from [198]), and α = 2.5 together with ϕ0 = 6.7 for the high energy starting
events (extracted from [199]), which is somewhat outdated now. This shows that the HESE
spectrum significantly changes with exposure, while the TGM fit remains almost the same. In
the following, we will show results for the TGM sample.
Now we consider the ideal production scenarios for pp and pγ interactions, following Eq. (3.17)
and Eq. (2.1), respectively. We take into account the energy distributions from secondary meson
2The numbers in Eq. (3.18) are obtained from our fitting method to describe the expected number of events and
therefore have no physical meaning.
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decays assuming a power law pion spectrum as well as realistic flavor mixing angles from [200].
The expected number of Glashow events in the ideal scenarios, obtained with Eq. (3.18), is
shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of the exposure. The bands illustrate the error on the oscillation
parameters δp and the statistical (Poissonian) error δs at the 90% confidence level (C.L.), where
we assume that their relative error scales as ∝ 1/√︁Texp. In the left panel, it is assumed that the
true production mechanism at the source are ideal pγ interactions. As illustrated by the vertical
dashed line, 15 years of IC86 equivalent exposure are needed to distinguish the source from a
hypothetical pp scenario. Vice versa, in the right panel the true mechanism is pp interactions.
About 30 years of exposure is needed to make a distinction among the two cases, which is clearly
beyond IC86, but well within reach of IceCube-Gen2, as indicated by the horizontal arrow for
10 years of IceCube-Gen2 exposure. The fact that the Glashow event rate can constrain the
production mechanism is often quoted to motivate the IceCube upgrade. However, we will
show in the following that this distinction is not possible anymore, if more realistic interaction
processes are considered.
For a more realistic description of the pp interactions, the usual assumption of isospin sym-
metry, where π+, π− and π0 are produced in the same amount, does not hold anymore. Because
of the power law spectrum of interacting nucleons, the produced secondaries carry a large frac-
tion of the projectile’s energy, becoming important for the computation. For typical energies
of hundreds of PeV, these large momenta of secondaries lead to valence quark scattering and
their subsequent hadronization. Since u valence quarks dominate in protons, the expected pion
charge ratio is naturally π+/π− > 1 in the forward phase space, i.e., it becomes more similar
to the pγ scenario. In the following, the pp mechanism is computed with hadronic interaction
models Sibyll 2.3 [116], EPOS-LHC [115] and QGSJET-II-04 [117], however the results hardly
depend on which of the three Monte Carlo event generators is used. The effect of secondary
kaons is small enough to be neglected in this study.
On the other hand, photo-hadronic interactions do not only include the ∆-resonance, but
also direct pion production, higher resonances and multi-pion production at high energies. Es-
pecially the multi-pion processes are responsible to almost equalize the pion charge ratio, i.e.
π+/π− ≈ 1. This intrinsic contamination by π− with respect to the ideal scenario makes it
more similar to the pp case. In addition, the resulting secondary pion spectrum depends on the
photon spectrum too, such that pion and muon decays are numerically calculated as well in the
following, taking into account the re-distribution functions of the secondaries. We pick two rep-
resentative examples, where the target photons are either provided by a synchrotron spectrum
of co-accelerated electrons in active galactic nuclei (called clusters) or by a broken power law
which is typical for gamma-ray bursts called (GRB). 3
3The parameters for the clusters are R ≈ 1019 km and B ≈ 10−6 G, benchmark point TP8 in [201]. For the
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 3.5, but with more realistic interaction models for pp (SIBYLL [116],
EPOS-LHC [115], QGSJET [117], giving similar results) and pγ (SOPHIA [176]). In
the left panel, two different target photon spectra are assumed for the pγ case, i.e.,
a broken power law with spectral indices -1 and -2 and a break at 1 keV (GRB, red),
as well as a synchrotron spectrum from co-accelerated electrons (clusters, green). In
the right panel, the impact of different luminosities for the broken power law target
photon spectrum is shown, i.e., 1051 erg s−1 (dashed) and 1053 erg s−1 (solid). Taken
from [160].
In Fig. 3.6, we show in the left panel a comparison between the realistic pp and pγ scenarios
and the ideal pγ case. The two different pγ sources are very similar despite very different source
environments, such that we focus on the broken power law target photon spectrum in the follow-
ing. Hence, in the more realistic treatment of interactions, the discrimination requires about 120
years of equivalent exposure, which is challenging even in IceCube-Gen2. The ideal pγ scenario
can, however, be excluded after 81 years of exposure, assuming a true pγ source. The contami-
nation of multi-pion processes in pγ sources depends on the maximum primary energy. Higher
energy protons, for example, have higher center-of-mass energies, where multi-pion production
dominates. For a 6.3 PeV neutrino, the parent proton energy has to be at least around 120 PeV.
4 Therefore, sources which produce neutrinos in the Glashow energy range are probably heavily
contaminated by multi-pion production.
gamma-ray burst, we choose Lγ = 1051 erg/s, tv = 0.1 s, Γ = 300, z = 2, and specifically for the broken power
law εb = 1 keV (SRF), α = −1 and β = −2. Their meaning will become more clear in chapter 4.
4The pion takes approximately 20% of the primary energy in Eq. (2.1). In the subsequent decay, all 4 particles
roughly get the same amount of energy. Hence, Eν ≈ 0.05Ep.
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.6, but showing the impact of the injected isotope (left panel: protons
(red), silicon (yellow), iron (gray)) and of strong magnetic fields (right panel, muons
cool faster than they decay in the proton (red) and iron (gray) case) in the pγ
scenario, compared to the realistic pp and ideal pγ case. Taken from [160].
From Eq. (2.1) it is also clear that photo-hadronic interactions produce neutrons. If the source
is optically thick to photo-hadronic interactions, i.e., τn > 1 (cf. Eq. (3.6)), nucleons will rather
interact than escape from or cool in the radiation zone. Similar to the ∆-resonance for protons,
an isospin-symmetric process exists for neutrons
n+ γ → ∆0 →
⎧⎨⎩π
− + p 1/3 of all cases
π0 + n 2/3 of all cases
, (3.19)
producing mainly π−. This means, the more interactions happen in the source or the more
optically thick it is to photo-hadronic interactions, the more neutrons and with that π− will be
produced, leading to an additional contamination. To increase the optical depth, we increased
the radiation density by enhancing the luminosity Lγ , as can be seen in the right panel of
Fig. 3.6. Indeed, as the luminosity increases, the neutron to proton ratio in the source increases
as well. Since the interactions of neutrons cause significant contamination by π−, the discrim-
ination becomes impossible even with next generation detectors, as 150 years are not sufficient
to distinguish between the realistic pp and pγ source.
A similar effect can be observed if heavy nuclei are considered at the source. The disintegration
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Table 3.2: Required IC86 equivalent exposure to observe more than 0 events with 90% C.L.
Taken from [160].
Dataset Spectral index Ideal pγ pγ pp Feγ Damped µ Opt. thick
HESE [199] α = 2.5 33 22 18 16 32 20
TGM [203, 198] α ≃ 2 15 9.7 7.6 7.1 12 8.9
of heavy nuclei, in which mostly nucleons are produced, contributes significantly to the neutron
production. This effect scales with the mass number A of the injected nucleus, as heavier
elements become more neutron-rich. The neutron to proton ratio is approximately determined by
the neutron-proton-ratio of the primary nucleus. Therefore, as soon as A ≥ 2, the contamination
by π− strongly increases, making the source more pp like in terms of ν̄e production. The left
panel of Fig. 3.7 shows the expected number of Glashow events in this case. For the injection of
silicon or iron, it is not possible to distinguish such an Aγ source from a pp scenario. However,
as the Aγ scenario is almost independent of the actual composition as long as A ≥ 2, it can be
discriminated from a proton composition after about 95 years of exposure, which is within reach
of IceCube-Gen2. The inverted case, i.e., distinguishing a true Aγ source from a pγ scenario,
takes more time (about 124 years). However, if the source is known to have high radiation
densities, the Glashow resonance can serve as a smoking gun signature for primary nuclei.
This discrimination power also holds for muon damped sources, where pions can decay but the
muon decay is inhibited, e.g., by strong magnetic fields. Examples of possible source candidates
for muon damping are gamma-ray bursts [180], microquasars [202] and tidal disruption flares
[59, 48]. 5 In the damped π+ → µ+νµ mode, no anti-neutrinos are produced at all. However, in
the presence of a π− contamination, the produced ν̄µ will contribute to the electron anti-neutrino
fraction after flavor mixing. We illustrate the results for the muon damped scenario in the right
panel of Fig. 3.7, again for proton and iron injection. For protons, the results are comparable to
the ideal pγ scenario, while iron is closer to the pp case due to the intrinsic presence of neutrons
at the source. The relative distance between the Aγ and pγ scenario hardly changes compared
to the whole pion decay chain, such that the two scenarios are still distinguishable after about
115 years. In this case, additional measurements are needed to confirm the muon damping.
Also the non-observation of Glashow events can be instructive as conventional scenarios can
get under tension after long enough exposures. We list in Tab. 3.2 the value of Texp needed to
exclude zero events, which is when the low edge of the shaded region exceeds zero events. The
5In our examples, we achieve muon damping by decreasing the variability time scale by one order of magnitude,
i.e., tv = 0.01 s.
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Table 3.3: Required IC86 equivalent exposure for the discrimination between different neutrino
production scenarios at the 90% C.L. for a spectral index of α = 2.0. Exposures
which could potentially be covered by IceCube-Gen2 (less than 120 years) are in
bold, whereas the symbol ∞ is used for exposures larger than a few hundred years.
"Damped µ" refers to the proton damped muon scenario and "opt. thick" denotes to
the pγ case with Lγ = 1053 erg/s. Taken from [160].
Data → α = 2
Theory ↓ Ideal pγ pγ pp Feγ Damped µ Opt. thick
Ideal pγ · 81 32 26 ∞ 55
pγ 53 · 156 93 144 ∞
pp 16 121 · ∞ 28 ∞
Feγ 12 66 ∞ · 20 122
Damped µ ∞ ∞ 48 37 · 104
Opt. thick 33 ∞ ∞ 162 72 ·
results are shown for two different spectral indices obtained from the data sets, whereas the
non-observation would become not indicative if the spectral index is softer (as it tends to be in
the updated HESE analysis). For a hard spectrum, the Feγ, pγ, pp and optically thick scenarios
can be constrained in the case of no detections.
Our results on the discrimination power among different production scenarios are summarized
in Tab. 3.3 in terms of years of IC86 equivalent exposure. It clearly illustrates that IC86 has no
chance to use the Glashow resonance as a source diagnostics tool with ten years of data. Even
for IceCube-Gen2 the discrimination between pp and pγ scenario remains challenging, but it can
potentially discriminate other production mechanisms if the neutrino spectrum is not too soft.
One of the most promising applications may be the discrimination between pγ and Aγ scenarios,
i.e., the presence of heavy nuclei in the source.
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Gamma-ray bursts as multi-messenger sources
Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) are among the most energetic events observed in the Universe [11].
They were accidentally discovered in the late 1960s by the U.S. Vela satellites, which were
originally launched to enforce the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. The treaty, signed by the United
States and the Soviet Union in 1963, banned tests of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in outer
space and under water. Still, the U.S. suspected that the Soviet Union might conduct secret
nuclear tests, so the satellites were suited to detect pulses of gamma radiation from nuclear
weapons. On July 2, 1967, a flash of gamma-rays was detected by Vela 3 and 4 which looked
different from any known nuclear weapons signature and was therefore not given attention. After
launching additional satellites with better instruments, the team at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, led by Ray Klebesadel, continued to find bursts of gamma-rays in the data. They
were able to roughly determine the positions in the sky, ruling out a solar or terrestrial origin.
In 1973, after detecting 16 of such events, the discovery was declassified and published in [204].
Early theories about GRBs predicted that the sources are positioned within the Milky Way. In
that case, the radiation should be concentrated around the galactic plane, which was tested from
1991 by the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) with its Burst and Transient Source
Explorer (BATSE), a highly sensitive detector for gamma-rays. BATSE, which is senstitive in
the energy range of ∼ 25 keV to 2 MeV, detected more than 2700 bursts of different duration,
light curve and luminosity, providing strong indication that the distribution of GRBs is isotropic
[206]. In Fig. 4.1, examples for light curves as measured by BATSE are shown, stressing that
the profiles can look very different, with high variations in intensity and duration.
Based on these observations, BATSE data suggested that GRBs can be divided into two
populations depending on their duration [207]: Around 30% of the detected bursts correspond
to short-duration bursts with durations of 2 seconds or less. Long-duration bursts, accounting
for roughly 70% of the observations, can have durations up to tens or hundreds of seconds.
There is possibly a third population of rare ultra-long bursts which last for 103 − 104 seconds
or more [208, 209]. Short GRBs, which are currently believed to occur as a result of the
merger of compact objects [210], typically show a harder gamma-ray spectrum than long GRBs.
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Figure 4.1: Examples for GRB light curves as recorded by BATSE. Shown is the photon count
as a function of the duration of the burst. Taken from [205].
Long-duration bursts, on the other hand, have been observed in association with core-collapse
supernovae [211].
After BATSE, a number of other satellites were launched, as for example BeppoSAX (1996–
2003), which observed in X-ray in the energy range from 0.1 to 300 keV and contributed sig-
nificantly to confirming the extragalactic origin of GRBs [212]. The Swift Gamma-Ray Burst
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Mission (Swift, 2004–), which is still one of the main instruments for the detection of GRBs
today, observed the afterglow of short-duration GRBs for the first time [213]. Besides Swift, the
Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Fermi, 2008–), hosts two of the most important instruments
for GRB observations nowadays, namely the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) as well as the
Large Area Telescope (LAT). GBM is sensitive in the energy range from 200 keV to 40 MeV
while LAT is sensitive between 20 MeV and 300 GeV [214].
Because of their high energy output, ranging from 1047 − 1053 erg s−1 and more, GRBs were
believed to be one of the prime candidates for UHECR sources. However, due to neutrino ob-
servations, this so-called GRB-UHECR paradigm is under strong tension, as no accompanying
neutrinos were detected although they are co-produced in cosmic ray interactions. IceCube
demonstrated that GRBs contribute at most around 1% to the diffuse flux of astrophysical
neutrinos. Although, strictly speaking, only the most simple models are excluded by this analy-
sis, absence of correlations of neutrino events with GRBs observed in electromagnetic radiation
makes these so-called stacking bounds stronger with increasing exposure, such that also more
sophisticated models begin to be constrained. On the other hand, there are mechanisms to get
out of this dilemma, i.e., if the source was mostly optically thin to photo-hadronic interactions
or if the electromagnetic emission is somehow obscured.
Despite the stacking bounds, understanding how GRBs work is still of high interest for the
community. One of the more recent highlights was the discovery of a short GRB accompanying
the neutron star merger observed in gravitational wave event GW170817 [63]. It was confirmed
that compact merging objects can trigger short GRBs and that heavy elements can be produced
in GRBs via r-process nucleosynthesis [79], for example. Furthermore, in January 2019, a GRB
was detected at sub-TeV energies for the first time by MAGIC, shortly after being triggered by
a Swift alert [215]. As we will see, it might also be promising to look for GRBs with future,
ground-based Cherenkov telescopes, such as CTA.
This chapter discusses the possibility that GRBs are the sources of UHECRs, starting with
conventional GRBs and then investigating sub-populations and different models. In Sec. 4.1, we
review the energetics of GRBs and give details on the input used for this source class to set up the
model. After that, in Sec. 4.2, we present a sophisticated analysis of conventional GRBs based
on our paper [159], where we classify GRBs based on the development of the nuclear cascade.
These results are processed in Sec. 4.3, where the propagation is calculated and the fit to cosmic
ray data is performed. Therein, we discuss the impact of the injection composition in the source
on the results. My contribution to this project was the implementation of the gamma-ray burst
source model and calculation of the nuclear cascades. I performed the parameter space scans and
corresponding classification and studied the dependence of the neutrino flux on the composition.
I developed the interface to SimProp, provided qualitative estimators and performed cross-
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checks of the model. In Sec. 4.4, we investigate the sub-population of low-luminosity GRBs as a
possible way to circumvent the stacking limits, following our paper [216], where I again provided
the source model including different escape mechanisms as well as parameter space scans and
classification similar to earlier works. In the end, in Sec. 4.5, we show how the predictions of
the static, one-zone approach change with considering a dynamical model for GRB evolution,
i.e., including multiple emission zones, for which a project is ongoing.
4.1 Energetics of gamma-ray bursts
From the structure of a GRB’s light curve, the variability time scale tv can be deduced, which is
one of the main parameters for the model. Within the internal shock scenario, we can relate the
size of the region to this time variability by assuming that the engine emits shells which collide
at a radius R according to Eq. (3.1). Note that by applying the internal shock model, we place
ourselves in the prompt emission scenario in the following, which is assumed to be the main
emission channel for most GRBs since the photon densities are much higher than in external
shocks with the circumburst medium. The width of the shock is given by ∆d′ = R/2Γ with the
shock Lorentz factor Γ, which is typically between 100 and 1000 for conventional GRBs. This
shock or shell width defines the characteristic time scale of the system, i.e., the dynamical time
scale tdyn = ∆d′/c, which corresponds to the variability time scale boosted back into the SRF.
In the static burst approximation or one-zone model, we assume that in total N such collisions
happen which are all alike in the SRF. The number of collisions is given by N ≃ T90/tv, i.e.,
the ratio of the duration of the burst T90, during which 90% of the emission is observed, and
the variability time scale. This averaged picture of a GRB yields reliable results in most cases,
but we will discuss the impact of dynamical models for GRBs, which includes multiple, different
emission zones, too.
The target photon spectrum assumed for GRBs follows observations and can typically be
described as a broken power law
N ′γ(ε′) = C ′γ ·
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(ε′/ε′γ,br)−α ε′γ,min ≤ ε′ < ε′γ,br
(ε′/ε′γ,br)−β ε′γ,br ≤ ε′ < ε′γ,max
0 else
(4.1)
with the photon break energy ε′γ,br and two spectral indices α and β. In the following, we choose
ε′γ,br = 1 keV, α = 1.0 and β = 2.0, unless noted otherwise. The minimum and maximum photon
energies, ε′γ,min and ε′γ,max, are chosen as small and large enough such that nuclei will always
find interaction partners for disintegration at the GDR. However, we studied the impact of the
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photon field on the neutrino and cosmic ray fluxes in [159] and [177], showing that there is a
small effect, but we will not consider this in the following. The factor C ′γ is the normalization
of the photon spectrum, which will be obtained from matching the photon density in the SRF
u′γ =
∫︂
ε′N ′γ(ε′)dε′ =
Lγ∆d′/c
Γ2Viso
= Lγ4πcΓ2R2 (4.2)
with measured quantities. The observed isotropic equivalent luminosity Lγ has to be boosted
back into the SRF by dividing with Γ2 and converted to an energy by the characteristic time scale
of the collision tdyn. The energy density is then obtained by dividing by the isotropic volume
Viso = 4πR2∆d′. The integration limits are determined by the Fermi-GBM energy range.
In the following, Eq. (4.2) will become important as it clearly shows how the radiation density
scales with the parameters of the model: It scales linearly with the luminosity ∝ Lγ and is
strongly dependent on the radius ∝ R−2, which directly comes from the volume of the radiation
zone. In the same way it scales ∝ Γ−2, which is however fixed in our calculations to a typical
value for conventional GRBs, i.e., Γ = 300. Note that there is a degeneracy between collision
radius R, Lorentz factor Γ and variability time scale tv on account of the internal shock model
Eq. (3.1). Therefore, varying the collision radius implicitly varies tv. It is possible to fix one
of the other parameters as well, vary Γ instead and compute the remaining one in the internal
shock scenario.
A pure or mixed composition of nuclei is injected into the radiation zone with a spectrum
following the expected power law of Fermi shock acceleration
Q′i(E′i) = C ′i ·
⎧⎨⎩E
′k
i · exp
[︂
−(E′i/E′i,max)p
]︂
E′i ≥ E′i,min
0 else
(4.3)
with a spectral index k ≃ 2.0 and an exponential cut-off function with p = 2.0 for every species
i. The cut-off function will have a small impact on the neutrino spectra shown in the following,
while the cosmic ray fit is more sensitive to it. The maximum energy E′i,max is obtained by
balancing the energy gain with the energy loss processes, i.e.,
t′−1acc (E′i,max) = t′−1dyn + t
′−1
syn(E′i,max) + t′−1e+e−(E
′
i,max) + t′−1Aγ (E
′
i,max) , (4.4)
where the rate for photo-hadronic interactions includes both, photo-meson production and
photo-disintegration. For the computation of these rates, we calculate the magnetic field by
u′B =
B′2
8π =
ϵB
ϵe
u′γ ⇒ B′ =
√︄
8πϵB
ϵe
Lγ
4πΓ2R2 , (4.5)
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where we typically assume that the fraction of energy in the magnetic field ϵB is in equipartition
with the fraction of energy in gamma-rays ϵe, i.e., ϵB = ϵe. With typical magnetic field strengths
B ∼ 102− 105 G and sizes R ∼ 107− 1012 km, GRBs fulfill the Hillas criterion Emax = ΓZeBR,
which uses the argument that the size of UHECR sources has to be at least the Larmor radius
of the accelerated particles [217].
The normalization factor C ′i is determined by normalizing the total energy per isotope∫︂ 10E′i,max
0
E′iQ
′
i(E′i)dE′i = ξA,i · u′γ ·
c
∆d′ (4.6)
to the energy density in photons times a baryonic loading factor ξA,i, which is assumed to be 10
as this is a typical value for GRBs [13]. It will, however, be adjusted a posteriori by the cosmic
ray fit, which is no problem as the model is linear in baryonic loading. The additional factor
c/∆d′ originates from the conversion from density to flux according to Eq. (3.5).
Based on the primary injection spectrum, we can give a simple estimate for the predicted
neutrino fluence E2νϕν by using the relation
E2νϕν =
1
4fpγE
2
p
dNp
dEp
/(4πd2L(z)) , (4.7)
where E2pdNp/dEp denotes the primary injection spectrum in [GeV] in the source, integrated
over the volume. The factor fpγ = tdyn/tpγ is called pion production efficiency, as it describes
the ratio of the photo-hadronic interaction rate to the dynamical time scale. Here, it is defined
for protons, but there are scaling relations for nuclei as well [22]. Assuming the ∆-resonance
approximation, it is possible to derive an analytical expression for the pion production efficiency
fpγ ≃
L′γ
ε′γ,brΓ2R
=
L′γ
ε′γ,brΓ4tv
, (4.8)
similar to our radiation density in Eq. (4.2).1 Neutrinos produced by pion decay get about 25%
of the energy of the pion, thus the factor 1/4 in Eq. (4.7). Dividing by 4πd2L(z) boosts the
spectrum in the observer’s frame by distributing the energy on a sphere with the luminosity
distance dL(z) as radius.
In fact, by similar considerations it is possible to place an upper bound on the diffuse neutrino
flux from astrophysical sources, independent from the model and whether those sources are
detected or not. From Sec. 3.2.1, we know that the energy injection rate of cosmic rays is a few
×1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 for a cosmologically distributed source. The present-day diffuse flux of
1The difference between the pion production efficiency and the photon density in Eq. (4.2) is a factor ∆d′/c
originating from the definition of fpγ relative to the dynamical time scale.
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muon neutrinos (combined νµ and ν̄µ) can then be estimated via
E2νϕν =
1
4fpγξztH
c
4πE
2
CR
dNCR
dECR
≈ a few× 10−8ξzGeV cm−2s−1sr−1 . (4.9)
With respect to Eq. (4.7), this equation includes not only the energy in cosmic rays per source
and primary, but the injection rate of the whole population E2CRdNCR/dECR. The factor tH ≈
1010 yr is the Hubble time and ξz is a factor of order unity taking into account possible unobserved
contributions to UHECRs from high redshift sources. This bound is named after Waxman and
Bahcall who first derived it [218]. It cannot be exceeded by any source, however for GRBs the
stacking limits due to the non-observation of correlated neutrinos are stronger by now.
4.2 Nuclear cascade source classes
In order to describe cosmic ray and neutrino production in the source, we introduce three
qualitatively different cases in terms of development of the nuclear cascade in this section: The
Empty Cascade, meaning that the nuclear cascade barely develops and most nuclei stay intact
due to the low efficiency of photo-hadronic interactions. As a consequence, in this case the
neutrino production is low. In the case of the Populated Cascade, the nuclear cascade develops
while disintegration and photo-meson production are efficient for heavy masses. Nuclei will
be able to survive partially and neutrino production is moderate. Lastly, in the Optically
Thick Case the source is opaque to all nuclear species, implying efficient neutrino and nucleon
production with a fully developed nuclear cascade. The transition between these source classes
is continuous, however we first discuss three benchmarks in the following, where we fix R ≃ 108.3
km and Γ = 300, such that the radiation density depends only on the Lγ . In the first step, we
inject a pure 56Fe composition in the source. After that, we show parameter space scans and
how the parameter space can be separated into regions of these source classes.
4.2.1 Development of the nuclear cascade in GRBs
The Empty Cascade source class is defined as the case that is optically thin to Aγ interactions
of the primary injected isotope and thus also for all lighter isotopes including nucleons, since the
cross section scales with the mass number A. This source class requires low radiation density,
hence low luminosities or large radii. In Fig. 4.2, we show a benchmark for this class with a
luminosity of Lγ = 1049 erg s−1. In the top left panel, the rates of the dominant processes
for the injected primary are shown, including the photo-meson production for protons t′−1pγ for
comparison. For the sake of simplicity, Bethe-Heitler pair production is included but not shown
as it is sub-dominant in all the examples we show. One can clearly see that the source is
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Figure 4.2: Benchmark for the Empty Cascade source class with isotropic luminosity Lγ = 1049
erg s−1 and pure 56Fe injection: Interaction rates (top left, for iron, pγ also included),
the nuclear cascade (top right), particle densities in the source (bottom left) and
ejected cosmic ray fluence per shell (bottom right, without interactions on EBL
and CMB) as a function of the energy in the observer’s frame. The color code in
the nuclear cascade shows the fraction of energy stored in each isotope, relative to
the total isotropic equivalent energy Eiso,tot (white: fraction smaller than 10−4).
Different curves in the bottom panels correspond to different isotopes according to
the legend. The other GRB parameters are R ≃ 108.3 km, ε′γ,br = 1 keV and z = 2.
Taken from [159].
optically thin to photo-hadronic interactions by comparing t′−1dis and t
′−1
Aγ to t
−1
dyn, as indicated
by the arrows. The maximum energy is dominated by adiabatic losses, such that cosmic rays
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Figure 4.3: Same as Fig. 4.2 but for the Populated Cascade source class with isotropic luminosity
Lγ = 1051 erg s−1. Taken from [159].
rather cool than interact. However, a small fraction will still interact, such that the nuclear
cascade (shown in the top right panel) will be populated around the injected isotope and a few
nucleons and 4He will be produced. The color shows the integrated energy per isotope relative
to the total injection energy, where white boxes represent energy fractions smaller than 10−4.
The (quasi-)steady state particle densities in the source are shown in the lower left panel
of Fig. 4.2. Since the source is optically thin, the injected spectrum ∝ E−2 of 56Fe is hardly
modified and extends up to the maximum energy. Nucleons and secondary nuclei are suppressed
and their maximum energies follow Lorentz factor conservation. The ejected cosmic ray spectra,
depicted in the lower right panel as the fluence at Earth including adiabatic losses only, show
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Figure 4.4: Same as Fig. 4.2 but for the Optically Thick Case source class with isotropic lumi-
nosity Lγ = 1053 erg s−1. Taken from [159].
harder spectra ∝ E−1 because of the direct escape mechanism, see Sec. 3.1.3. However, neutrons
are not magnetically confined, so they soften the overall spectrum as they decay and convert
to protons on their way to Earth. The characteristics of the Empty Cascade are that the
ejected cosmic rays are dominated by the hard spectrum of injected primaries, while only few
nucleons are produced, making the composition heavy. Nevertheless, compared to the density
in the source, the contribution of neutrons, especially at low energies, is more substantial than
expected, due to the additional suppression of the escape mechanism at the highest energies.
In the case of the Populated Cascade, which is obtained for Lγ = 1051 erg s−1, the source is
optically thick to Aγ interactions of the injected primary which will disintegrate and populate
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the cascade. At the same time, the source is still transparent to photo-hadronic interactions of
nucleons, such that proton and neutron fluxes will be hardly affected by these interactions. This
source class is encountered for intermediate radiation densities, i.e., intermediate luminosity
and radii. The example for this source class is shown in Fig. 4.3. From the interaction rates, it
is clear that at the maximum energy, photo-meson production and disintegration are now the
limiting processes for the injected 56Fe. However, nucleons (and light nuclei) are still limited by
adiabatic cooling. The nuclear cascade is well populated with integrated energies in nucleons
and helium between 1% and 10% of the total energy, similar to isotopes close to the injection.
The densities in the source show now a clear depletion of the E−2 spectrum beyond the
disintegration threshold, while the peak density of secondaries are comparable to the primary
density. The densities of neutrons and protons do not reach this level yet, still the ejected cosmic
ray spectrum is already dominated by neutrons. The reason is that the ejected spectra are
suppressed by the optical thickness in the escape mechanism. The Larmor radius of the cosmic
rays reaches only about 1/30 the size of the region at the maximum energy, so particles which are
not contained in this thin layer on the outside of the shell take too long to escape. The effective
cosmic ray escape spectrum is therefore relatively soft because of the neutron component, which
can be controlled by the luminosity or, more general, by the radiation density.
If we further increase the luminosity, the source will become optically thick even to nucle-
ons (and consequently all other isotopes), which defines the Optically Thick Case as shown in
Fig. 4.4. This requires extremely high luminosities Lγ = 1053 erg s−1 which drives up the in-
teraction rates, such that adiabatic cooling is sub-dominant for all species. The nuclear cascade
appears to be less populated off the main diagonal, which is because of the strong disintegration,
i.e., intermediate isotopes efficiently interact and most of the energy is dumped into nucleons,
which are now occupied at a similar level as the primaries. The densities of heavy nuclei in the
source are strongly suppressed beyond the photo-disintegration threshold, while protons and
neutrons are populated at a level comparable to the injection. The density of nucleons peaks
at the photo-meson threshold as they cascade down in energy due to multiple interactions. The
ejected cosmic rays are dominated by neutrons as the heavy nuclei are strongly suppressed be-
cause of the small Larmor radii. In fact, the strong Aγ interactions make it complicated to reach
ultra-high energies at all.
In Fig. 4.5 we show the all-flavor neutrino fluence per shell for the different source classes.
In each panel, the total flux is shown (thin black curve) as well as the decomposition of this
total flux according to the contribution of primary nuclei (solid, blue), secondary isotopes (dot-
dashed, green) and nucleons (dashed, red). For the Empty Cascade source class, the dominant
contribution to the neutrino flux are photo-hadronic interactions of the injected isotope. On the
other hand, for the Populated Cascade, the dominant contribution is given by Aγ interactions
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Figure 4.5: All-flavor neutrino fluence
per shell for the Empty Cascade (top
left), Populated Cascade (top right)
and Optically Thick Case (bottom
left) source class as a function of the
energy in the observer’s frame. The
total neutrino fluence (thin, black) is
split into the contribution of primaries
(solid, blue), secondary isotopes (dot-
dashed, green) and nucleons (dashed,
red) to neutrino production. Taken
from [159].
off the secondary nuclei. In the Optically Thick Case, photo-meson production of protons and
neutrons has the largest contribution. Neutrinos from beta decay are included and visible as
a bump in the nucleon contribution at low energies, i.e., it is sub-dominant at the peak. By
increasing the luminosity, the neutrino fluence grows quadratically as the photon and the baryon
density both scale with luminosity.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.2 as well as in Refs. [24] and [177], photo-meson production is rela-
tively well understood in the case of nucleons. However, predictions for photo-meson production
off nuclei rely typically on a superposition model with an implicit scaling of the cross section
(here: ∝ A). This implies that the neutrino prediction for the Optically Thick Case is robust,
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Figure 4.6: Parameter space scan showing the regions for the different nuclear cascade source
classes as a function of luminosity Lγ and collision radius R in the internal shock
scenario. The injection composition is pure 16O (left) or 56Fe (right). We fix Γ = 300
and scale tv ∝ R according to Eq. (3.1), the other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 4.2. Black dots in the right panel represent the benchmarks shown in Sec. 4.2.1.
The gray dashed contours indicate the maximum energy log10(Ei,max[GeV]) in the
observer’s frame while the gray dotted line indicates the transition from one region
to another. Below the photosphere (red solid line), gamma-rays cannot escape from
the source due to electron-positron pair production. Taken from [159].
whereas the other classes (where the fluence is however low) could carry large uncertainties which
will only be quantified in the future. Improved models as in [177] show that the contribution
of nucleons may be also dominating in the Populated Cascade, but in the superposition model
these predictions are less reliable because of the poorly understood cross sections.
4.2.2 Classification of parameter space regions
Following the classification of sources depending on the radiation density in the previous section,
we show in Fig. 4.6 the parameter space divided into three regions as a function of the luminosity
Lγ and collision radius R for pure 16O injection (left) and 56Fe (right). The transition between
these regions is continuous, however we show the transition from optically thin to optically thick
to primaries and nucleons as gray dotted lines. In the case of iron, the black dots represent the
benchmarks shown in the previous chapter. Furthermore, we show the sub-photospheric region
(hatched), where photons cannot escape because of Thomson scattering. Below the photosphere,
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our model is not valid anymore because the target photon spectrum changes. For details on the
calculation of the photosphere, see App. B.
The alignment of the Optically Thick region (and the photosphere) in the lower right corner
is evident since high luminosities and small radii mean high photon densities. On the other
hand, radiation densities are low in the upper left corner, where the Empty Cascade region is
encountered. The maximum primary energy in the observer’s frame, depicted by the gray dashed
contours, is typically determined by adiabatic cooling (upper left) or Aγ interactions (lower
right). Their shape can be understood by comparing the interaction rates t′−1Aγ ∝ u′γ ∝ Lγ/R2
and t′−1dyn ∝ 1/R with the acceleration rate t′−1acc ∝ B′/E′ ∝
√︂
u′γ/E′ ∝
√︁
Lγ/(E′R). The
maximum primary energy is then constant along R ∝ √︁Lγ in the Aγ dominated region, while
the dependence on R cancels in the region dominated by adiabatic losses. The adiabatic cooling
limited scenario corresponds to a rigidity dependent maximum energy (Peters cycle), which
roughly coincides with the Empty Cascade case.
The transition between the Empty Cascade and the Populated Cascade depends on the in-
jected isotope since the photo-hadronic interaction rate scales with A, which can be seen by
comparing the two panels. In turn, the transition between adiabatic dominated and interaction
dominated maximum energy shifts because the transition from Populated Cascade to Optically
Thick Case is independent from the injection composition. Thus, the smaller the injected mass,
the smaller the Populated Cascade region will be, as it directly scales with A and approaches
the pγ rate more and more.
4.3 The conventional GRB-UHECR paradigm
In order to connect the nuclear cascade source classes with cosmic ray data, we now assume a
cosmological distribution of identical GRBs with a fixed duration of T90 = 10 s. This implies
that the emission per GRB is produced in N = T90/tv individual collisions which were discussed
in the benchmarks in the previous section. We perform a fit to PAO data of UHECR spectrum
and composition, combining the modeling of the interactions in the source and the propagation
as computed with SimProp with the Gilmore EBL and PSB cross section model. We take into
account extensive air showers in the atmosphere of the Earth for which EPOS-LHC is used2.
The GRBs are assumed to follow a redshift evolution according to the star formation rate and
we assume pure 28Si injection in the source described by a power law with spectral index k = 1.8
and a cut-off power p = 2.0, cf. Eq. (4.3). These parameters are chosen a priori but fixed in the
following.
2Although differences between nuclear interaction models could matter in this context, a detailed study on air
shower models is meaningless with a fixed injection composition.
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Figure 4.7: Parameter space scan for the mixed composition dip (left, fit above 1018 eV) and
ankle (right, fit above 1019 eV) model in the internal shock scenario. The color bar
shows
√︂
χ2 − χ2min as a function of luminosity and radius for the fit to cosmic ray
data obtained by PAO [219, 5]. Pure 28Si is injected into the source with a spectral
index of k = 1.8 and the sources are distributed over z = 0 to 6 following the star
formation rate. Blue squares mark the excluded region by IceCube according to the
GRB stacking analysis from muon tracks in the northern and southern sky at 90%
C.L. [199, 18]. Green squares correspond to the 90% C.L. for the IceCube-excluded
region from the cosmogenic neutrino analysis [221], taking into account νµ+ ν̄µ. The
black contours indicate the baryonic loading log10 ξA. Taken from [159].
We perform the fit by using the combined spectrum [219] and composition [5] in a procedure
similar to [220] and [4]. Again, we scan the parameter space in luminosity and production radius
and calculate the fluxes for each set of parameters. Together with the cosmic rays, prompt and
cosmogenic neutrino fluxes are calculated following [26]. For prompt neutrinos, the exposure
for muon neutrinos is obtained by summing the exposure relative to different IceCube analyses,
considering a total of 1014 GRBs observed in the Northern Hemisphere [199, 18] and 664 GRBs
which occured in the Southern Hemisphere [18]. The total number of bursts of this combined
sample is compared with an assumed 667 bursts per year in [26]. The corresponding exposure
for cosmogenic neutrinos is taken from [221]. In the scan, we show excluded regions by neutrino
data at 90% C.L. assuming both analyses are free of background.
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Figure 4.8: Cosmic ray spectrum (top, multiplied by E3) and composition (bottom) obtained
for the best fit in the mixed composition dip model, corresponding to Fig. 4.7 point
A. Spectra at Earth are grouped according to A = 1 (red), 2 ≤ A ≤ 4 (gray),
5 ≤ A ≤ 22 (green), 23 ≤ A ≤ 28 (cyan) and total (brown). The average and
standard deviation of the Xmax distribution is predicted assuming EPOS-LHC [115]
for UHECR-air interactions. Pure compositions 1H (red), 4He (gray), 14N (green),
56Fe (blue) and data from [222] are shown for comparison. Taken from [159].
4.3.1 UHECR fit with mixed composition models
After calculating the propagated spectra, we perform a fit to the UHECR spectrum and compo-
sition as measured by the PAO in the following, assuming injection of pure 28Si with a spectral
index of k = 1.8. Furthermore, we assume a distribution of GRBs according to the SFR [190]
between redshifts z = 0 to 6. We distinguish between two scenarios, the mixed composition dip
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Figure 4.9: Prompt (left) and cosmogenic (right) neutrino flux (muon flavor) obtained for se-
lected points in the parameter space according to Fig. 4.7 for the mixed composition
dip model. The fluxes are compared to the differential (as defined in [26]) limits
obtained from [18] (northern + southern exposure) and [221]. Taken from [159].
model and the mixed composition ankle model. For the former, we include the ankle region in the
energy range as we fit above 1018 eV while for the latter, we fit above 1019 eV. The result of the
fits are shown in Fig. 4.7 for both models, where the quality of the fit is represented by the color
bar illustrating
√︁
χ2 − χ2max as a function of luminosity and radius. Parameter combinations
which are marked with blue squares are excluded by the IceCube prompt GRB analysis [18],
whereas green markers refer to cosmogenic neutrino limits [221], both at 90% C.L. The black
contours depict the baryonic loading log10 ξA needed to address the flux of UHECRs.
From the left panel, we infer that the best fit point named A is found for intermediate
luminosities and radii. The corresponding cosmic ray spectrum and composition observables at
Earth are shown in Fig. 4.8. The ankle can be well reproduced without the need of additional
components, as the nuclear cascade in the source produces a light component at lower energies.
On the other hand, a sufficient amount of heavy nuclei survive at the highest energies, which
reproduces the feature. For the composition observables, the trend to heavier masses can be
reproduced, but the energy dependence of this effect is not matched. In this study, we want
to investigate the impact of source properties rather than the injection composition. It is not
optimized to give the best possible description to data, as a mixed injection composition and a
shift in the energy scale would need to be included. The baryonic loading roughly follows the
maximum energy contours, confirming the results of [26] and a value of 3× 104 at the best fit.
The mixed composition dip model best fit point coincides with the Populated Cascade region,
where the dominating contribution to the prompt neutrino flux is photo-meson production of
secondary nuclei. This region is excluded by the GRB stacking limits, as shown in the left panel
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Figure 4.10: Same as Fig. 4.8 but for the mixed composition ankle model. Taken from [159].
of Fig. 4.9. The corresponding cosmogenic fluxes are illustrated in the right panel together with
the differential limit. In both cases, the flux of muon neutrinos is shown at Earth for different
points in parameters space corresponding to Fig. 4.7. It is possible to see how the prompt
neutrino flux scales with the radiation density, as point B is an example at the transition from
Empty Cascade to Populated Cascade while point C is at the border to the Optically Thick
Case. All examples are excluded by prompt neutrinos, whereas only the most extreme case,
point C, violates the cosmogenic limit. This is mainly because of the extraordinarily high flux
of nucleons injected into the extragalactic space. The amount of neutrinos is also indicative for
the amount of nucleons produced in the nuclear cascade, controlling the sub-ankle component.
See our paper [159] or Sec. 4.4 for the illustration of this feature.
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Figure 4.11: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for the mixed composition ankle model. Taken from [159].
The best fit for the mixed composition ankle model, which is indicated by point A in the
right panel of Fig. 4.7, is found for similar radii but very low luminosities compared to the
mixed composition dip model. The UHECR spectrum and composition at the best fit are shown
in Fig. 4.10 for this model. Here, the fit is performed for energies above 1019 eV, including a
penalty for overshooting the flux at lower energies. The overall quality of the fit is better than
in the mixed composition dip model, however it is at the border of the scanned parameter space.
This is because in the Empty Cascade region, the overshooting of the flux at lower energies can
be naturally avoided. However, this also shows the impact of the chosen energy range for the
fit: When the starting energy is lower, the flux at lower energies has to be enhanced, pushing
the best fit towards the Populated Cascade region. Since the best fit parameters belong to the
Empty Cascade case, the protons in the energy spectrum at Earth come mainly from interactions
during propagation, as nucleon production in the nuclear cascade is inefficient. The transition
towards heavier isotopes at the highest energies is flatter than in the previous case, but it can
not address the exact behaviour either for the same reasons.
The best fit in the mixed composition ankle model is not excluded by neutrino limits, as
can be seen in Fig. 4.11. We also show again two examples, point B and C, which are in or
at the border to the Populated Cascade region, respectively. Point B reproduces the UHECR
spectrum in a reasonable way with the transition in composition being slightly sharper (not
shown). However, enhancing the luminosity results in the violation of the stacking limits. The
cosmogenic neutrino flux does not change substantially from point A to B. Point C represents
an example with intermediate luminosity and high collision radius, such that the disintegration
in the source is barely efficient. Thus, high maximum primary energies can be reached at the
source, which leads to very high energy protons at Earth from interactions during propagation
and, with that, a high cosmogenic neutrino flux.
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Figure 4.12: Impact of injection com-
position on the total all-flavor prompt
neutrino fluence per shell of a GRB
as a function of the energy in the ob-
server’s frame. The different panels
correspond to the different nuclear cas-
cade source classes in Sec. 4.2. The
curves correspond to different pure in-
jection composition, i.e., protons (red
dashed), iron (blue) and any other iso-
tope in-between (blue shaded area),
where we always inject the most abun-
dant stable isotope per element. Taken
from [159].
4.3.2 Impact of the injection composition
In this section, we study the dependence of prompt neutrino production and cosmic ray fit on the
injected source composition. For every possible element (identified by its charge number Z), we
pick the most abundant stable isotope, compute the nuclear cascade and calculate qualitative
estimators for the cosmic ray fit. When the nuclear cascade develops, prompt neutrinos are
produced, which is depicted in Fig. 4.12. The figure shows the total prompt muon neutrino
fluence for three different luminosities corresponding to the benchmarks from Sec. 4.2.1 as a
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function of the observed energy. The blue curve represents the fluence obtained for a pure iron
injection composition (same as total in Fig. 4.5), while the dashed red curve corresponds to pure
proton injection. The blue shaded area in-between both curves contains the neutrino fluences
of all other injected elements from hydrogen up to iron. The most important result is that
the peak of the fluence hardly depends on the injection composition. This is a consequence
of Lorentz factor conservation in the disintegration, the E−2 spectrum conserving the energy
per decade, the photo-meson interaction rate being almost flat beyond the threshold and strong
magnetic field effects on secondary mesons, which determine the maximum energy cut-off. This
becomes clear if the nucleus is treated as a superposition of nucleons. Rewriting the secondary
production in terms of nucleons (see, e.g., [223]) leads to almost the same result as before if the
primary flux times the interaction rate roughly scales as E−2 and the photo-meson cross section
σAγ ≃ Aσpγ . Due to Lorentz factor conservation, disintegration does not affect this result, as
there is hardly any energy lost.
The high-energy cut-off of the neutrino spectrum is higher for lighter masses as the maximum
primary energy does not follow the Peters cycle (rigidity-dependent maximum energy) in the
Populated Cascade and Optically Thick Case. Therefore, the maximum energy per nucleon,
which affects maximum neutrino energy, decreases. This effect becomes visible if it is stronger
than the cut-off from magnetic field effects. At low energies, the neutrino fluence from nuclei is
higher because of decaying neutrons produced in the nuclear cascade.
Now, we will illustrate why 28Si is a good example for the fit to data and qualitatively explain
the values of the best fit parameters in the previous section. The discussion is based on four
different estimators:
• Spectral shape. The ejection spectrum is roughly described by a single power law with a
spectral index determined by the peaks of the heavy (A > 1) and light (A = 1) component.
• Maximum energy. Determined by the equilibrium between acceleration rate and energy
loss rates, the ejected spectrum will have a characteristic maximum energy Emax.
• Composition at Emax. To describe the trend towards heavy masses observed in the Xmax
measurements at Earth, the composition at the maximum energy is relevant.
• Transition energy Etrans. The energy at which the composition gets heavier.
The estimators are shown for different luminosities as a function of Z in Fig. 4.13. In each panel,
the estimated preferred ranges are illustrated by the shaded band. The zig-zag pattern in some
of the curves originates from the mass pattern of the most abundant stable injection isotopes as
a function of charge Z. Note that R is fixed in these figures.
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Figure 4.13: Qualitative estimators to show the impact of the injection composition on the
UHECR fit as a function of the charge number Z of the injected isotope: Spec-
tral index at the ejection from the source (top left), maximum energy (top right),
ejected composition in < lnA > at the maximum energy (bottom left) and energy
at which the composition shows a transition from light to heavy (bottom right).
The different curves correspond to different luminosities as defined by the legend.
Estimates are taken from [29, 4, 224]. Taken from [159].
The spectral index, shown in the upper left panel, hardly depends on the injection composition,
but rather on the luminosity. While in the Optically Thick Case the resulting spectra are too
soft, luminosities between 1049 erg s−1 and 1053 erg s−1 are favored, which is compatible with
our mixed composition models. Furthermore, it is in agreement with the results presented by
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the PAO, where the spectra at injection are comparable to the ones ejected from the source in
our model [4].
From the upper right panel, it can be seen that the maximum energy tends to be too low
for high luminosities, as it becomes strongly limited due to Aγ interactions. Almost all the
other cases lead maximum energies in a reasonable range (if Z ≥ 8 for the Empty Cascade).
In this panel, we also show the deviation from the often assumed Peters cycle (as in [4]), i.e.,
the scaling of the maximum energy with rigidity. This is true in the Empty Cascade regime,
when the maximum energy is limited by adiabatic losses, as for 1049 erg s−1. The dashed curves
represent an ideal Peters cycle. However, as the maximum energy is limited by other energy loss
processes such as photo-hadronic interactions, the scaling with Z is much more mild. Already
for 1050 erg s−1, significant deviations are expected.
The ejected composition at the maximum energy has to be at least as heavy as the composition
measured by the PAO at the highest energies. The lower left panel shows that, besides the
obvious strong scaling of the ejected composition with Z, the < lnA > at the highest energies
also depends mildly on the luminosity. This is because the average mass is reduced for higher
luminosities due to the development of the nuclear cascade and with that efficient disintegration
and production of nucleons. From this panel it is also evident that injection charges between 7
(nitrogen) and 14 (silicon) may provide reasonable results.
From these three estimators, we can qualitatively explain the fit range between 1049 erg s−1
and 1053 erg s−1 for the mixed composition ankle model. In the context of the mixed composition
dip model, the best fit is determined by an isotropic luminosity for which the transition energy is
allowed, as depicted in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4.13. For the Empty Cascade, the injected
primary dominates at the highest energies, leading to a smooth transition at low energies which
increases with Z. In the case of the Populated Cascade, the transition energy hardly depends on
the injection composition, but slightly decreases for increasing Z. The transition itself happens
suddenly but becomes smoother again for higher luminosities, because the nuclear cascade is
populated mainly by lighter isotopes in the Optically Thick Case.
Note that this discussion is aimed to give a qualitative understanding of the fit results, but it
is in general difficult to compare the injected composition to theoretical expectations, as many
other effects can have an influence on it. For example, if the jet originates within a Wolf-Rayet
star, significant contributions of helium, oxygen and carbon are expected. On the other hand,
if the event is connected to a supernova, high levels of silicon or iron may be expected. Even
heavier nuclei than iron could be produced by r-process nucleosynthesis (rapid neutron capture)
in the jet, as for example studied in [225]. The approach presented in this section follows the
opposite direction, i.e., tracing back the observed UHECR composition to the acceleration zone
and identify the injection and source properties needed in order to describe UHECR data.
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4.4 Low-luminosity gamma-ray bursts
In this section, we assume that GRBs can be sub-divided into two distinct populations: Conven-
tional or high-luminosity GRBs with luminosities ≥ 1049 erg s−1, which were discussed above,
and low-luminosity GRBs (LLGRBs) with luminosities ≤ 1049 erg s−1. With a local event
rate of about 300 Gpc−3 yr−1, they are much more abundant than high-luminosity bursts (≈ 1
Gpc−3 yr−1) [34, 35, 36, 37]. Hence, LLGRBs have been proposed as sources of cosmic rays
and neutrinos [38, 22, 39, 40]. More recently, LLGRBs were studied in the context of UHECRs
including models for the injection composition in the source [42]. As a consequence of the low
luminosity, most nuclei can escape from the sources without interacting, leading to the chemical
composition measured by the PAO after propagation [5]. On the other hand, if the nuclear
cascade does not develop, neutrino production may be too weak to address the astrophysical
diffuse flux at the same time in a one zone model.
Our study of conventional GRBs points already towards low luminosities to explain the non-
observation of correlated events. The advantage of LLGRBs over their high-luminosity coun-
terpart is that the neutrino stacking bounds do not apply due to their much lower luminosity,
which limits the detection of resolved sources, and their much longer duration, leading to ineffi-
cient background suppression. Following this idea, we study if nuclear cascades can develop in
LLGRBs and whether they can power the diffuse flux of neutrinos and cosmic rays at the same
time, using similar methods as in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3. We show that the UHECR spectrum and
composition can be described in an energy range across the ankle by controlling the sub-ankle
component with the nuclear cascade, as mentioned in [27, 32, 159]. Our analysis is based on a
combined source-propagation model starting with nuclear compositions reasonable to be found
in jets of GRB progenitors [226, 42]. Our results were published in [216].
We assume the same acceleration zone as in the previous scenario, except for the injection of a
mixed composition of 60% 16O and 40% 28Si in the jet. Typical Lorentz factors for LLGRBs are
much lower than for conventional ones, i.e., we fix Γ ≃ 10 in this case [227]. We vary the radius
between 108 km and 1012 km, such that according to the internal shock model R ≃ 2Γ2ctv the
variability time scale changes from 1 to 10000 seconds. Thus, the duration is of the order of
105 s, which is a bit longer than the durations typically observed (103 − 104 s). On the other
hand, such long durations are expected from the view of progenitors for long GRBs, e.g., blue
supergiants or young stars [228, 229]. There may be also observational biases, as for example
only the peak of the light curve may be observable [230]. Otherwise, if the duration is too
short, the jet may not be able to break out and it is choked [231]. Such unsuccessful jets
are not expected to emit UHECRs as the cooling in the environment is too strong, but they
could possibly produce high energy neutrinos [232]. In the following, the chosen parameters are
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Figure 4.14: Difference of a combined source-propagation model (solid), which includes the nu-
clear cascade in the source, compared to a propagation-only model (dashed), com-
puted with the same injection composition and parameters. In the left panel, the
cosmic rays escaping from the source, multiplied by E2 are shown. Dashed curves
are the assumed escape spectra in the propagation-only model which are not ex-
plicitly computed: A = 16 (green) and A = 28 (cyan). The solid curves show
groups of isotopes generated by the nuclear cascade: A = 1 (red), 2 ≤ A ≤ 4
(gray), 5 ≤ A ≤ 24 (green), 25 ≤ A ≤ 28 (cyan), while the black curve represents
the power law injection spectrum ∝ E−2 exp(−E/Emax) (sum of 60% 16O and 40%
28Si). The right panel shows these fluxes multiplied with E3 after propagation
(same colors, orange: total) fitted to UHECR data from PAO [219]. Data points of
KASCADE-Grande are shown for comparison [233]. Taken from [216].
consistent with jet formation and survival [227]. In contrast to the conventional GRBs, here we
assume that only particles at the highest energies can escape, such that the ejected spectra are
described by ∝ exp[− ln2(E/Emax)], as derived in [182] and used in [23, 42]. The cosmological
distribution of LLGRBs is assumed to follow the SFR as (1 + z)m ×HSFR(z) with 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
[188].
The fit procedure is slightly adjusted with respect to the previous section, i.e., we fit the
UHECR spectrum [219] and composition [222] above the ankle. After that, we model the end of
the sub-ankle component (which may be of Galactic origin) at lower energies as an additional
power law. In the end, we re-fit the relative weights of the super- and sub-ankle components
considering the energy range above 1018 eV. The additional power law is defined by a spectral
index α and a normalization fgal in terms of percentage of the total flux, determined at a fixed
energy E = 1017.5 eV. From the fit, we determine the baryonic loading ξA again, assuming
̇̃n(z = 0) = 300 Gpc−3 yr−1, consistent with [35].
In Fig. 4.14, we show a comparison between the propagation-only model corresponding to [42]
(dashed curves), and the source-propagation model (solid curves), which includes the nuclear
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cascade in the source. As a consequence, in the propagation-only model, it is argued that the
nuclei survive, such that the escaping composition directly represents the injected composition.
There is no secondary production and especially no production of nucleons, which is important
for the extragalactic sub-ankle component. This is the reason why, for the same injection, in
the source-propagation model also lighter mass groups are present in the left panel of the figure,
as we allow not only for the survival but also for the interaction of nuclei. Note that the light
component of the escaping spectra is softer compared to the other ones as it includes neutrons
which are not magnetically confined. For comparing both computations, we first normalize the
propagated fluxes and then show the spectra at the source with the proper normalization. Since
for the propagation-only model, a depletion of nucleons is found due to the lack of interaction
in the source, such a model could eventually require stronger source evolution in order to com-
pensate for that. This can be fundamental for describing UHECR data, as also pointed out in
[234, 27, 32]. Furthermore, the neutrino production in the source cannot be computed directly
in a propagation-only scenario.
The classification of the parameter space in terms of the different nuclear cascade source
classes is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.15 as a function of the X-ray luminosity LX and
collision radius R for pure 28Si injection. In the right panel, the result of the fit to cosmic ray
data is shown. Similar to the cosmic ray fit for conventional GRBs, its contours follow the
maximum energy, which is here about 1018.7 eV in the SRF. We superimpose the region where
the source neutrino flux corresponds to the IceCube flux in the 1σ region [151], which shows
that a moderate amount of disintegration is needed to account for the astrophysical flux as it
coincides partially with the Populated Cascade. Our best fit point A, marked by a star, lies
within the neutrino band, i.e., it is possible to address UHECR data and the diffuse neutrino
flux simultaneously. For comparison, we also show the point Z for the parameter combination
which was studied in [42].
The results of the fit are illustrated in Fig. 4.16. With this parameter set it is possible
to describe the UHECR spectrum and composition as well as the IceCube neutrinos at the
same time. The shape of the neutrino spectrum does not fit exactly, but this could be an
effect of limited statistics or additional components in the neutrino flux, for instance a Galactic
component [154]. The fit yields a baryonic loading of about ξA ∼ 10, which is a typical value
found for GRBs in the literature [13]. It is considerably smaller than the baryonic loading
obtained for high luminosity GRBs, however, it is degenerate with the duration and local rate
of GRBs, meaning that there is room for interpretation depending on how well constrained the
parameters are. Still, our best fit is consistent with current observations and constraints.
The effect of the radiation density in the source on the neutrino and cosmic ray spectra is
shown in Fig. 4.17, where we show the fluxes of points A, B and C corresponding to Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Parameter space scan as a function of X-ray luminosity LX and collision radius R.
The left panel shows the different regions in terms of development of the nuclear
cascade as in Fig. 4.6 for pure silicon injection. The gray contours show the primary
log10(Emax/GeV) in the SRF. The right panel shows the fit to UHECR data by the
color scale representing χ2 − χ2min. PeV neutrino data is illustrated by the gray-
shaded band, including the uncertainties of the flux. The blue contours indicate
the baryonic loading log10 ξA obtained from the fit. In both panels, point A is the
best fit point which we compare to fit results of [42] depicted by point Z. Points B
and C show additional benchmarks discussed in the text. Taken from [216].
All these parameter sets are chosen to have about the same maximum energy, such that the
cosmic ray spectra exhibit similar cut-offs at the highest energies. The best fit point A can
be compared to an example with higher (point B, dotted) or lower (point C, dashed) radiation
density. This serves as a good illustration how the nuclear cascade controls the prompt neutrinos
and the sub-ankle component in the cosmic ray fit. Due to the enhanced radiation density in
the source, the efficiency of photo-hadronic interactions is increased, producing a large flux of
light elements, which is preserved even after propagation to Earth (left panel, red lines). The
neutrinos produced in these interactions (right panel) are strictly related to the nuclear cascade.
Combined source-propagation models break the degeneracy between different interpretations
of cosmic ray data. Both, parameter set A and B, reproduce the cosmic ray spectrum above
the ankle, but the corresponding neutrino fluxes are considerably different from each other.
This discrimination power is, however, lost in cosmogenic neutrino fluxes, as the parameter sets
chosen here have similar maximum energies.
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Figure 4.16: Cosmic ray spectrum (top left), neutrino spectrum (top right) and cosmic ray com-
position (bottom panels) as a function of the energy in the observer’s frame, cor-
responding to the best fit point A in Fig. 4.15. The UHECR spectrum, multiplied
by E3, shows the same mass groups and data points as in Fig. 4.14. The dashed
orange curve represents a sub-ankle component (possible of Galactic origin), while
the solid orange curve depicts the (total) extragalactic component. The prompt
and cosmogenic muon neutrino fluxes from LLGRBs are to be compared to the
HESE and TGM data [235] and to the cosmogenic limits from IceCube [221] and
GRAND [145], respectively. The lower panels show the predictions (extragalactic
only: orange, sub-ankle and extragalactic: black) and data [222] of the first and sec-
ond moment of the distribution of Xmax, assuming EPOS-LHC [115] as interaction
model for UHECR-air interactions. Taken from [216].
The interpretation of the cosmic ray spectrum across the ankle is a controversial issue. As we
have shown for conventional GRBs, it is in principle possible to reproduce the spectrum above
EeV energies with only one population of sources. However, the observed composition cannot
be described by models with a prevailing light component at low energies. The production
of nucleons in the nuclear cascade on the other hand is a natural way to achieve a lighter
composition at lower energies. Here, we argue that a fading Galactic cosmic ray population
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Figure 4.17: Cosmic ray (left, multiplied by E3) and muon neutrino fluxes (right, multiplied by
E2) at Earth as a function of the energy in the observer’s frame. In both panels, the
fluxes are shown for points A, B and C in Fig. 4.15. While the maximum energy is
similar, the difference between the points is the development of the nuclear cascade.
In the left panel, the total cosmic ray flux (orange) is shown on a linear scale together
with the nucleon component (red). Taken from [216].
can account for a fraction of the flux around ∼ EeV, similar to [234, 27, 32, 4]. With such a
component, the spectrum can be described above EeV energies and the composition at these
energies becomes heavier than in the case of protons only. If we fix the chemical composition of
the Galactic component to silicon too, we find a spectral index of α = 4.2 and the percentage
of the flux at 1017.5 is about 78%. As already pointed out in [32], the slope and fraction of this
component is also influenced by the redshift evolution. We choose m = 1 which is closer to
the GRB source evolution in [189] than to the SFR, which corresponds to m = 0. For m = 0,
the fit results are not qualitatively affected, but due to the lower flux of nucleons at ∼ EeV,
a larger fgal is needed. Furthermore, the cosmogenic neutrino flux would be lower by a factor
∼ 2 if SFR was used. Vice versa, if m > 1, the percentage of the sub-ankle component would
decrease, but the composition is getting too light since nucleons are dominating. Note that the
source evolution for LLGRBs is yet unconstrained, however the evolution used in this work is
consistent with the diffuse gamma-ray background [33].
In our study about LLGRBs, the cosmogenic neutrino flux is within reach of next generation
neutrino telescopes such as GRAND [145]. As already pointed out in [29, 4, 236], there is
an anti-correlation between the spectral index of the ejected cosmic rays and the value of m.
The stronger the evolution, i.e., the bigger the value of m, the more interactions will happen
during propagation because far away sources dominate. This will break up nuclei such that
it naturally softens the spectrum, which allows to have hard escape spectra at the source. If
the direct escape mechanism was assumed (∝ E−1), the source evolution would need to be
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correspondingly weaker, i.e., with local sources dominating. Thus, cosmogenic neutrinos can
potentially discriminate between two sources which could both account for the UHECR and PeV
neutrino data (see e.g. [237] for a study on the discrimination power of GRAND).
We tested that for the target photon spectrum we use in this work, gamma-rays even beyond
PeV energies could be trapped due to annihilation processes (see App. B). In order to get a
rough estimate for the detection potential of LLGRBs, we calculated the gamma-ray cascades
from escaping EeV photons from π0 decays. Since the density of neutral pions is not explicitly
included in our source model, we made a rough approximation taking into account the spectrum
of charged pions and the corresponding branching ratio. With this rough estimate, we find that
indeed high energy gamma-rays can be expected in an energy range from MeV to TeV at Earth,
which is for example suitable for CTA. However, further investigation is needed to determine
whether the expected sensitivity above 10 GeV can be reached in CTA [238], as it depends on
the low energy target photons, which are experimentally unconstrained.
The energy scale uncertainty of the cosmic ray measurements has not been taken into ac-
count here, i.e., our model reproduces UHECR data even at the energy calibration face value.
However, model parameters as the acceleration efficiency (here: η = 1) are degenerate with the
energy shift, such that solid conclusions on these parameters cannot be obtained from this study.
Moreover, we tested the impact of a luminosity distribution as it is defined in [35]. The results
are very similar to Fig. 4.16, as our best fit is close to the peak of the distribution. Therefore,
we do not explicitly take it into account here.
4.5 Multi-zone emission models for GRBs
In this section, instead of calculating N = T90/tv identical internal shocks as in the static burst
model above, we allow for the dynamical evolution of the burst. As the burst expands, collisions
will occur at different radii, providing different shock parameters [239, 240]. Every shock is then
computed as in the one zone model. In the end, the total ejected spectra are calculated as the
sum of all individual collisions. As a consequence of the dependence on the radius, a GRB can
for instance efficiently produce neutrinos (at low radii) and still eject a heavy composition (at
large radii) at the same time. This model is based on [241] where it was introduced for protons
only. In this work, I expanded it to treat the nuclear cascade as well up to iron. A significant
amount of time was invested to cross-check the results with [23], which is a different approach
using different assumptions, such that it required a high effort. However, we successfully cross-
checked it to the level where we understand most of the differences. A project about fitting
the injection composition in a combined source-propagation model using [242] is ongoing. Here,
selected methods and results of our model are presented.
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Figure 4.18: Time evolution of the dynamical GRB model. Initially (top), a number of Nsh
shells of identical thickness l and varying Lorentz factor Γi,0 is separated by a
distance d from each other. Due to the velocity differences, shells will collide as time
progresses, creating a shock at a collision radius RC (relative to the central emitter)
where particle acceleration and interactions occur. The merged shell is reinjected
into the system and may collide again. The simulation finishes either when all shells
reach the circumburst medium or when they are ordered with increasing speed from
inner to outer shells. Taken from [241].
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The dynamical evolution of the burst is depicted in Fig. 4.18. In the beginning, the burst is
initialised as Nsh shells with identical thickness l and different Lorentz factors Γi,0, which are
separated from each other by a distance d. The first shell is placed at a radius Rmin from the
central emitter (e.g., a collapsing star), which has little impact on the distribution of collision
radii in the following, as they all travel outwards with an average Lorentz factor and collide
much further than Rmin. As time progresses, fast shells will catch up with slow shells due to
the difference in velocity, and eventually collide at a radius RC . Internal shocks are formed as
in the one zone model and they are computed in exactly the same way. The two colliding shells
merge, their shell properties are re-calculated and the merged shell is re-injected in the system
at the collision radius. Shells can collide multiple times and the simulation finishes when either
all of them are ordered according to increasing velocity from inner to outer shells or all of them
reach the circumburst medium, defined by Rmax, where external shocks start. Other collision
models are possible too, e.g., the shells do not merge but reflect from each other [243]. Such
dynamics can be tested with this model, however the large amount of parameters complicate
getting meaningful results. In the following, we treat the collisions as independent from each
other, i.e., ejected particles do not interact with other regions of the burst.
One of the most important components of this model is the initial Lorentz factor distribution.
As long as it yields reasonable Lorentz factors Γ ≃ 100 − 1000 (for conventional GRBs), it is
experimentally unconstrained. Especially the shape can have a large impact on the results, see
e.g. [241] where different benchmarks are discussed. A frequently assumed distribution is
Γ(n) =
⎧⎨⎩
(︂
Γmax
2 + 50
)︂
−
(︂
Γmax
2 + 50
)︂
cos
(︂
πn
0.4Nsh
)︂
n ≤ 0.4Nsh
Γmax else
(4.10)
used in [23] (with Γmax = 600), where n is the index of the current shell and which represents a
disciplined engine emitting slow shells first and fast shells afterwards until a plateau is reached.
We used the same distribution to compare the results to our model, however we were interested
in how a stochastic engine influences the result. This is also motivated by the more realistic
light curve obtained when a stochastic engine is assumed. In this case, the light curve clearly
shows the expected time variability which is missing for disciplined engines. However, smooth
light curves are also observed for some bursts. The distribution of initial Lorentz factors we use
is shown in Fig. 4.19, where we inject the typical number of 1000 shells in the system. Since
the stochasticity term influences the distribution of collisions, we reduced the maximum Lorentz
factor Γmax = 400 in order to get a comparable average collision radius. On top of Eq. (4.10),
we add a stochastic term which draws from a log-normal distribution with an exponent aΓ = 0.1
controlling the amplitude.
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Figure 4.19: Initial Lorentz factor distribution as a function of the distance from the central
emitter. Each dot represents one shell at a certain radius and its corresponding
Lorentz factor. The left panel corresponds to the distribution in Eq. (4.10), while in
the right panel, we added a stochastic term (log-normal distribution with exponent
aΓ = 0.1) to the disciplined engine.
The energy content of the burst is controlled by the initial bulk kinetic Ekin,k energy. Together
with the Lorentz factor distribution, a mass
mk =
Ekin,k
Γkc2
(4.11)
is assigned to each shell. Another possible scenario is that the mass is equally distributed to
the shells, i.e., the initial bulk kinetic energy is different for all shells. In order to obtain the
radiation density for the nuclear interactions out of the collision model, we define the mass
density of a shell
ρk = mk/Viso,k with Viso,k = 4πr2kl , (4.12)
which we will need in the following. In the case of a collision of a fast (f) shell with a slow (s)
shell, the dissipated energy
Ediss = (Γf − Γm)mfc2 + (Γs − Γm)msc2 (4.13)
is equal to the difference in kinetic energy before and after the collision. In this formula, the
Lorentz factor of the merged shell is calculated as
Γm ≃
√︄
Γfmf + Γsms
mf/Γf +ms/Γs
. (4.14)
The merged shell is assumed to instantly cool by prompt emission of its internal energy given
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by Eq. (4.13). The width of the merged shell is calculated as
lm ≃ lsβfs − βm
βfs − βs + lf
βm − βrs
βf − βrs , (4.15)
where βfs/rs =
√︂
1− Γ−2fs/rs is the speed of the forward / reverse shock with Lorentz factors
Γfs/rs = Γm
⌜⃓⃓⎷1 + 2Γm/Γs/f
2 + Γm/Γs/f
. (4.16)
In order to calculate the mass of the merged shell, we assume that the merged shell obtains the
average density
ρm ≃ lsρs + lfρf
lm
. (4.17)
Thus, we get the mass and, with that, the kinetic energy of the merged shell according to
mm =
Ekin,m
Γ2mc2
= Viso,mρm with Viso,m = 4πR2C lm . (4.18)
The energy densities will be provided to Neucosma to calculate the nuclear interactions of
each collision, assuming a static broken power law target photon field and accelerated particles
from diffusive shock acceleration as in the one-zone approach, until the evolution of the burst
is finished. The complexity of the system now scales with the injected mass number due to
the nuclear cascade, such that a whole burst will take about 8 hours3 to compute for iron
injection (for protons it is significantly faster and the results of [241] have been reproduced
as a cross-check). These methods are different from the ones used in [23], where the burst is
for example parameterized in terms of a total wind luminosity Lwind, resembling rather one
propagating shock than many shell collisions. If accounting for the different collision model and
other differences, as the acceleration model, the target photons or using the length scale of the
turbulence for particle escape from the shock for example, it is possible to get comparable results
with our model. However, in the following we focus on more general, qualitative results to show
the potential of the model.
The optical thickness τpγ to photo-hadronic interactions and the maximum energy Emax, both
for protons, are depicted in Fig. 4.20 for all collisions in the burst assuming a stochastic engine.
According to the plot, about 500 collisions are optically thick to photo-hadronic interactions
of protons, i.e., represent the Optically Thick Case (red dots), while the other 500 correspond
to the Empty and Populated Cascade scenario (blue cirlces), where protons can escape. A
3The computation time is a rough value obtained on a single Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500T CPU @ 2.50GHz.
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Figure 4.20: Optical depth to photo-hadronic interactions (left) and maximum energy in the
observer’s frame (right) for protons as a function of the collision radius R. In
both panels, sub-photospheric collisions are marked by black squares, while red
dots represent collisions dominated by pγ interactions and blue circles indicate the
escape-limited case. In the left panel, the transition from opaque to transparent is
depicted by the black dashed line at τpγ = 1. On the right hand side, the green
region shows the UHECR regime with energies > 1019 eV. Note that the maximum
energie for nuclei can be higher.
small amount of collision in this example is sub-photospheric (black squares), i.e., the collision
radius is smaller than the photospheric radius (see App. B). When summing over all collisions,
sub-photospheric collisions are typically not taken into account, since our model is not valid
to account for the photon fields below the photosphere. For nuclei, a similar graph can be
produced, where the optical depth would shift by the mass number A of the desired nucleus.
In general, collisions become more transparent with increasing radius as the radiation density
drops with ∝ R−2. Note that in the multi-zone picture, the radius and the thickness are not
related to each other anymore.
A closer look on the distribution of the points in the scatter plot reveals two components:
For the first component, collisions become optically thin at a radius of ∼ 2 · 109 km, while
the second component shows pγ dominated collisions even above this radius up to ∼ 3 · 1010
km. Such features are often related to the details of the initial Lorentz factor distribution.
In this case, the first component could represent collisions of shells which are initially close
to each other, i.e., collide with neighboring shells. These collisions would happen early in the
burst evolution, meaning already at low radii, where the radiation density is large. Collisions
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Figure 4.21: Energy output per particle type (left) and per mass group (right), both normalized
to the respective total energy, as a function of the distance from the central emit-
ter. Here, the photosphere is defined as the minimum radius of super-photospheric
collisions, while the circumburst medium is placed at the maximum radius.
from the second component happen further outside, which may correspond to shells which are
initially far separated and catch up with each other late in the evolution (probably after several
other collisions), but still have a high difference in Lorentz factor due to the behaviour of the
engine. Although the densities dropped already, high shock Lorentz factors can lead to efficient
photo-hadronic interactions.
In general, the maximum energy is the largest at intermediate radii, where the acceleration is
not limited by strong energy losses and the magnetic field (which also scales with the density) is
still strong enough to accelerate the particles to high energies. For nuclei, the maximum energy
will be higher as what is shown in the figure by up to a factor corresponding to the charge
number Z (in the adiabatically limited case). Here, the second component is also visible at the
largest radii, where protons still reach ultra-high energies, while the maximum energy of the
first component falls below 1019 eV again.
The energy output of the burst can now also be spatially resolved and even decomposed in
different particle types and mass groups, as shown in Fig. 4.21. In the left panel, the energy
output of neutrinos and UHECRs is shown, both normalized to the total energy in neutrinos and
UHECRs, respectively. Neutrinos are typically produced at low radii in collisions close to the
photosphere. On the other hand, cosmic rays at ultra-high energies with the right composition
are produced more in outer collisions where the maximum energy is high and nuclei can at least
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partially survive. Because of this spatial separation of neutrino and cosmic ray production, the
collision model (including the engine behaviour) gives a direct handle on controlling the fluxes:
A strong engine with a long downtime for example will emit shells with high Lorentz factors
but large separation. If it is rather disciplined than stochastic, the relative Lorentz factor will
be small such that most of the collisions will happen far outside, producing mostly cosmic rays
and few neutrinos. On the other hand, a stochastic engine with low downtime will lead to many
early collisions, such that many neutrinos will be produced and fewer cosmic rays.
A similar train of thought in general applies to the energy output per mass group, shown in
the right panel, where the nucleon component and the heavy component are both normalized to
their respective total energy again. However, the difference is not as drastic and the transition
from light to heavy emission is more continuous over radius. In this particular example, a mixed
composition is injected, carrying also a significant fraction of protons. This leads to an overlap
of both components also at high radii. The total dissipated energy is usually less than 15% of the
kinetic energy of the shocks for this collision model. Note that for the sake of better illustration,
a different simulation has been chosen to plot these histograms with respect to Fig. 4.20, i.e.,
the radii are not directly comparable. The picture changes with a different collision model and
Lorentz factor distribution, however in most cases the picture is similar. Gamma-rays can also
be included in this picture, but they are not explicitly calculated in nuclear interactions.
The total ejected cosmic ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.22 along with the contribution of
different mass groups (thick curves). For neutrons, protons and the group Z = 21 − 26, the
contribution of all individual collisions is plotted too (thin curves). Due to summing over spectra
with different maximum energies and normalizations, the total spectrum per mass group can
have a different shape from the single collision ejection spectra. This leads, for example, to
a softening of the summed spectrum with respect to the escape-limited scenario, where only
particles at the maximum energy can escape. The neutron spectra is significantly softer because
they can escape freely as they are not coupled to the plasma. The relative normalization of the
different mass groups to each other depends on the nuclear cascade in the individual collisions,
but largely also on the injected composition in the source. Currently, the composition is fixed
and identical for all shells. A merged shell does not change its composition, since the bulk mass
is only slightly affected by the radiation processes. However, also other scenarios are possible,
e.g., distributing the composition depending on the radius, which could be motivated by the
onion structure of stars. Once they collapse, the outer material could be ejected first, leading to
an increasingly heavy composition for shells closer to the engine. For an ongoing study, we take
advantage of the fact that the burst scales with the injection composition in a linear way. This
means that we compute bursts with pure injection composition and then fit superpositions of
these compositions, i.e. an effective mixed composition, in order to describe cosmic ray data for
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Figure 4.22: Total ejected energy from the source (black) split up to show the contribution of
different isotope groups (thick curves) as a function of the energy in the observer’s
frame. The thin curves for neutrons, protons and the group Z = 21− 16 illustrate
the contribution of individual collisions (not shown for other groups).
every point in parameter space. With this strategy, instead of trying all possible compositions
for one parameter set, we simply fit 6 independent components to obtain a better description of
cosmic ray data and constrain the composition of the source and not only the composition at
the ejection.
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Tidal disruption events as UHECR and neutrino sources
Traditional candidates for UHECR and neutrino emission like GRBs but also AGNs are disfa-
vored to be the dominant source of the diffuse flux of IceCube neutrinos by stacking analyses
[18, 155], which challenge also the paradigm that they are the sources of UHECRs. This has
stimulated research on alternative origins [244, 245] with tidal disruption events (TDEs) being
one such alternative scenario. Tidal disruption events are processes in which a star is torn apart
by the strong gravitational force of a black hole, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. A typical
assumption is that half of the star’s debris is accreted onto the black hole, forming an accretion
disk. If the mass accretion rate is high, a relativistic jet can form [43, 45, 44, 246], which po-
tentially can accelerate baryons to ultra-high energies [46, 47] with neutrinos as a by-product
[56, 49].
In this chapter, we will introduce the physics along with the observations and a population
model of tidal disruption events in Sec. 5.1. After that, we will apply our methods to this class
of sources, such that we can identify nuclear cascades in TDEs in Sec. 5.2. We present a joint
description of neutrino and cosmic ray data at the highest energies, based on our paper [248].
For this project, I implemented a tidal disruption source model and performed the parameter
space scan and classification similar to our previous works. Further I contributed with a study
of the injection composition and considerations about two-photon annihilations, as presented
in App. B in more detail. Lastly, we discuss the model in the context of neutrino multiplet
constraints.
5.1 Physics of tidal disruption events
The basic principles of tidal disruption of stars by SMBHs were first discussed in the 1970s and
1980s [43, 45, 44, 246], whereas this description follows [59]. As the star approaches the SMBH,
it can be deformed and eventually destroyed by tidal forces. This happens at a distance rt from
the black hole called the tidal radius, where the force on a mass element inside the star due to
self-gravity is equal to the gravitational force of the black hole on the same mass element. If the
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of a tidal disruption event. A star approaching a black hole
begins to feel its gravitational force and is tidally distorted. If it gets too close, it is
ripped apart and a fraction (∼ 50%) of the stellar material is accreted by the black
hole. In some cases (∼ 10%), a relativistic jet is launched. Taken from [247].
star is of mass m and radius R and M denotes the mass of the SMBH, the tidal radius is given
by
rt =
(︃2M
m
)︃1/3
R ≃ 8.8× 1012cm
(︃
M
106M⊙
)︃1/3 R
R⊙
(︃
m
M⊙
)︃1/3
. (5.1)
The corresponding orbital period τt at the tidal radius is determined via
τt = 2π
(︄
r3t
2MG
)︄1/2
≃ 104s
(︃
R
R⊙
)︃3/2 (︃ m
M⊙
)︃−1/2
. (5.2)
These quantities can be compared to the Schwarzschild radius
Rs =
2MG
c2
≃ 3× 1011cm
(︃
M
106M⊙
)︃
(5.3)
of the SMBH and the corresponding time scale
τs ∼ 2πRs/c ≃ 63s
(︃
M
106M⊙
)︃
. (5.4)
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Here, τs is a good approximation of the orbital period at the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO), which is the smallest stable circular orbit in which a particle can orbit a massive
object [249]. In black hole accretion disks, this marks the inner edge of the disk. Comparing
Schwarzschild radius and tidal radius shows that the star can be swallowed as a whole if M &
108M⊙. In this case, no prior disruption occurs. However, we will choose a smaller value of M
in the following, i.e., the star will be disrupted and about ∼ 1/2 of the stellar mass is accreted
onto the black hole [45]. Therefore, the maximum energy released in this event is
Emax ∼M⊙c2/2 · (Rs/R) ≃
⎧⎨⎩10
54erg for R = Rs
1052erg for R = rt
(5.5)
as a rough ball-park scale, assuming that the change in the internal energy of the SMBH is
negligible. The infall of the tightest bound debris takes O(10) days, during which the event is
initially dark. Thereafter, rapid accretion of matter on the SMBH begins. Depending on the
dynamics of the stellar debris, a flare with super-Eddington luminosity1 that declines with time
as t−5/3 can be generated if the mass infall rate is sufficiently high [250, 251]. When the infall
rate drops below the Eddington rate, the flare vanishes rapidly after a time ∆T ∼ O(0.1 − 1)
yr.
5.1.1 Swift J1644+57: best observed jetted TDE
If a relativistic jet is launched, highly super-Eddington flares are expected. So far, three jet-
hosting ("jetted") TDEs have been identified of which Swift J1644+57 is best observed [50,
51, 52]. Swift J1644+57, which is believed to be a SMBH activated by the tidal disruption
of a passing star, was discovered on March 28 in 2011 at a distance of 1.2 Gpc. The X-
ray flare had an isotropic equivalent luminosity LX ≃ 1047.5 erg s−1, which is well beyond the
Eddington luminosity of 1044 erg s−1. This requires a strongly anisotropic radiation pattern, i.e.,
a relativistic jet pointed towards Earth. The total energy in X-rays of this event was EX = 1053.5
erg over ∆T = 106 s. The energy EX is therefore well below the maximum energy in Eq. (5.5),
which still needs to be corrected by the beaming factor 2Γ2. The observed spectral energy
distribution can be described by a broken power law with indices α = 2/3 and β = 2 with a
break at 1 keV. The light curve shows a minimum variability time of 100 s and the Lorentz factor
was deduced to be ∼ 10 [50]. This particular event will serve as a motivation for the parameters
chosen for our model in the following. The parameters of Swift J1644+57 are considered typical
and are similar to other observations of jetted TDEs, such as Swift J2058.4+0516 [51].
1The Eddington luminosity is the maximum luminosity a star can achieve while an equilibrium between the
radiative pressure acting outwards and the gravitational force acting inwards is maintained.
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The observations are consistent with a supermassive black hole (SMBH, M > 105M⊙) dis-
rupting a main sequence star [53]. Another viable explanation of current data is the disruption of
smaller and denser stars, such as white dwarfs (WDs) by intermediate mass black holes (IMBH,
103M⊙ > M > 105M⊙) [54, 55]. The latter case has the advantage to motivate the presence of
intermediate mass isotopes, which is suitable for the fit of the cosmic ray composition. ONeMg
white dwarfs have been considered originating from past supernovae or explosive nuclear burn-
ing [60]. Another class of progenitors are carbon-oxygen white dwarfs (CO-WD), which we will
use in the following as a motivation to inject pure nitrogen in the jet. This choice is further
motivated by the observation of nitrogen emission lines in TDEs. Other scenarios are possible
as well, e.g., tidal forces triggering the burning of elements which would normally not happen
due to the mass of the star [54].
Recently, TDEs have been considered as sources of astrophysical neutrinos [56, 57, 58, 59]
and UHECRs [60, 61]. Notably, it has been considered that the mixed nuclear composition of
UHECRs observed at the PAO can be provided by TDEs if the disrupted stars have intermediate
to heavy nuclear compositions [54, 60, 5]. However, a consistent study of the joint production
of neutrinos and cosmic rays in TDEs has not been performed before. It was discussed that the
internal shock scenario faces the difficulty of nuclei disintegrating in the jet in this case, leading
to neutrino and secondary production in the nuclear cascade [60]. In order to circumvent these
difficulties, it has been assumed that UHECRs originate from regions with low radiation densities
where interactions are negligible, i.e., the nuclear cascade does not develop.
Since we are able to calculate the nuclear cascade including all relevant cooling and interaction
processes in the source, we present the first consistent calculation of UHECR and neutrino
production in TDE jets in the internal shock model, based on our paper [248]. In the following,
we will demonstrate that TDEs can power both, the UHECR and astrophysical PeV neutrino
flux, if an appropriate nuclear injection composition is assumed.
5.1.2 The population of jetted tidal disruption events
The cosmological distribution of TDEs ρ̇(z,M) is the product of the black hole mass function
ϕ(z,M), defined as the number of black holes per unit mass and per comoving volume at redshift
z, the rate of TDEs per black hole ṄTDE and the so-called occupation fraction focc(M), which
represents the probability of a black hole being located at the center of a host galaxy [59]:
ρ̇(z,M) = ṄTDEfocc(M)ϕ(z,M) . (5.6)
The black hole mass function is calculated in [252, 253] for M ≥ 105M⊙, where it is found
that it declines with z roughly as (1 + z)−3 and scales with mass as M−3/2 for all z between
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Figure 5.2: Differential rate ρ̇(z,M) of TDEs (left, jetted and non-jetted) as a function of the
black hole mass for selected values of z and total volumetric rate R(z) of TDEs as a
function of redshift for different values of Mmin. Taken from [59].
105M⊙ . M . 107.5M⊙. Compared to GRBs, the source evolution is negative, i.e., close
sources dominate, which will have a significant impact on the secondary production during
propagation. The occupation fraction focc(M) is represented approximately by a step function,
i.e., focc = 0 (focc = 1) below (above) a minimum black hole massMmin. This takes into account
that low mass SMBHs are likely to be ejected from their host galaxies, thus not triggering any
TDEs [254, 255]. Per black hole, the rate of TDEs decreases weakly with increasing mass as
ṄTDE ≃ 10−3.7(M/106M⊙)−0.1 yr−1, which is close to the upper limit obtained by ASAS-SN
data [256].
The differential TDE rate ρ̇(z,M) and the total rate R(z) =
∫︁Mmax
Mmin
ρ̇(z,M)dM are shown in
Fig. 5.2. The dependence of the differential rate on the mass is about ρ̇(z,M) ∝ M−1.6 in the
left panel and the total rate is dominated by the lowest Mmin, decreasing by a factor ∼ 4 when
Mmin is increased by a factor 10. In order to obtain the effective rate of observable jetted TDEs,
the beaming factor 1/(2Γ2) and the fraction η of TDEs producing a jet has to be taken into
account, i.e., R̃ = Rη/(2Γ2). Typical assumptions are Γ ≃ 10 and that about 10% of all TDEs
launch a relativistic jet [50], leading to observable jetted TDE rates R̃(0) ≃ 0.1−10 Gpc−3 yr−1
depending on Mmin.
The expected local rate for jetted TDEs can be compared to constraints from IceCube data
[257, 258, 259]. Rare but powerful transients with a rate R̃(0) < 10Gpc−3 yr−1 can be excluded if
they are the dominant contribution to the observed astrophysical neutrino flux. This constraint
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however applies only to short transients like GRBs, and relaxes for longer lived sources like
TDEs. Nevertheless, it indicates that the neutrino flux from TDEs must be dominated by
the low mass part of the black hole mass function to avoid these constraints. Next generation
neutrino telescopes which are able to identify dim but frequent sources could place a bound
as strong as R̃(0) < 103 Gpc−3 yr−1 [141], meaning that the TDE scenario is clearly testable.
We stress that the model we present in the following is consistent with current data, as we will
discuss in Sec. 5.2.2.
5.2 Identification of nuclear cascades in TDEs
The model is based on parameters that are consistent with the Swift J1644+57 observation and
based on Neucosma [159] to calculate the nuclear interactions in the jet as in Chapter 4. We
assume direct escape of cosmic rays from the sources, which then propagate through extragalactic
space that is simulated with SimProp [184]. Again, we assume that all TDEs are identical in the
cosmologically co-moving frame and that they evolve negatively with redshift, i.e., ∝ (1+ z)−3,
following mainly the black hole mass function [253]. Finally, we fit the UHECR spectrum and
composition data beyond 1019 eV in order to assess the compatibility with observations. The
energy scale is shifted by 20% to account for uncertainties of the PAO experiment [260]. The
energy shift is treated as systematics and is degenerate with the acceleration efficiency η, which
is set to 1 in the following, and the nuclear injection composition (as higher Z reach higher
maximum energies). The fit is performed by using a maximum likelihood method with three fit
parameters as before: the production radius R, the X-ray luminosity LX and a normalization
parameter G. The latter, defined as
G = ξA × R̃(0)0.1Gpc−3yr−1 , (5.7)
takes into account the degeneracy between the baryonic loading ξA and the local apparent rate
R̃(0) of jetted TDEs. The value of the local apparent jetted TDE rate is the rate of WD-IMBH
disruptions inferred from observations, R̃(0) ∼ 0.01 − 0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1, which is in agreement
with theoretical arguments [55, 58, 60]. Note that the rate is lower with respect to Sec. 5.1.2 as
different black hole masses are relevant here.
The results of the fit in the parameter space are shown Fig. 5.3. In the left panel, the filled
contours represent the confidence level for the fit to cosmic ray data as a function of LX and R
after marginalizing over G. The region where the predicted neutrino flux addresses the two PeV
data points in IceCube within 1σ is superimposed as a gray band. The blue curves show the
isocontours of log10G. As in the case for LLGRBs, we find again that the region of the cosmic
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Figure 5.3: Parameter space of the cosmic ray fit (left panel) and the nuclear cascade (right
panel) as a function of luminosity LX and radius R. The UHECR fit results are
shown as shaded contours (C.L. as indicated by the legend) and the region to simul-
taneously describe neutrino data is represented by the gray band, which corresponds
to the 1σ region of the data. The blue curves show isocontours of log10G obtained
from the fit, including an energy shift of -20% to account for the uncertainty of the
energy scale. For the nuclear cascade, only the nuclear survival (Empty Cascade) and
nuclear cascade (Populated Cascade and Optically Thick Case) are shown (shaded
regions). The black curves show the maximum energy log10(Emax/GeV) in the ob-
server’s frame. Point A is the best fit, point B and C are marked for comparison
(not shown here, see [248] for details). Taken from [248].
ray fit and description of PeV neutrino data overlap, meaning that a simultaneous description
of both of them is possible. This is indicated by point A, while point B and point C correspond
to the individual neutrino and cosmic ray best fit, respectively. In the right panel, the different
regimes of the nuclear cascade are shown, where we distinguish only between nuclear survival
(Empty Cascade) and nuclear cascade (Populated Cascade and Optically Thick Case). The
maximum energy of the cosmic rays in the observer’s frame is shown by the black contours.
The C.L. of the cosmic ray fit follow the maximum energy at around Emax ≃ 1010.8 GeV, which
indeed reproduces the ultra-high energy range of observed cosmic rays at Earth. As a certain
amount of disintegration is required to produce neutrinos, the PeV neutrino data band coincides
with the nuclear cascade region. At point C, the UHECR spectrum and composition can be well
reproduced, but neutrino production is inefficient due to low radiation densities, resulting in a
too low neutrino flux. In turn, at point B, neutrino production is efficient but the maximum
energy of the cosmic rays is too low in order to describe the ultra-high energy range.
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For the best fit point A, the value of the normalization is G ≃ 540, which can be interpreted as
WD disruptions with a local rate of R̃(0) ≃ 0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1 and a baryonic loading of ξA ∼ 500.
As a sanity check, it can be calculated that for a WD with m ∼ M⊙ and Γ ∼ 10, a baryonic
loading of ξA ≈ 0.15 × 2Γ2mc2/EX ≃ 525 is obtained, with the factor 2Γ2 correcting for the
beaming and assuming that 15% of the disrupted star’s mass is reprocessed into non-thermal
baryons. The corresponding accretion rate is approximately Laccr ∼ 0.15×mc2/∆T ≃ 1047 erg
s−1 for a jet duration of ∆T ∼ 106 s, which can be compared to the Eddington luminosity of the
black hole LEdd ∼ 1043(M/105M⊙) erg s−1. Considering the uncertainty of the Lorentz factor,
the ratio is roughly consistent with simulations [261]. The same normalization factor G can be
obtained assuming a lower baryonic loading at the expense of a higher local rate. For points
in the upper right of the allowed region, the value of G will also be slightly lower. Note that a
lower value for the normalization is required if the spectral injection index from acceleration is
harder than E−2.
5.2.1 Joint description of UHECRs and neutrinos
The cosmic ray and neutrino observables at the best fit point A are shown in Fig. 5.4. The
UHECR spectrum (upper left) and composition (lower panels) beyond 1018.7 eV and PeV neu-
trino data (upper right) are well reproduced. The UHECR flux is also showed in the neutrino
panel to illustrate that both of them are at a comparable energy level. The upper limit at 6 – 10
PeV is obtained by the non-observation of the Glashow resonance assuming an ideal pp source,
i.e., an equal flux of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos at Earth [8]. However, this does not hold for
pγ sources [160, 262], which could be even muon damped, relaxing the constraint by a factor
∼ 4–5. The expected number of Glashow events in IceCube for the flavor composition at our
best fit is ∼ 1.2 in 6 years of operation. This is consistent with a non-observation within the
uncertainties. However, recently a 5.9 PeV event was observed, which might be a candidate for
a resonant event [263]. Neutrinos at lower energies cannot be described with this model, such
that we invoke an additional flux which might originate from multiple components [154], from
choked jets correlated with type II supernovae [232] or Dark Matter decays [264], for instance.
In Fig. 5.5, the interaction rates (top left), neutrino fluence (top right), particle densities in
the source (bottom left) and the ejected cosmic ray fluence (bottom right) are shown for the
best fit point A. As a consequence of the broken power law target photon spectrum, the photo-
disintegration rate peaks at about 107.5 GeV and then kinks off, such that the maximum energy
is limited by photo-meson production. This is a suitable benchmark to test the impact of more
realistic photo-meson models, which is why it was chosen as a benchmark in [177]. The neutrino
fluence is shown per flavor in the observer’s frame for a source at redshift z = 0.001. Neutrinos
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Figure 5.4: Cosmic ray and neutrino observables corresponding to the combined best fit point A
in Fig. 5.3 with G = 540. The UHECR energy spectrum multiplied by E3 is shown
together with the PAO data points [219] in the upper left panel. The contribution
from different mass groups is shown (thin curves, same color as lower panels). In the
upper right panel, the predicted muon neutrino flux from TDEs is shown compared
to the HESE data points of IceCube [235]. The total flux of UHECRs is depicted
in the same panel for comparison. The lower panels show the prediction and data
[222] of the average (left) and standard deviation (right) of the Xmax distribution.
Straight lines correspond to predictions of the EPOS-LHC interaction model [115]
for UHECR-air interactions. A shift of -20% is applied to take into account energy
scale uncertainties. Taken from [248].
from beta decays are shown as a separate curve, indicating that they are only relevant at low
energies. The nitrogen spectrum in the source shows a depletion at the highest energies (with
respect to the injection spectrum, which is shown for comparison), which is where disintegration
becomes efficient and secondary isotopes produced in these processes dominate the spectrum.
The ejected cosmic ray spectra are harder because of the direct escape mechanism, which assumes
that particles can only escape if they can reach the edge of the region within their Larmor radius.
Here, the escape is moderately efficient, as even at the highest energies the Larmor radius does
not reach the size of the region. This is because the source is optically thick to photo-hadronic
interactions, i.e., the maximum energy is not limited by the dynamical time scale. The escaping
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Figure 5.5: Interaction rates (top left), neutrino spectra per flavor (top right), isotope densities
in the source (bottom left) and ejected cosmic ray spectra (bottom right, adiabatic
cooling only) for best fit point A in Fig. 5.3 as a function of the energy in the
observer’s frame. The TDE parameters are LX = 1047 erg s−1, R = 109.6 km,
Γ = 10, ε′γ,br = 1 keV and z = 0.001 for pure 14N injection. The ejected fluences do
not take into account interactions during propagation. The injected spectrum (’inj’)
is shown in the bottom panels for comparison. Taken from [248].
fluence is correspondingly suppressed even at the highest energy. Neutrons, on the other hand,
are electrically neutral and not bound to the plasma, such that they can escape freely. The
ejected neutron spectrum follows the density in the source.
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Figure 5.6: Probability to observe multiplets from the same TDE as a function of the baryonic
loading. The red curve corresponds to two events and the blue curve to three events
from the same source. The probabilities have been calculated with an IceCube
exposure of 5.7 years. Taken from [154].
5.2.2 Constraints and testability with neutrino multiplets
Observational constraints must be considered, of which the lower limits on the apparent local rate
from the non-observation of neutrino multiplets [259, 257, 258] may be the most constraining
one, as mentioned already above. This constraint cannot be avoided by increasing the rate
and decreasing the luminosity, as such a population is constrained by X-ray observations [265].
Large baryonic loadings are ruled out as well, as with ξA & 1000 Swift J1644+57 would have
been observed in neutrinos. Furthermore, high baryonic loading factors imply a total energy of
more than 1054 erg in the TDE, which violates the energetics argument [266]. However, with
a baryonic loading of ∼ 500, which is found in this study, only 0.3 events are expected. Thus,
if TDEs are the dominant source of PeV neutrinos, about 10 TDEs are needed to account for
the 3 PeV events which have been measured so far. Roughly estimating the chance to get a
multiplet by drawing 3 events from 10 TDEs gives a probability ∼ 28%.2 A more detailed study
on multiplet constraints, using our exact TDE flux at the best fit, has been carried out in [154]
2The probability P to obtain at least one multiplet is given by P = 1− n!(n−k)! 1nk for n = 10 and k = 3, assuming
identical sources at the same distance.
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and is shown in Fig. 5.6. With respect to the simple estimate, the probability is higher, but still
only around 50%. Nevertheless, neutrino multiplets will be able to further constrain this model.
Another potential limitation of our model is the assumed redshift evolution of TDEs, which
follows the IMBH number density here. Recent studies consider that small and intermediate mass
black holes were more abundant in the past, as they may have merged into more massive black
holes until today [267]. This points towards a less negative or even positive redshift evolution of
the TDE rate, i.e., distant sources have a larger contribution to the UHECR and neutrino flux,
making the combined description more challenging. Also the fact that the input parameters are
fixed inspired by Swift J1644+57 may be a limitation. For example, ultra-long GRBs might
be caused by the disruption of WDs [266] with GRB111209A being a candidate. Compared
to this study, these bursts have different X-ray spectra and a shorter duration and variability
time scale. The tidal disruption of neutron stars, which may be associated to gravitational wave
events as for instance GW170817, can be an alternative scenario. The observed short GRB in
the follow-up of this event may be interpreted as a representative of a new population of jetted
TDEs [63]. In general, multiple classes of sources may be considered to contribute to the total
UHECR and neutrino fluxes.
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Binary neutron star merger associated with GW170817
A recent milestone in multi-messenger astronomy was the observation of a binary neutron star
merger associated with gravitational wave event GW170817, as mentioned in Chapter 2. On the
17th of August 2018, LIGO detected a gravitational wave signal which was promptly followed
by electromagnetic radiation about 1.7 seconds later [62]. The electromagnetic counterpart was
first observed in gamma-rays [63] and eventually also in the X-ray [268, 269] and radio bands
[77, 270]. Observations across the UV, optical and near-infrared spectrum have been interpreted
as a kilonova [271, 272, 273] with evidence for nucleosynthesis of r-process elements [79, 274].
The signal was determined to originate from the galaxy NGC 4993 at a redshift of z = 0.008,
which corresponds to roughly 40 Mpc. In total, more than 70 observatories participated to
obtain data in the follow-up campaign. An overview of the many multi-messenger and multi-
wavelength observations can be found in [275], while [276] gives a theoretical overview.
In this section, we will investigate neutrino and cosmic ray production in this specific event,
based on our works [277] and [278], respectively. In Sec. 6.1, we use the information on the
spectral energy distribution as measured by Fermi-GBM along with other inferred parameters
of the SGRB to predict the expected neutrino fluence and argue why no neutrino observations
are expected. We consider two different jet scenarios, a low-luminosity structured jet and an
off-axis top-hat jet, in order to explain the low luminosity of this event. We demonstrate that
the fact that the event was visible in gamma-rays implies that there is a maximum baryonic
loading and show that the highest achievable neutrino fluence is well below the limits. My
contribution to this project was the implementation of the short GRB model caused by the
neutron star merger including the different jet scenarios. I worked on the scaling relations and
the photospheric limit in order to numerically compute the maximum possible neutrino fluxes.
Furthermore, I ran a parameter space scan to constrain observation angle and Lorentz factor.
On the other hand, in Sec. 6.2, we consider cosmic ray production of a population of remnants of
binary neutron star mergers. We discuss constraints of the magnetic field of the remnant arising
due to the lack of a cooling feature in the observed synchrotron spectrum. Non-thermal electron
losses are then calculated in different magnetic field scenarios to obtain the resulting spectral
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energy distribution. For strong fields, we show that photo-disintegration can be efficient within
a bottleneck period of days to weeks after the merger. We find that this class of sources can in
principle support the population of cosmic rays below the ankle. My main contribution was to
set up the model in order to calculate the interaction rates and determine the bottle-neck in the
optical thickness of the neutron star merger remnant.
6.1 Neutrinos from short gamma-ray burst 170817A
Due to the low observed luminosity, it was considered whether the emission of this event is
viewed off-axis. In such a case, the observed parameters need to be boosted back in the jet
frame first, where the interactions take place. Following our paper [277], we take into account
two different jet models in the following, a structured low-luminosity jet and a uniform top-
hat jet which is observed off-axis (similar to the simple and advanced model in [279, 280]), as
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In the following, we have to distinguish between the Lorentz factor Γ and
the Doppler factor
D(θ) = 1Γ(1− β cos θ) ≈
2Γ
1 + θ2Γ2 (6.1)
for the boost from the jet rest frame to the observer’s frame. The Doppler factor depends on
the angle θ under which the emission is observed, which means that for the on-axis case the
Doppler factor is D(0) = 2Γ. The effect of the cosmological redshift is negligible because of the
small value of z at which the event was observed.
In the case of the structured jet (A), the jet is structured in the sense that different character-
istics as energy E and Lorentz factor Γ are measured when observed under different angles. If
we happen to observe the emission along an axis that has low luminosity, this naturally explains
the dimness of the GRB. However, the observer is also exposed to the off-axis emission of other
axes in the jet, which are illustrated by Γ′ and Γ′′ in the figure. Although they are suppressed by
their Doppler factor, they can overshoot the dim on-axis radiation if the gradient in luminosity
is too high. Thus, the Lorentz factor and luminosity must not change too rapidly under differ-
ent angles. The structured jet can be treated as a low-luminosity top-hat jet observed on-axis
as long as these variations are small. Hence, its predictions are similar to conventional GRB
neutrino fluence predictions for low luminosity. A trivial version of the structured jet case is a
uniform emission in all directions. This scenario could be further motivated by the fact that the
probability to observe the emission on-axis is relatively small. Other alternatives as choked jets
or cocoon emission are not discussed here. See [281] for a discussion of alternative jet scenarios.
In the off-axis scenario (B), we consider a uniform top-hat jet for which the observed luminosity
is suppressed by the Doppler factor which depends on the angle between the edge of the jet and
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the different jet geometries and corresponding angles considered in
this section. The structured (low-luminosity) jet (A) has different characteristics
depending on the angle under which it is observed. In the off-axis (top-hat) jet case
(B), the jet is uniform within the opening angle, but observed off-axis and therefore
Doppler boosted. Taken from [277].
the observation axis θobs. Due to the observed geometry, there is a transition in the luminosity
scaling around θobs = θjet, where the latter is the jet opening angle (as measured to the jet axis).
We do not impose any direct constraint on θjet and it is not inferable from observations, but we
will use θjet ≃ 1/Γ to show this transition.
In either case, we assume the internal shock scenario as in Sec. 4.1. For an on-axis observer,
the jetted emission is not distinguishable from a sphere expanding into full solid angle, allowing
us to treat the emission in the isotropic-equivalent picture. Thus, for the structured jet, we can
take the observed parameters at face value, whereas for the off-axis interpretation the quantities
have to be transformed to the on-axis frame as a function of θobs and Γ. For θobs = 0◦, both
scenarios coincide by construction. We emphasize that the neutrino production in the off-axis
scenario is usually larger with increasing observation angle if the observations are fixed. As the
observed gamma-ray fluence has to be de-boosted by the Doppler factor, the photon density and
with that the neutrino production efficiency will be much higher as in the structured jet case.
The boost back into the observer’s frame can typically not compensate for that, such that the
expected neutrino fluence will be higher for larger off-axis angles due to this re-scaling.
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In the following, our calculations are based on Fermi measurements. The duration of the
burst was measured to be T90 = 2.0 ± 0.5 s with a minimum variability time scale of tv =
0.125 ± 0.064 s [282]. Combining the information on the redshift z = 0.008+0.002−0.003 and the
gamma-ray flux Fγ = (5.5 ± 1.2) × 10−7 erg s−1 cm−2 [282], the luminosity is estimated to
be about Lγ ≃ 1047 erg s−1. This yields a similar total energy Eγ = 2 × 1047 erg as in [63].
The spectral energy distribution can be described as a Comptonized spectrum, corresponding
to the best fit to observations in [63]. For this purpose, we use the 256 ms time integrated
selection from T0–0.192 s to T0+0.064 s, with a spectral index α = 0.14 ± 0.59 and a peak
energy Epeak = 215 ± 54 keV [282]. The results shown in the following depend slightly on the
energy band and time interval chosen to determine these parameters. The Lorentz factor Γ and
observation angle θobs are not constrained by observations, but they can be constrained by the
time delay between gravitational wave and electromagnetic signal [283, 284]. In the following,
we compare our results to this constraint adopted to our geometry.
6.1.1 Off-axis transformations and photospheric constraint
As before, the main parameters influencing the neutrino production efficiency are the isotropic
equivalent gamma-ray luminosity Lγ and the dissipation radius, which in the internal shock
model is given by R ≃ 2Γ2ctv. The radius and the Lorentz factor in this formula are given in
the source frame, whereas tv is given by the on-axis observation. Radiation from such internal
shocks can only be directly observed if the photospheric radius Rph, defined as the radius where
the shells become optically thin to Thomson scattering, is smaller than the collision radius. The
photospheric radius is given by [285]
Rph ≃
(︄
σT
4πmp
)︄1/2 (︃
ξAEiso,on
εΓT90/tv
)︃1/2
, (6.2)
where ξA is the baryonic loading defined as the ratio between energy in protons and photons in
the Fermi GBM energy band from 10 to 1000 keV. The conversion efficiency of kinetic energy
to total dissipated energy is called ε, which is set to 25% as corresponding values were found in
[286, 241], and Eiso,on is the total isotropic equivalent energy in gamma-rays observed on-axis.
See App. B for the derivation of this formula. Note that too small values for ε are not com-
patible with afterglow observations, whereas higher efficiencies are difficult to obtain since it
requires that the Lorentz factors of the colliding shells are largely different. As the photospheric
radius scales with ξA/ε, smaller efficiencies correspond to a lower baryonic loading for fixed Rph.
Demanding R & Rph can thus be used to constrain the baryonic loading in internal shocks.
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An estimate for the maximum R for SGRB 170817A can be derived from the time delay tdelay
between the gravitational wave and the electromagnetic signal [63]. Assuming that the emission
originates from the collision of two shells with Γ1 and Γ2, where Γ2 > Γ1 and that the first shell
is emitted at the time of the merger, the distance covered by the time that the second shell
catches up is R ≈ 2Γ21ctdelay. Hence, for Γ . 100, the upper bound for the collision radius is
about R ∼ 109.5 km. In the following, we typically obtain radii between 107 and 108 km, which
are well below and thus consistent with this limit.
For a relativistic shell, the observed quantities have to be Doppler shifted depending on the
Lorentz factor Γ and the observation angle θobs, defined relative to the edge of the jet. Thus,
t = D(θobs)−1t′ and E = D(θobs)E′ (6.3)
for the transformation of times and energies, respectively (primed quantities refer to the SRF).
These transformations are valid for observed quantities that do not depend on the shell geometry,
e.g., the peak energy of the photon spectrum Eγ,peak. On the other hand, the isotropic equivalent
energy Eiso and the variability time tv for instance have to be integrated over the geometry of
a single shell and the scaling will be different. In the case of Eiso, this is due to the fact that it
is defined as observed spectral flux Fν in (erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1) integrated over time, area and
frequency. Therefore, it scales differently depending on whether the observer is inside or outside
of θjet. A full derivation can be found in [287], which yields
Eiso(θobs) ∝
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
const. for θobs . 0
D(θobs)2 for 0 < θobs . θjet
D(θobs + θjet)3 for θjet < θobs
. (6.4)
These three regimes have a different geometrical interpretation:
• θobs . 0: The observer is within the jet opening angle, i.e., the jet is indistinguishable
from isotropic, spherical emission. Angles close to the viewing axis contribute most to the
observed radiation.
• 0 < θobs . θjet: The observer is outside of the jet opening angle, but only at a small angle
from the edge of the jet. Hence, the jet geometry still contributes and the observed flux
has to be integrated over the observable part of the jet close to the edge.
• θjet < θobs: The observer sees the emission under a large angle, such that all regions of
the jet have approximately the same Doppler factor. As a consequence, the jet looks like
a point source to the observer.
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Now that these regimes and transformations are defined, we can derive relationships between
quantities in the on- versus off-axis frame. Note that even if the observation happens on-axis, the
quantities need to be boosted by D(0) from observer’s to shock rest frame in order to compute
the proper radiation densities. We define
b =
⎧⎨⎩ D(0)/D(θobs) for 0 ≤ θobs . θjetaD(0)/D(θobs + θjet) for θjet < θobs (6.5)
with a = D(2θjet)/D(θjet) in order for b to be continuous in θobs. With this, we can express the
on- to off-axis ratio of the isotropic equivalent energy as
Eiso,on
Eiso,off
=
⎧⎨⎩b
2 for θobs < θjet
b3 for θjet < θobs
(6.6)
while the peak energy is just Doppler shifted as it is independent from the jet geometry. Similar
to Eiso, the variability time scale has to be integrated over the shell geometry because the
radiation from different parts of the shell surface is delayed depending on θobs. Following [287],
the scaling holds
tv,on
tv,off
=
⎧⎨⎩b
−1 for θobs < θjet
b−1/2 for θjet < θobs
. (6.7)
The scaling of the duration T90 is controversial. While in [63], it is implied that the duration
scales with b depending on the observation angle as well, in [288] it is argued that the observed
burst duration does not change with observation angle since it is defined in the source frame,
which is at rest relative to the observer. In the following, we choose to not re-scale T90 with off-
axis angle, implying a larger number of interaction regions N ≃ T90/tv in the on-axis frame. The
physical picture is that peaks in the light curve observed on-axis are smeared out off-axis, similar
to the discussion in [288], which effectively leads to a slower variability time if observed off-axis.
However, the number of collisions N drops out from the computation to a first approximation
and the smaller on-axis time variability only slightly increases the neutrino production efficiency
as the width of the shell is estimated from it. We compared our results to the case where we
include the re-scaling of T90 and concluded that it does not change the qualitative picture.
The secondary radiation calculated in the SRF has to be boosted back off-axis in order to
predict observations, however there is still a net-effect. In the following analytical discussion,
we focus on the case of small angles θobs < θjet for the off-axis transformations. The gamma-ray
peak energy is shifted towards higher energies as E′γ,peak ∝ b in the SRF, which implies that the
neutrino production threshold is lower. As E′ν,peak ∝ 1/E′γ,peak, the observed neutrino spectrum
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will scale Eν,peak ∝ b−2. The neutrino production efficiency fν , which is defined as the fraction
of energy the proton primaries dump into neutrino production, scales with the particle densities
in the shell and thus with the luminosity and collision radius. Similar to the pion production
efficiency in Sec. 4.1, it can be estimated as
fν =
Eν,iso
ξAEγ,iso
∝ LγΓ4Eγ,peaktv (6.8)
in the on-axis case if the synchrotron cooling of the secondaries is neglected. For small angles
θobs < θjet, the product of the peak energy and variability time is invariant under the observation
angle and fν transforms proportional to luminosity Lγ = Eγ,iso/tv as fν ∝ b3/Γ4. Together with
the scaling of the neutrino peak ∝ b−2, the approximate scaling of the observed neutrino fluence
Fν in (GeV−1 cm−2) can be written as
Fν,off(Eν) ≈ b
5
Γ4Fν,on(b
2Eν) . (6.9)
This means that the expected neutrino fluence is higher when the observation is interpreted as
off-axis emission, with the peak shifted to lower energies.
The scaling of the isotropic equivalent energy Eiso ∝ b2 has an additional implication for
baryonically loaded jets: Since the baryon density scales with the energy density, the shells are
less transparent to gamma-rays if the same flux is observed off-axis. Based on Eq. (6.2), the
scaling is then
Rph ≃
(︄
σT
4πmp
)︄1/2 (︃
ξAEγ,iso,off
εT90/tv
)︃1/2(︄b2
Γ
)︄1/2
. (6.10)
This condition limits the observation angle θobs and the Lorentz factor Γ for a fixed baryonic
loading if the emission originates from the dissipation of internal shocks beyond the photosphere.
Vice versa, it can be used to estimate the maximum possible baryonic loading for which R & Rph
as
ξA
ε
. 4πmp
σT
T90/tv
Eγ,iso,off
4Γ4
b4
(6.11)
if the internal shock relation for R is substituted for the photospheric radius. For larger baryonic
loadings, the radius at which internal shocks occur will be below the photosphere, where gamma-
rays cannot escape. Thus, we would not have observed the event electromagnetically at all. The
neutrino fluence computed for the maximum baryonic loading corresponds to the maximum
possible neutrino fluence too.
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Figure 6.2: Neutrino fluence (νµ + ν̄mu) expected for SGRB 170817A assuming pure proton
(solid) or iron (dashed) injection. The parameters are z = 0.008, LX ∼ 1047 erg
s−1, tv = 0.125 s [275, 282] and Γ ≈ 30. The blue shaded region corresponds to
the 1σ uncertainties of these parameters. The black scale represents the scaling of
the fluence with the baryonic loading ξA, with the gray percentage indicating the
fraction of the total mass of the NS merger. As the photosphere scales with the
baryonic loading, the emission would be sub-photospheric for ξA > 103 as illustrated
by the horizontal red line. Neutrino limits are taken from [289]. Taken from [277].
6.1.2 Predictions for structured and off-axis jet scenarios
First, we assume a structured (low-luminosity) jet where the Lorentz factor is fixed to Γ = 30.
Fig. 6.2 shows the predicted muon neutrino fluence for pure proton injection modelling SGRB
170817A. As shown also in chapter 4, the peak neutrino fluence is not affected by injecting nuclei
heavier than protons in GRBs, however the cutoff shifts to lower energies. In this example, an
initial baryonic loading of ξA = 100 was used for the computation, as indicated by the scale on
the left hand side of the plot. The blue band includes the 1σ uncertainties on the measured
duration T90, variability time scale tv, redshift z, gamma-ray fluence Fγ , spectral index α and
peak energy Epeak of the target photon spectrum. The gray scale indicates the fraction of the
total mass of the binary neutron star system translated into the baryonic loading, with which the
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neutrino fluence directly scales. Demanding super-photospheric emission translates into the red
horizontal line, as the photosphere also scales with baryonic loading. According to Eq. (6.11),
the maximum baryonic loading is ξA,max ∼ 103, meaning that the neutrino fluence can be up-
scaled by a factor 10 at most in this scenario to obtain the maximum possible neutrino fluence
for this SGRB in the structured jet internal shock model.
The left panel of Fig. 6.3 shows the impact of the Lorentz factor on the muon neutrino fluence.
The red curve corresponds to the case of Γ = 30 as in Fig. 6.2 with the solid curves showing the
fluxes for the initial baryonic loading ξA = 100. The figure illustrates how the fluxes scale with Γ
according to Eq. (6.9) without imposing any constraints. For large shifts, there is an additional
damping of the tail of the spectrum due to fast secondary cooling, which was not considered
in the simple analytic estimate. Low values of Γ correspond to efficient neutrino production
as the collision radius decreases. On the other hand, the photospheric radius increases, such
that low Lorentz factors Γ . 20 lead to sub-photospheric collisions. This is indicated by the
thin solid curves, whereas the dashed curves represent the maximum neutrino fluence under the
photospheric constraint for each case. The fluence for cases with Γ < 20 are scaled down to be
in agreement with the photosphere, while in the case of Γ > 20 the fluence is up-scaled as much
as it is allowed by the photosphere. Even in the most optimistic case, the neutrino fluence is still
three orders of magnitude below the sensitivity of neutrino telescopes, meaning that a neutrino
detection of SGRB 170817A was very unlikely in the structured jet scenario.
In the off-axis scenario, the observation angle θobs enters as an additional parameter which
has an impact on neutrino production and photospheric radius. In the right panel of Fig. 6.3,
the dependence of the neutrino fluence on the observation angle is shown with Γ = 30 fixed.
Also in this case, the solid curves show the unscaled fluences with the initial baryonic loading of
100, while the dashed curves represent the maximum possible neutrino fluence corresponding to
the maximum baryonic loading determined by the photospheric constraint. For this particular
choice of Γ, the collisions become sub-photospheric already for θobs & 2◦. For large observation
angles, the fluence will be highly suppressed, making a neutrino detection even less likely than
in the structured jet case. The neutrino fluence peaks at a few ×10−5 GeV cm−2 and a baryonic
loading ξA,max ≈ 103.
In the left panel of Fig. 6.4, we demonstrate how the observation angle θobs and the Lorentz
factor Γ are constrained by requiring super-photospheric emission. The parameter scan shows
the maximum possible baryonic loading such that the collision is just super-photospheric in the
internal shock model, as indicated by the contours. We take into account the change of the scaling
of the parameters from Eq. (6.5) for large observation angles with the assumption θjet = 1/Γ,
depicted by the white dashed curve. In addition, we show the constraint on these parameters
obtained by the time delay tdelay = 1.7 s as calculated in [284], adapted to our parameters.
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Figure 6.3: Neutrino fluence (νµ + ν̄mu) for SGRB 170817A for different values of Γ for a struc-
tured jet (left) and for different values of θobs for an off-axis jet (right, Γ = 30 fixed).
We assume pure proton injection and the same parameters as in Fig. 6.2. For the
solid curves, the baryonic loading is fixed to ξA = 100, with thick (thin) curves cor-
responding to super-photospheric (sub-photospheric) collisions. The dashed curves
show maximized baryonic loading such that Rcoll > Rph. Taken from [277].
Compared to the original calculation, we assume a slightly different efficiency ε which leads
to a slightly larger allowed region in our plot that is highlighted in white. Compared to this
constraint, if we assume the typical baryonic loading of 10 frequently used in the literature, the
photospheric limit provides already stronger constraints with θobs . 3◦ and Γ & 12.
In the right panel of Fig. 6.4, we show all possible neutrino fluences allowed by the photospheric
limit in the parameter range of the scan. For each point in the parameter space, the fluence has
been computed and re-scaled according to the maximum possible baryonic loading in order to
obtain the maximum possible fluence of neutrinos. Any combination of parameters will generate
a fluence which lies within the blue shaded uncertainty band. It will not exceed ∼ 5×10−5 GeV
cm−2 and is therefore about a factor of 10−4 below the sensitivity of neutrino telescopes. It is
now clear that since the event was observable in gamma-rays, it is highly unlikely to see any
neutrinos from the prompt phase of this SGRB. We also show three explicit example fluences,
which occupy different regions of the allowed band. The larger the observation angle, the more
the peak is suppressed and the peak energy shifts to lower energies. For the on-axis case, the
fluence is the highest, while for intermediate values of Γ and θobs the fluence is in-between
those extremes. We further show the examples for proton (solid) and iron injection (dashed),
which almost give the same result apart from a different cut-off. Note that re-scaling with the
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Figure 6.4: Maximum baryonic loading ξA,max such that the emission is still super-photospheric
as a function of θobs and Γ (left) and resulting muon neutrino fluence expected in
this region of the parameter space (right). In the left panel, it is assumed that
θjet ≃ 1/Γ, i.e., the off-axis scaling changes along the white dashed curve. The black
dashed curve indicates the excluded region of the arrival time constraint [284]. In the
right panel, solid curves refer to protons and dashed curves to iron injection. Three
particular examples for low, intermediate and high fluence are shown according to
the legend, all other parameter combinations are contained in the blue shaded band.
The individual curves have been re-scaled with the maximum baryonic loading for
each parameter set. Taken from [277].
maximum baryonic loading implies super-photospheric collisions. If this constraint is omitted,
e.g., in a sub-photospheric extrapolation, the neutrino fluence would increase drastically, since
smaller radii lead to much higher radiation densities. However, as indicated by the thin lines in
Fig. 6.3, this would still not be enough to reach the sensitivity of any detector.
In conclusion, if GW170817 is a typical neutron star merger, it is highly unlikely that neutrinos
will be detected during the prompt emission phase. Nevertheless, certain source properties can
be constrained by multi-messenger observations, e.g., the baryonic loading. The jet scenario is
still disputed: In the beginning, the situation was very unclear, and low-luminosity jets, off-axis
jets, choked jets, or cocoon emission were among the considered scenarios. Some models claim
that the radio light curve shows no signature of an off-axis jet afterglow and rather assign the
observed gamma-ray emission to cocoon emission [281]. However, recent observations seem to
favor the off-axis jet scenario again [290, 291, 292], but overall the situation is still uncertain
and will only be clarified by further observations. See also [293, 294] for recent discussions.
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6.2 Cosmic rays from binary neutron star merger remnants
After the prompt emission, a relatively bright electromagnetic counterpart, also called EM170817,
was discovered in the optical bands [295, 296, 297, 298, 299]. This emission is associated to the
remnant of the neutron star merger, in which subsequent non-thermal observations in the radio
and X-ray bands indicated particle acceleration [270, 77, 268, 300]. The emission was observed
to brighten as a power law in time up to about ∼ 160 days, recently followed by an apparent
dimming of the source [301, 302]. The outflowing kinetic energy released in the blast wave can
be estimated from the gravitational binding energy and is of the order of 1050−52 erg. A value
of 1051 erg would for instance be consistent with an estimated mass of 10−2M⊙ and an ejecta
velocity of β = 0.2. In this case, the total number of electrons in the outflow is approximately
Ne ≈ 1055, such that at late time scales of about 100 days the average density of material in the
outflow is estimated to be n̄ ≃ 2 × 104 cm−3. With these numbers, the outflow is expected to
become optically thin to its own radiation after about 2 days and the brightening is expected
to cease on a time scale of ∼ 100 days, depending on the mean ambient density.
The late-time acceleration of cosmic rays was anticipated in [303], including ∼ mG magnetic
fields , an outflow mass of 10−2M⊙ and a non-relativistic shock speed, leading to a maximum
proton energy of ∼ 1017 eV up to a deceleration time scale of about 1 year. Here, we present the
results of our work [278] on this topic, where we focus on electron and nuclei acceleration and
subsequent energy losses and emission. My main contributions were the considerations about
nuclei and potential interactions that accelerated nuclei undergo with the target photons of the
source. To do so, we first place some constraints on the magnetic fields and discuss the radiation
field of the source in the weak and strong magnetic field scenario. We find a bottleneck period of
a few days to weeks for the photo-disintegration of nuclei in strong magnetic fields and conclude
that this source class can support cosmic rays up to the ankle.
6.2.1 Spectral energy distribution from non-thermal electron losses
The presence of a non-relativistic outflow is supported by photospheric velocity measurements
of the remnant EM170817 [304]. The non-thermal emission of this outflow brightens with time
in both, the radio and X-ray bands [300, 281]. If the emission is assumed to be synchrotron
emitted by an electron population with a spectrum dN/dEe ∝ E−2e , the lack of a cooling feature
in the observed spectrum can be used to constrain the maximum magnetic field strength of the
source. The synchrotron cooling time of mono-energetic electrons is
tsyne =
9metLar
8παEsynγ
= 2× 103
(︃10 keV
Esynγ
)︃
tLar , (6.12)
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with the Larmor time tLar and the characteristic energy of synchrotron photons Esynγ . The non-
observation of a cooling feature in the spectrum constrains now the cooling time of the electrons
as tdyn < tsyne (Esynγ = 10 keV), leading to the constraint tLar > 4×10−4tdyn. On the other hand,
a limit on the minimum magnetic field is placed from a consideration of the acceleration time
scale tacc = tLar/β2, such that the requirement tacc < tdyn translates into tLar > 4 × 10−2tdyn.
With a dynamical time scale tdyn ∼ 100 days and the Larmor time tLar ∝ E3e/Esynγ , the maximum
electron energy Ee and the corresponding magnetic field is limited to 0.03 mG < B < 2 mG. For
a value of 2 mG, cosmic ray protons can already reach maximum energies between 1015−16 eV,
i.e., addressing the energy range between the knee and the ankle. This is interesting due to the
indications for an onset of an additional source component [305] bridging the gap between the
iron knee [99] and the ankle. Constraints on the dipole anisotropy at such cosmic ray energies
strongly support the idea of such an extragalactic component [306, 307].
The observed luminosity of the synchrotron emission can be explained by such a magnetic field
if the electron energy density is much higher than the magnetic energy density. The observed
X-ray emission is dominated by synchrotron emission of electrons with energy
EX-raye = 30
(︃
Eγ
10 keV
)︃1/2 (︃ B
2 mG
)︃
TeV . (6.13)
In this monochromatic approximation, the total X-ray luminosity emitted by a population of
electrons is given by
LX-raysyn ≈ cσT
(︄
EX-raye
mec2
)︄2
uBN
X-ray
e , (6.14)
where NX-raye is the total number of electrons emitting X-rays. Using an approximate value of
LX-raysyn = 4 × 1039 erg s−1 at 10 keV (110 days after the merger [268]), Eq. (6.14) yields a total
number of NX-raye = 3 × 1046. The total number of accelerated electrons is dominated by the
lowest energies as the number of non-thermal electron follows EedN/dEe ∝ E−1e , i.e.,
N radioe =
EX-raye
Eradioe
NX-raye . (6.15)
This results in a number of radio-emitting electrons of N radioe = 3×1051 (Eγ = 10−6 eV). For this
number, the low energy cut-off of the population is important, as the total electron population
could otherwise reach a number close to the maximum possible number of swept-up and injected
electrons ∼ 1055. As already mentioned, this scenario requires a much higher electron energy
density compared to the magnetic energy density, which is ue ≈ 107uB assuming a spherically
expanding volume with β = 0.2 after 110 days. Note that also the high energy cut-off may be
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higher than the energy which dominates X-ray production. If the acceleration is limited by the
age of the remnant, a cut-off at Emaxe = 700 TeV is expected at 110 days. A cooling break is
not expected since synchrotron losses are sub-dominant in the relevant energy range.
There is a second, alternative scenario in which a strong magnetic field is present in order
to boost the synchrotron production. Such a magnetic field could be supported by cosmic ray-
driven magnetic field amplification [308], which could drive the field strength up to a saturation
value of 2 G (see [278] for details). This is at the limit where the shock can still efficiently
accelerate cosmic rays, but higher values are excluded as the shock would become sub-Alfvenic.
However, this violates the constraint from the lack of a cooling feature, but there are two ways
to circumvent it. The first option is that the electron spectrum is accelerated to a much harder
spectrum than expected by diffusive shock acceleration, e.g., by stochastic acceleration [309].
In such a strong magnetic field case, the entire population of non-thermal electrons would be
cooled to a E−2 spectrum, producing the observed synchrotron emission. The second way to
avoid violating the constraint is if the emitted radiation originates from electrons accelerated
near the edge of the outflow. The number of picked up electrons increases with volume as the
remnant expands. At the same time, the magnetic field strength may decrease linearly with
time, implying that synchrotron emission is dominated by freshly accelerated electrons. If they
dominate in number, the constraint on the synchrotron cooling efficiency of the source is relaxed.
The magnetic field cannot be arbitrarily high as the observation of radio emission constrains the
efficiency of synchrotron self-absorption in the remnant and with that the magnetic field to a
maximum of 10 G. For strong magnetic fields of about 2 G, we find analogously EX-raye ≈ 400GeV
with a number of high energy electrons NX-raye ≈ 3 × 1042 to account for the observed X-ray
luminosity. This yields a number of radio-emitting electrons of 3× 1047, meaning that the total
number of swept-up electrons cannot be reached even if the population extends to lower energies.
The energy densities are related by ue ≈ 10−7uB in this case.
This population of non-thermal particles embedded in the ambient radiation field inevitably
gives rise to inverse Compton emission. If the observed synchrotron emission dominates the
ambient photon field seen by the electrons, inverse Compton emission will be mainly produced
via synchrotron self-Compton scattering (SSC). Significant SSC emission is expected for cases
with ue ≫ uB [313]. The evolution of the non-thermal radiation field needed to calculate the
inverse Compton emission is described as a power-law extrapolated from the X-ray luminosity
observed at 9, 15 and 110 days after the merger [268, 300, 269] as
LX-ray = 2× 1039(t/110 days)0.6 erg s−1 . (6.16)
At times t < 15 d, a bump is visible in the optical range of the spectral energy distribution with
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Figure 6.5: Spectrum produced by electrons via synchrotron emission (blue, including syn-
chrotron self-absorption) and inverse Compton scattering (yellow) at five days (left)
and 110 days (right) after the merger as a function of the observed energy. The
thermal component is shown by the red curve. In the case of 110 days, we show
predictions for three different values of the magnetic field. Optical [310], radio and
X-ray [78] data is shown in red. At 5 days, the limit on the TeV luminosity [311]
is shown in green, while at 110 days, the H.E.S.S. sensitivity (from [312]) translates
into an upper limit on the source gamma-ray luminosity. Taken from [278].
a shape consistent with thermal emission [268]. The thermal bump decreases with time, which
we model as
Lth = 4× 1040(t/7 days)−2.3 erg s−1 (t > 7 days) (6.17)
based on observations [314]. For t < 7 d, we assume that the luminosity of the thermal bump is
constant.
Fig. 6.5 shows the resulting spectral energy distribution produced by the remnant at 5 days
(left) and 110 days (right) after the merger. The low energy cut-on of the synchrotron compo-
nent (blue curves) is due to synchrotron self-absorption, which we include in our computation
following [315]. On the left hand side, we show the case of a 2 mG magnetic field at 5 days after
the merger. At these early times, the thermal bump (red curve) provides the dominant target for
inverse Compton emission (yellow curve). Furthermore, we show the H.E.S.S. upper limit in the
energy range 0.5 – 6 TeV at 5.2 days [311], where we ensured that the inverse Compton emission
does not overshoot the upper limit by adopting a high enough magnetic field. The sharp cut-off
of the inverse Compton spectrum is introduced due to pair production on the thermal bump,
which is included following [316]. The high level of inverse Compton emission for low magnetic
fields indicates that a lower limit on the magnetic field may be placed at late time scales by
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Figure 6.6: Maximum energy of accelerated protons as a function of the time since the merger
for three different values of the magnetic field. The maximum energy is limited by
the age of the remnant in every case, as photo-hadronic interactions are not efficient
for protons. Taken from [278].
follow-up TeV observations. In the right panel, we show the result at 110 days with the inverse
Compton component for three different magnetic fields for which the synchrotron radiation now
provides the target. Data in radio, optical and X-ray are shown as red points [310, 78]. For the
weakest magnetic field B = 0.2 mG, the luminosity in inverse Compton is the highest and the
predicted gamma-ray luminosity is 1040 erg s−1 peaking at 1 TeV. This emission is at the level
of the H.E.S.S. 50h sensitivity (green curve [312]) which indicates that it is sensitive enough to
place a lower limit on the magnetic field strength. However, for high magnetic fields, the low
electron density results in a gamma-ray power of only 3× 1032 erg s−1 with a peak at 10 GeV.
6.2.2 Maximum cosmic ray energies and interaction rates
Acceleration and interaction processes for cosmic rays depend on the adopted strength of the
magnetic field. In the following, we focus on the high magnetic field scenario, as low magnetic
fields would otherwise increase the acceleration time, meaning that acceleration to high energies
and photo-nuclear interactions would be rendered impossible. The maximum energy achieved
by protons is always limited by the age of the remnant. We show the evolution of the maximum
proton energy with time in Fig. 6.6 for three different, constant values of the magnetic field. In
the weak magnetic field scenario, the source accelerates cosmic rays up to energies just beyond
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Figure 6.7: Interaction times for protons (left) and iron (right) 9 days after the merger in the
high magnetic field scenario as a function of the energy in the observer’s frame. Note
that for the pair production and synchrotron processes, energy loss time scales are
shown. Taken from [278].
the knee, whereas the strong magnetic field case supports cosmic ray energies up to the ankle.
Nuclei accelerated by the source interact with the ambient target photon field as well. At early
times, considerable photo-disintegration can be expected in the source due to the thermal bump
in the optical wavelength band. In Fig. 6.7, we show the interaction time scales as obtained
by using Neucosma for different processes in the case of protons (left) and iron (right) at 9
days after the merger. For protons, the energy gain through acceleration (red line) is limited
by the dynamical time scale, i.e., the age of the remnant (gray line). Photo-meson production
(blue curve) is inefficient and pair production (magenta curve) is sub-dominant but contributes
considerably to the electron population. However, iron can efficiently disintegrate due to the
bright optical radiation at 9 days, as shown by the yellow curve, with an optical thickness ∼ 10
at 2 EeV. As the luminosity of the thermal component decreases, photo-disintegration becomes
inefficient at later times, such that the maximum energy is also limited by the age of the remnant.
The temporal evolution of the optical thickness, defined as τint = tdyn/tint at the maximum
energy, is depicted in Fig. 6.8 for different isotopes. Additionally, we show the optical thickness
to photo-meson production for protons. As fewer particles can escape for higher optical depths,
it provides a measure for the fraction of accelerated particles that escape from the source.
The optimal time for photo-disintegration is therefore within a few days to weeks after the
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Figure 6.8: Optical depth to photo-disintegration of different isotopes (solid curves) and photo-
meson production of protons (dashed curve) in the high magnetic field scenario as
a function of the time since the merger. The horizontal gray line indicates the
transition from the remnant being transparent to opaque. Taken from [278].
merger, due to the competition between dropping thermal photon field densities and rising
maximum achievable energies in the expanding object. Because of effects of the nuclear cascade,
the escaping cosmic rays can have different chemical composition with respect to the injected
primary isotope. However, we did not explicitly calculate the spectra in this work.
Now we assume that the event EM170817 is representative for a whole population of identical
sources which could accelerate cosmic ray nuclei. In order to support the cosmic ray spectrum
at Earth with the observed abundance [193], a local emissivity of a few ×1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1
is required. Together with the local rate of binary neutron star mergers of 1540+3200−1220 inferred
from the event [62], we estimate the energy input in cosmic rays in each merger event to be
ECR ≈ 2 × 1050 erg. This estimate is roughly consistent if we assume a fraction of ∼ 10% of
the released outflowing kinetic energy is dissipated in cosmic rays. With this, we can estimate
the total neutrino fluence produced by the source as well. While the optical thickness is around
τpγ = 0.1 at 9 days, it diminishes due to the dimming of the thermal component and the
expansion of the source. If we take an average optical thickness τpγ = 5 × 10−3 from 5 to
160 days, we expect a neutrino fluence of ECRκpγ⟨τpγ⟩/(4πd2) ≈ 5 × 10−4 GeV cm−2 with the
inelasticity κpγ = 0.15 and d = 40 Mpc the distance to the source. The normalization of this
fluence is provided by the cosmic ray energy input, which carries notable uncertainties, mainly
due to the uncertainties on the local rate. However, it can be compared to the current upper
limits on the neutrino flux from EM170817 [289], showing that it would be challenging to detect
with present instruments like IceCube.
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Conclusion and outlook
Multi-messenger astronomy is a powerful, rather new way to explore the Universe by combining
information from disparate messenger particles arriving at Earth. Promising progress has been
made especially recently with the observation of binary neutron star merger GW170817 electro-
magnetically and in gravitational waves as well as potentially the first correlated neutrino event
from blazar TXS0506+056. However, many questions remain unsolved, of which the origin of
the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux and cosmic rays at ultra-high energies are two of the most
profound. In this dissertation, we studied nuclear cascades in astrophysical objects and their
impact on neutrino and cosmic ray production in order to contribute to solving these questions
and to identify potential sources.
We use numerical models to compute the nuclear cascade, which is a full, self-consistent
description of all relevant interactions in the source and thus goes one step further than most of
the models used in the literature. Based on generic assumptions on the progenitor, jet formation
and particle acceleration, radiation densities are provided which control the development of the
nuclear cascade and, with that, cosmic ray and neutrino production. Up to about 500 different
nuclear species up to 56Fe and a total of around 50,000 competing interaction channels are
included in the cascade, introducing a high level of complexity. The source model is then
coupled to a cosmic ray propagation code in order to calculate the corresponding spectra at
Earth, taking into account specific cosmological evolution scenarios. Our efficient combined
source-propagation model enables us to study whether cosmic ray observations can be addressed
depending on the injection composition, which is a key novelty in the field.
As we are able to compute the neutrino flavor composition within our source model, we showed
that contrary to popular belief, the Glashow resonance is not suited for serving as a discriminator
between pp and pγ sources. This is due to the excess of π+ in realistic pp interactions and the
unavoidable contamination by π− from multi-pion processes in photo-hadronic interactions. The
latter effect gets even worse if the source is optically thick or heavier nuclei are present because
of neutron interactions. On the other hand, high magnetic field strengths can lead to muon
damping which can partially counteract this loss of discrimination power again. However, we
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demonstrated that next generation neutrino telescopes such as IceCube-Gen2 can potentially
constrain source properties and that the Glashow resonance can serve as a smoking gun signature
for heavy nuclei in the sources.
Within this framework, we studied gamma-ray bursts and showed that, based on the devel-
opment of the nuclear cascade, three different regimes can be identified in the parameter space.
These are called Empty Cascade, Populated Cascade and Optically Thick Case for low, interme-
diate and high rate of interactions, respectively. In the Empty and Populated Cascade region,
neutrinos are produced mainly off nuclei rather than secondary nucleons produced by disinte-
gration, for which the uncertainties in the cross-section can lead to less reliable results in the
fluxes. On the other hand, we demonstrated that the total neutrino flux weakly depends on the
injected composition, such that the neutrino stacking limits remain valid even for heavy nuclei
in the source. In order to accomodate the GRB-UHECR paradigm at least a moderate level
of interactions in the source is needed, indicating that in-source interactions are not negligible.
This is especially true when the ankle region has to be described, as secondary protons and
neutrons naturally provide a soft low energy component. However, this is somewhat degenerate
with the redshift evolution, as interactions during propagation also feed this light component.
Although we studied only pure compositions in the first approach, we find that intermediate
masses best describe the observations. The composition observables can however always be
improved on by injecting a mixed composition. Our work is the first one doing such extensive
parameter space scans taking into account the nuclear cascade and we can therefore strongly
constrain gamma-ray bursts as treated in the one-zone model as sources of UHECRs. Despite
finding viable solutions in the mixed composition ankle model, the corresponding neutrino fluxes
are close to being excluded.
As GRBs are among the most studied and most constrained source candidates, they are
suitable objects to test improved interaction models. It has been shown that the lack of cross-
section measurements for photo-disintegration can lead to large uncertainties in the predicted
neutrino fluxes, as nuclear interaction models do not always predict the cross-sections very
accurate. Following this idea, we investigated the impact of improved photo-meson models in a
GRB example with a maximum photon energy cut-off due to synchrotron self-absorption. As a
consequence of different cross-section scalings and more nuclear channels than the conventional
(superposition) model, neutrinos may be produced mainly by nucleons already in the Populated
Cascade. However, the overall picture does not change dramatically with improved interaction
models.
Our results on conventional GRBs point already towards low luminosity objects. In fact, low-
luminosity gamma-ray bursts are an interesting alternative, as the stacking limits do not apply
due to their dimness. The low luminosity is compensated by much larger durations, such that the
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total energy output is of the same order as for conventional GRBs. Applying a similar procedure,
we find that cosmic ray observations and neutrino data can be described simultaneously with
a much lower baryonic loading as in the conventional case because of their higher event rate.
While high-luminosity GRBs required a baryonic loading of 104−105, we conclude that a loading
of 10 is sufficient for LLGRBs, which is a typical value quoted in the literature. Furthermore,
cosmic ray observations can be described across the ankle region if we include a residual galactic
component following a power law in addition to the light extragalactic sub-ankle component
from photo-hadronic interactions. Also in this case, a moderate level of interactions is needed
in order to optimize the fit, a criterion which all investigated sources have in common. We
explicitly showed how the nuclear cascade links the flux of the sub-ankle component and source
neutrinos. In the best fit scenario, we arrive at an almost perfect description of the observations
and predict the observation of cosmogenic neutrinos in next generation neutrino detectors.
While in the one-zone model a static burst is assumed with all emission regions being alike,
a multi-zone approach allows for a dynamical evolution of the burst. Shells which are emitted
from a central engine propagate with different Lorentz factors until they collide and form shocks
where particle acceleration and interactions take place. This leads to GRBs which can provide
both, heavy cosmic ray compositions and efficient neutrino production, as they are produced at
different radii in the jet. The distribution of collisions over distance from the central emitter
largely depends on the initial Lorentz factor distribution but the individual collisions scale as
in the one-zone case. Thus, if the engine behaviour leads for instance mostly to collisions at
small radii, large neutrino fluxes and a light composition is expected. Due to the complexity
of the model, we invested a large amount of time in cross checks and understanding similarities
and differences compared to the literature. At this point, we are able to reproduce the main
results in the literature and compute fireballs efficiently, such that even in this model we are
able to perform parameter space scans. For the methods presented in this thesis, many different
applications exist already. In an ongoing work, we study the GRB-UHECR paradigm in the
multi-zone context including a fit of the injected composition for different engines. This work
will be the first of its kind, as it was not possible to fit the injection composition so far even in
the one-zone model due to the complexity of the models. However, the multi-zone model faces
difficulties because of the large amount of parameters, which especially for the engine are poorly
constrained. This leads to a certain degeneracy of the results, such that further studies and
observations are highly needed in order to get a clearer picture. Even if these degeneracies are
taken into account, the GRB-UHECR paradigm is probably close to be excluded by neutrino
stacking limits in the multi-zone picture as well.
From the behaviour of the engine, the light curve of the burst can be obtained in different
energy bands. In the case of a disciplined engine where the stochastic spread in Lorentz factor is
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small, a smooth light curve with a single bump is expected, while a high variability is expected for
stochastic engines. This could be potentially interesting to correlate them to certain progenitor
scenarios and classify events based on the light curves. Prompt gamma-ray emission is likely
to be re-processed in the source by cascades, but we checked that for example in LLGRBs,
even the observed spectrum can peak at TeV energies, which would be interesting for CTA for
example. In fact, based on our work on LLGRBs as an additional motivation to search for
these objects, a preliminary study of LLGRBs was initiated within the CTA collaboration and
could be added to the CTA science case. Thus, it would be natural to continue studying the
cascaded prompt emission, but also to apply the multi-zone framework on LLGRBs and other
sources like TDEs and AGNs. More sophisticated composition models could be studied, e.g.,
models where the composition depends on the radius of the shell. This can be motivated by the
onion-like structure of collapsing stars, but unfortunately the literature on the expected injected
composition depending on the progenitor scenario is sparse.
As an alternative source candidate, we studied stars that are tidally disrupted by black holes.
This is a scenario which also provides enough energy to power UHECRs, yet at the same time
is unconstrained by neutrino stacking analyses. This is due to their intrinsically low luminosity
over large time scales, in addition to which they can potentially be obscured by dust. The
required intermediate to heavy injection composition is supported by supermassive black holes
disrupting main sequence stars or intermediate mass black holes disrupting carbon-oxygen white
dwarfs. The cosmological distribution of TDEs is assumed to be negative, i.e., local sources
dominate, which has strong implications on the results: As the distance covered by cosmic rays
during propagation is relatively small, less nucleons and cosmogenic neutrinos are expected with
respect to a more positive (GRB-like) evolution. We find that, indeed, TDEs can describe both,
cosmic rays at ultra-high energies as well as PeV neutrino data. Compared to LLGRBs, an
important distinction is that TDEs are unlikely to be detected in cosmogenic neutrinos even in
future instruments, mainly due to the negative source evolution. In contrast to other models in
the literature, our work predicts that sizeable PeV neutrino fluxes can be obtained together with
the UHECRs. In addition to the fact that most of the other models do not take into account
interactions in the source up to this level of detail, we perform parameter space scans to test
whether there are simultaneous solutions. In our models, solutions which fit only cosmic rays
and provide a sub-dominant contribution to the neutrino flux exist as well, however we are able
to identify a common description for both messengers.
In the TDE scenario, we expect a baryonic loading of about 500, which is consistent with
current observations. Nevertheless, there are strong constraints from the non-observation of
neutrino multiplets, which will eventually test the model. These constraints cannot be avoided by
enhancing the baryonic loading, as energetics are violated and Swift J1644+57 should have been
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visible in neutrinos otherwise. On the other hand, decreasing the luminosity while increasing
the rate is in tension with X-ray observations. Thus, we computed the probability to obtain a
multiplet based on our best fit flux, yielding a chance of 20% – 50%, which is on the verge of
being in tension with data. Hence, the results will be tested in the near future and updated
data sets are required to determine the viability of this scenario. A dedicated analysis which
also uses the fluxes predicted from our model is in preparation by the IceCube collaboration.
Cross-correlating neutrino events with observed TDEs in time and position could establish an
association of neutrinos with TDEs. Precision measurements of jetted TDEs would greatly
help to build more realistic models, as most of them are based on one particular event at the
moment. By an increased sample size, the population model could also be improved, having
direct implications on the baryonic loading and with that on the viability of TDEs as sources
of UHECRs. If the redshift evolution turns out to be less negative than assumed, it would be
also difficult to avoid constraints from the diffuse gamma-ray background. Obvious follow-up
projects cover time dependent neutrino fluxes from TDEs, which our code can compute as well,
or adapting the model to treat similar sources as X-ray flashes or fast radio bursts for example.
The detection of gravitational wave event GW170817 associated with a binary neutron star
merger was awarded the Breakthrough of the Year in 2017. It triggered a multi-messenger ob-
servation campaign of unprecedented extent which revealed emission across several wavelength
bands. However, no neutrinos were detected correlated to this event, and due to the low lumi-
nosity of the emission, it was speculated about alternative jet scenarios. We showed that neither
in a structured low luminosity jet nor in an off-axis scenario significant neutrino production is
expected, although the de-boosted luminosity may be much higher in the on-axis frame. Further-
more, we constrain the maximum possible neutrino fluences by demanding super-photospheric
collisions, as otherwise no electromagnetic radiation would have been observed. Our constraints
on the observation angle and the Lorentz factor are the most stringent for a typical baryonic
loading of 10. After the prompt phase, the long time evolution of the light curve seemed to
disfavor off-axis emission and prefer choked jets or cocoon scenarios. Recently, off-axis jets seem
to be preferred again by data, however only further observations will lead to a definitive answer.
It is expected that a distinction between different jet models is possible after 1–2 years. The
contribution of such events to the diffuse flux is unknown, yet the contribution seems to be
rather small as the event itself is short in duration, given that GW170817 is a representative
case. On the other hand, the rate of neutron star mergers is highly uncertain and they also play
a role in the production of heavy elements by the associated kilonova.
The spectral energy distribution of the remnant of this object was measured thoroughly in
different wavelengths. From that, we discuss several magnetic field scenarios based on the lack
of cooling features in the photon distribution. We explicitly show that in the case of a strong
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magnetic field, late time acceleration of cosmic rays can provide energies reaching up to the
ankle. Therefore, the population of neutron star merger remnants is potentially interesting as
a component to bridge the gap between iron knee and ankle. We find a bottle-neck for the
photo-disintegration of heavy nuclei within the first days to weeks after the merger, which is
due to the thermal radiation of the kilonova that quickly fades while the other components are
brightening. On the other hand, the remnant is optically thin to photo-meson production of
nucleons at all times. Thus, we do not expect to detect any neutrinos from the remnant either.
In order to improve on the estimated contribution of such objects to the cosmic ray and neutrino
fluxes, improved measurements on the rate are required.
Multi-messenger astronomy is a modern, quickly evolving research field. It benefits more
and more from the lively interactions across different expertises, between experimentalists and
theorists as well as among different collaborations. Especially recently, major success stories were
written along quotes stating that the multi-messenger era finally begun. New experiments such
as CTA, IceCube Gen-2, GRAND, AugerPrime, Advanced LIGO and many more will record data
with even better sensitivity and greatly increase our knowledge about any messenger and the
Universe as a whole. For the future of the field, it is important that statistics increase such that
cosmological models can be improved, while precision measurements of particular events reveal
more about their true nature. Model components which are only poorly constrained by now, such
as engines and their behaviour for example, would be of special interest. Theoretical models and
their growing complexity can only be constrained by more sophisticated observations and a better
understanding of the underlying physics. Moreover, improved alert systems will enable us to
collect more diverse data of certain events, such that our task is to draw a consistent picture from
that. However, not only data from new detectors is needed, but also measurements on nuclear
data is for instance urgently needed in order to refine state-of-the-art models and theories. Such
experiments are already in reach and would be greatly appreciated by the astroparticle physics
community. Therefore, stronger collaborations with the nuclear physics community should be
established. Astroparticle physics will profit from any advance in fundamental research such as
physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. Vice versa, next generation instruments
will also be able to test the Standard Model in unique astrophysical environments not accessible
with terrestrial experiments. These co-dependences and correlations across various disciplines
and approaches makes multi-messenger astrophysics a successful research field. Exciting times
lie ahead which, thanks to the steady advances achieved as a collective effort of the community,
will eventually be rewarded with the solution to the origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays.
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Appendix A
Efficient calculation of nuclear processes
In Eq. (3.2), the injection rate of particles of species i and energy Ei from the decay or interaction
of a parent particle j can be approximated by
Q′j→i(Ei) =
∫︂
dx
x
N ′j(E′j)Γ′j(E′j)
dnj→i
dx
(x,
√
s) , (A.1)
where Γ′j is the interaction rate, x = E′i/E′j is the fraction of primary energy taken by the
secondary and
√
s is the center-of-mass energy. The distribution of secondaries of type i per
final state energy interval dx is described by the function
dnj→i
dx
(x,
√
s) ≃Mj→i(
√
s)pj→i(x,
√
s) (A.2)
with the probability distribution pj→i normalized to one, such that the integrated function yields
the average number of secondaries Mj→i produced per interaction, i.e., the multiplicity. The
simplest approximation for the re-distribution function pj→i is the δ-distribution δ(x − χj→i).
The function χj→i describes the (mean) fraction of parent energy deposited in the secondary,
which in the case for a secondary nucleus is χj→i ≃ Ai/Aj assuming Lorentz factor conservation.
The injection of secondary nuclei due to beta decays and spontaneous emission is therefore simply
given by
Q′j→i(Ei) = N ′j
(︄
E′j
χj→i
)︄
Γ′j
(︄
E′j
χj→i
)︄
Mj→i
χj→i
(A.3)
with the interaction rate Γ′j = mj/(E′jτ0,j). For βpm decays, χj→i ≃ 1 andMj→i is the branching
ratio into the corresponding channel. We use refined computations for the neutrino spectrum of
beta decays from relativistic ions, for which we take the peak value of χj→ν of the re-distribution
function extracted from [317].
For photo-hadronic interactions, the interaction rate depends on the target photon field and
is given by
Γ′j(E′j) =
∫︂
dε′
∫︂ +1
−1
d cos θ′Aγ
2 (1− cos θ
′
Aγ)n′γ(ε′)σabsj (ϵr) (A.4)
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for isotropic photon densities n′γ(ε′). In this equation, ε′ represents the photon energy and θ′Aγ
is the pitch angle between the momenta of the photon and the nucleus. The absorption cross
section for species j is σabsj (ϵr) with
ϵr =
E′jε′
mA
(1− cos θ′Aγ) (A.5)
the photon energy in the parent rest frame (PRF) in the limit β′A ≈ 1. It corresponds to the
available center-of-mass energy
√
s of the interaction as s = m2A + 2mAϵr. Defining
fj(y′) =
1
2y′2
∫︂ 2y′
0
dϵrϵrσ
abs
j (ϵr) (A.6)
with y′ = E′jε′/mA as the "typical" center-of-mass energy, the interaction rate can be written as
an integral over the photon density
Γ′j(E′j) =
∫︂
dε′n′γ(ε′)fj(y′) . (A.7)
The function fj(y′) is an integral over the cross section (which is zero below the threshold ϵth
by definition), which can be interpreted as pitch angle averaged cross section. The advantage
is that it can be pre-computed, such that the interaction rate in Eq. (A.7) can be obtained by
only a single integral. For the secondary nuclei injection, we can then write
Q′j→i(Ei) = N ′j
(︄
E′j
χj→i
)︄
mA
E′i
∫︂
dy′n′γ
(︄
mAjy
′χj→i
E′i
)︄
gj→i(y′) (A.8)
with χj→i = Ai/Aj and the function
gj→i(y′) =
1
2y′2
∫︂ 2y′
ϵth
dϵrϵrσ
abs
j (ϵr)Mj→i(ϵr) . (A.9)
Here, the re-injection can still be obtained with a single integral as the function gj→i can be
pre-computed as well, taking into account that the secondary multiplicity strongly depends on
the center-of-mass energy. The procedure further simplifies in the case of a constant target
photon spectrum, as in this work, enabling us to efficiently perform these calculations.
The pre-computation of the values for f(y′) and gj→i(y′) are produced from disintegration
models such as TALYS [175]. The quantity gj→i(y′)/fj(y′) thus describes the secondary multi-
plicity as a function of y′, including the pitch angle averaging in the isotropic target photon field.
In Fig. A.1, this is illustrated for three different isotopes for y′ = 50 MeV (slightly above the
GDR). In all cases, nucleons as well as light nuclei are produced in the process. Residual nuclei
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Figure A.1: Isotope chart illustrating secondary multiplicities for the disintegration of 16O (left),
28Si (center) and 56Fe (right) for the TALYS disintegration model [175]. The color-
coding indicates the average number of secondary nuclei gj→i(y′)/fj(y′) averaged
over the pitch angle for y′ = 50 MeV (injected isotopes are marked in blue). The
total number of secondaries produced per interaction is (on average) shown in the
lower right corner of each panel. Taken from [159].
tend to populate the main diagonal, however, compared to one-dimensional disintegration mod-
els such as the PSB model [185], the isotope chart will be populated in two dimensions, not only
along the main diagonal but also perpendicular to it due to unstable isobars. The importance
of using a sufficiently sophisticated disintegration model has been demonstrated in [24].
The interaction rate for photo-meson production can be calculated in a similar fashion, with
the main difference that the re-distribution functions of secondary mesons should be taken into
account. The methods in this work are a further advancement of [6]. If the re-distribution of
secondaries is to be described, it is difficult to avoid double integrals in the injection function,
which is the bottle-neck for efficient computations, and brute-force sampling methods sampling
methods of interaction models often do not take this into account. The original idea in [6] is to
discretize one of these integrals into a small number of interaction types by a physics-motivated
splitting into t-channel production, resonances and multi-pion production. These interaction
types could be evaluated similar to Eq. (A.8) while having different characteristics in terms of
their inelasticities and multiplicities. We use a different method here, allowing for the automatic
definition of interaction types for many isotopes, which will be even more efficient and precise as
[6] despite being based in similar principles. By re-writing and discretizing one of the integrals
in terms of x, the injection of secondaries can be written as
Q′j→i(E′i) =
T∑︂
k=1
∆x̃kN ′j
(︃
E′i
xk
)︃
mAj
E′i
∫︂
dy′n′γ
(︄
mAjy
′xk
E′i
)︄
hj→i(x̃k, y′) (A.10)
for T such interactions types. In this equation, we use x̃ = log10(x) and define a new re-
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distribution function
hj→i(x̃k, y′) =
1
2y′2
∫︂ 2y′
ϵth
dϵrϵr
dσinclj→i
dx̃
(x̃k, ϵr) , (A.11)
in which we identified σabsj dnj→i/dx̃ with the differential inclusive cross section dσinclj→i/dx̃. Now,
the function hj→i can again be directly compiled from the inclusive cross sections once an
appropriate splitting in x is defined. In order to calculate the secondary injection, only a single
integral has to be computed, which has to be summed over several discrete values of x̃k. Note
that
gj→i(y′) =
T∑︂
k=1
∆x̃khj→i(x̃k, y′) , (A.12)
which implies that the re-distribution function for the secondaries has to add up to yield the
secondary multiplicity, and the interaction types should be chosen accordingly. The simplest
example which is often used in the literature is T = 1 and dnj→i/dx̃(x̃1, y′) = Mj→i with
x̃1 = log10 χj→i such that hj→i = gj→i. Using several such interaction types will lead to more
precise results at the expense of computation time. We have tested several splittings in x̃ and
found that T = 4 with x̃1 = −1.4, x̃2 = −1.0, x̃3 = −0.6 and x̃4 = −0.2 give reasonable results
while being computationally efficient. We have also tested alternatives with eight and 17 values
of x̃, which did not provide a significant gain in precision.
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Appendix B
Photosphere and two-photon annihilation
Photons can be inhibited from escaping the source by Thomson scattering, which is the elastic
scattering of electromagnetic radiation by free charged particles. The photosphere is the radius,
measured as distance from the central engine, at which the optical depth to Thomson scattering
equals unity. It can be deduced from collision parameters starting from the electron density,
which is assumed to be equal to the proton density as shells are on average electrically neutral.
Thus,
n′e ≃
M
mpViso
, (B.1)
where mp is the proton mass, M is the mass of the shell and Viso = 4πR2∆d is the isotropic
volume as a function of the collision radius R and shell widh ∆d. This implicitly assumes that
pair production processes do not significantly increase electron and positron densities. The
optical depth to Thomson scattering is then
τ ′Th ≃
1
n′eσTh∆d
(B.2)
with the Thomson cross section σTh ≈ 66.52 fm2. The mass of the shell can be expressed as the
ratio of its kinetic energy Ekin and the corresponding Lorentz factor Γ, which is related to the
isotropic energy Eiso by the baryonic loading ξA and a conversion efficiency parameter ϵ, i.e.,
Mc2 = EkinΓ =
ϵξAEiso
Γ . (B.3)
In this equation, Eiso represents the isotropic equivalent energy in gamma-rays in the on-axis
frame per shell. It can be rewritten in terms of luminosity as Eiso = Lγtv, such that the
photospheric radius is given by
Rph ≃
√︄
ξaLγtvσTh
4πmpΓϵ
, (B.4)
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similar to Eq. (6.2). In case of a fixed observation off-axis, as it is the case in Sec. 6.1, an addi-
tional factor for boosting back in the on-axis frame enters according to Eq. (6.6). Furthermore,
if only the total isotropic equivalent energy is available, an additional factor Nsh = T90/tv enters
in order to convert it into the per-shell energy.
Thomson scattering is regarded as the low energy limit of Compton scattering. However,
high energy gamma-rays can be produced by the decay of neutral pions as a by-product of
photo-hadronic interactions for instance. If photons above TeV energies are able to leave the
source, electromagnetic cascades on the CMB and EBL are initiated, processing them down
to TeV energies. The gamma-ray background in this energy range is constrained by Fermi,
challenging sources which are transparent to gamma-rays at these energies. The situation gets
worse for negative source evolution, as most of the gamma-rays originate from close by sources,
for which the cascades might not even fully develop. On the other hand, pγ sources are in
general optically thick to high energy gamma-rays due to intrasource cascades, i.e., two-photon
annihilation may inhibit the direct escape of gamma-rays in this range [318]. Especially the low
energy target photon field is important for the behaviour of the optical depth, but often it is
only poorly constrained by observations. Frequently used extrapolations are based on Swift data
in the energy range 0.4 – 13.5 keV. In this work, we use broken power laws which are consistent
with the measurements. Pair creation γ + γ → e+ + e− is the relevant process for high energy
gamma-ray escape. The corresponding optical depth can be estimated according to [318] as
τγγ(εγ) ≈ 0.1σThRΓ ε
′dN
dε′
|ε′=m2ec4/ε′γ , (B.5)
where εγ is the energy of the high energy photon and ε is the target photon energy. Primed
quantities refer to the SRF, such that ε′ = ε/Γ. The factor 0.1 originates from the weighting of
different power law segments, which is set to typical, rather conservative value here for the sake
of simplicity. For the TDE scenario as presented in Chapter 5, we find for example that the
source is at the verge of being optically thick at gamma-ray energies around ∼ 10 PeV. We want
to stress that the behaviour of the target photon spectrum beyond the measurement is unknown.
A second spectral break or a low energy thermal component could be further explanations for the
non-observation of high energy photons. After all, the escape of PeV gamma-rays is speculative
and pγ sources tend in general to be rather optically thick.
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